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FOREWORD

This Shop Manual comprises the proper servicing procedures for Kawasaki tvtodels A1, H1 and
similar Models with Multi Cylinders two stroke engines. Following the steps described in this
Manual will result in perfect maintenance with less trouble and time consumed. Also, the me-

chanics working on these models in accordance with the instructions contained in this Manual will
be assured of providing the best service because the Manual specifies the limit and standards for
all corrective steps in maintenance work. Careful reading of all sections before beginning work
is recommended. Mechanics are also requested to use only genuine Kawasaki parts when replacing

Parts.
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I . SPECIFICATIONS

I . Specificotions

2. Performqnce Gurves
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l. Specificotions

Series

Item

250 cc 350 cc

1A AlSS AlR 7A

tr
.9

(l)

E
ô

Overall Length

Overall Width

Overall Height

Wheelbase

Road Clearance

Dry Weight

78.3 in (1,990mm)

31.9 1n ( 810., ,

43.1 in (1,095mm)

f,r.z pl r1,ijQQmml

6.5 in ( 165mm i

318.5 lb ( 145ks )

78,3 in (1,990mm1

32,6 in | 830mml

42.5 :in (1,080nm)

51.0 in (r,300mm)

6.7 in i 170mm)

323.3 1b ( 147 h)

75.4 in(1,915mm1

22.8 inl 580mm1

37.2 in( 945mm)

51 0 ini1,295mm)

4 9 in( 125mm)

239.71b ( tOït*'1

79.1 in (2p10mm

ill .9 in( E10mm

43.5 in 11,105mm

51.0 in (1295mm

6.5 in ( 165mm

j'27.7 tb i r+skg

q)
o
(E

tr
o
(l,
ô-

Maximum Speed

Fuel Consumption

Climbing Ability
Braking Distance

Minimum Turning Radius

103mph(16s kph)

B0nie,/1(35km/l)
38"

39 f t.131mph, 12mr50 kph l

86.6in(2,200mm)

103mph(165 kph)

80mie/{(35km/{)
39'

l9 f r.131mph112m./50 kph

86.6in (2,200mm)

125mph( 200 kph)

150.0 in(3,BOBmm)

109mph(175 kph)

B0mil/{(35km/l)
40'

l9 f t,,3i mph l 12m.150 kph

86.6 in(2.200mm)

q

g)

IJJ

Type
2-cycle

2 cylinder
Rotary'Disc Valve

2-cycle
2 cylinder

Rotary Disc Valve

2-cycle
2 cylinder

Rotary Disc Valve

2-cycle
2 cylnder

Rotary Disc Valve
Bore x Stroke

Displacement
Compression Ratio
Maximgm Horsepowér
Maximum Torque

ks-m,
ftilb /tP*

2.09 X2. llt rni'53 X 56mm

15.07 r:u ini24Zcc)

7.0: 1

31 hpi8.000 rrm

21.1 ,_ _^^
o. 92 /, )uu

2.09X2.21 inl53X5{imm

15 . 07 cu ini 217 cc ,)

7.0:1
31 hp,,'8.000 rom

)1 1

;';i'7.500

2.tlgX:,11 ini53X56mm I

15.07 cu in(2,17cc)
8.0:1

.10 hp/9.500 rpm

)1 7
:':^/8.500
J - UI.J

2.44x2.21 in(62X56mm I

20.63 cu in(338cc)

7.0:1
,12 hp/8.000 rpm

,Rq
3"ôô/7, ooo

bo
Inlet

Open BTC

Close ATC

i 12'

()5

112'

65'

130"

70'

172"

65'

Ir
o

Scavenging
Open BBC

Close ABC

5B'

5B'

58"

58'

62"

62'

60'

60"

Exhaust
Open BBC

Close ABC
89'

89'

89'

E9"

94.5"

94.5'
91'

91'

Carburetor
Type (MIKUNI)

Fuel Tank Capacity

(2) VM22 SC

3.Sgal ( 13.51 iters )

(2) YM22 sc

3. 5gal ( 13 . 51 i ters )

(2)M26R

5.3eal i 201 iters )

(2)VN{28S C

3.5gal ( 13.51 iters )

Lubrication System

Engine Oil

Oil Tank Capacity

Super Lube
Oil Injection

2-stroke engine oil

2.4qt(.2.2 liters)

Super Lube
0il Injection

2 stroke engine oil

2.4q t(2.2 liters)

Super Lude and

Gasoline 0il
(ts:t)Mixing

1.05qt(1 liters)

Inject Lube
Oil Injection

2-stroke engine Oil

2.4 qt(2 .2 I iters )

Starting System Kick Starter Kick Starter Push bump or Kick Kick Starter

Ignition System Battery and Coil Battery and Coil Magneio Battery and Coil
Ignition Type Convention C. D. I Convention C. D.I Covention C. D. I Convention C. D. f

Ignition Timing (Before TDC) 25" 25'23"

bo

À
J1

.d
Ora

NGK
HITACHI

DENSO

CHAMPION

AUTOLITE

BOSCH

KLG
LODGE

B gHC

L -60T UL 19V

w340T 16

F 290

R 50

uï' 
--

L 60T UL-19V

w340 T 16

F 290

*',0

B 1OEN 

-

L 557

AE 403

w370T 16

'ïr _

L 60T UL_19V

w340 T 16

F 290

R -50

1-1
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Series

Item

350 cc 500 cc

ATSS A7R H1

o

o
E
o

Overall Length

overall Width

Overall Height
trVheelbase

Road Clearance

Dry Weight

78.7 in (2.00omml

112.7 in( E30mml

,12.0 in (1.07r1mm,

51.0 in i1.295mm)

h., ilr I l/Omm

329.01bs( 
Lagk*l

75.,1 in

22.8 in

37.2 in

51.0 in

4.9 in
240.0 lbs

1 .915mm

5B()mm

945mm

1 ,295mm

125 mm

1 09kg

82.5 in ( 2,095mm I

33.1 ini 8,10mmr

r12.i in i1.0E0mml

55.1 in i1.400mm1

5.ll inl 135mml

ll82 o 1bs( 17'lkg r

o)oc
(§

E
o
E
o)
o-

Maximum Speed

Fuel Consumption

Climbing Ability
Braking Distance

Minimum Turning Radius

109 mph( 1 75 kph l

80mi1/{(35km/il
40'

39 f r,.31mph (12 m,.50 kph

86.6 in(2.200mn,

138mph(220 kph)

150.0 in(3.808mm)

190 kph(118mph)

33km/ I (55 mi I r' gal )

40'

10.5mi'50 kph i3,1,5 fr .31 mph I

9r0.5 in(2.300mm)

q)

.E
E')

uj

Type
2-cycle

2 cylinder
Rotary Disc Valve

2-cyc1e

2 cylinder
Rotary Disc Valve

2-cycle
3 cylinder

Piston Valve
Bore x Stroke
Displacement

Compression Ratio

Maximum Horsepower

Maximum Torque
kg-*,-,
ftÏlb i rPm

2.44); 2.21 ini 62 X 56mm I

20.63 cu-in(338cc)
7.0 .. 

7

42 hp/8,000 rpm

28q
-.- ,7.000< qq

2.48x2.21 ini63x56mnl

21.30 cu-in(349cc)

7.7:1
53 hp/9,500 rpm

)o')
. ^ . /9.500
4. 04

2. 36 x2. 31in (60X 58.§mm l

30.4 cu in(498cc)

6.8 : 1

60 hp/2,500 rpm

tr)ar t\)

5. 85 /,000

ôo

F.
o

Inlet
Open BTC

Close ATC

172'

65"

1 30'

70' /6

Scavenging
Open BBC

Close ABC

60'

60'

il3'

63'

59. 5"

s9. 5'

Exhaust
Open BBC

Close ABC
91'

91"

98. s'

98. 5'

89'

B9'

Carburetor
Type (MIKUNI)

Fuel Tank Capacity

(2) vM28sc

3.Sgal (13.51iters)

(2) M2e

5 . 3gal ( 201 i ters )

(3) vM28sc

4.Ogal (151iters)

Lubrication System

Engine Oil

Oil Tank Capacity

Inject Lube

0il Injection
2'stroke engine oil

2.4 qt(z.2 liters)

Inject Lube and

Gasoline Oil
(ts:t)Mixing

1.05 qt(1 litersl

Inject Lube

Oil Injection
2-storoke engine oil

2.5 qt(2.3 I iters )

Starting System Kick Starter Push bump or Kick Kick Starter

Ignition System Battery and Coil Magneto Battery and Coil

Ignition Type Conyention C. D. I Convention C. D. I Convention C. D. I

Ignition Timing (Before TDC 25' 27" 25"

À
-,!!

(d
Or(/)

NGK
HITACHI
DENSO

CHAMPION

AUTOLITE

BOSCH

KLG
LODGE

T,60T UL 19V

w340 T 16

F 290

R50

B 1OEN

L -557

AE 403

w370 T 16

B-9HC :-

LL-19Y

L 60T

w340 T 16

F 290

R50

t-2
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r

Series

Item

250 cc 350 cc

1A AlSS AlR 7A

c
o

(§

Type
5-speed,

constant mesh,
return change

5-speed,
constant mesh,
return change

5-speed,
constant mesh,
return change

5-speed,
constant mesh,
return change

o

!
d

Low
2rd
3rd
4th
5th

2.50
I .53
1.13
0.92
0.78

2.50
I .53

1.13
/\ o,
0. 78

1

0

06 (33/16)
,17 (28/i9 )

18 (26/22')
0a (24/24)

89 (23i26)

1

1

2 2.50
1 .53
1. t3
0. !12

0.78

Primary Reduction Ratio

Final Reduction Ratio

Overall Drive Ratio

3.40 is1/15)

2.46 (37 /15)

6.32

3.,10 i51/15)

2.60 (3e/1s)

6.52

3.35 (57/17)

1 .81 i29,/16 )

5.38

3.40 (51/15)

2..10 (36i i5 )

ti .36

Transmission Oil
Transmission Oil Capacity

SAE # 30

7.27qt\1.2 I ')

.- \rf 1^
J _1-L + .1U

I.27qtil.2/')
SAE 41OW3O
7.27qtll.2{')

SAE 4 30
1.27qt(7.2 I )

o
Typ. Heav-v duty multiple

disk, \(ret plate
Hearry duty multiple

disk, Wet plate
Hear,ry duty multiple

disk, Wet plate
Hear,y duty multiple

disk, Wet plate

tro
E
.s

uJ

o
.9

oo
tr

Ignition Type Convention C. D. I Convention C. D. I Conventjon C. D. I Convention f.f. l

Generator Made By
TyP.

KOKI]SAN M]TSLIBISH]

EN10 AW2010A

KOKLTSAN MITSUBISH-

ENlO AW2()1OA

KOKUSAN

ENO4

TOKUSAN MITSUBISH

E\ 8 AWzOTOA

Regurator
Made By
Type

iOKLTSA\ MITSUBISHI

ZR 905 RL2128T

KOKUSAN N{ITSUBISHI

ZR 905 RL2128T

KOKIJSAN MJTSUBISH,

ZR $5 RL2128T

Ignition Coil
Made By
TyP"

DIAMOND DIAMOND

TLi-25M-7 TU-51-1

DIÀMOND DIAMOND

TU-25N{-7 TU-51-1

KOKUSAN

ST-70

DIAN{o -\D DIAMo ND

TLr-25M-7 TU-51-1

Battery
TyP"
Capacity

12N6-.14
12V 6AH

12N6 4 A
12V64 H

6-44
6AH

12N

12V

Head Lamp Type
Head Lamp Bulb
Tail/Brake Lamp Bulb
Speedometer Lamp Bulb
Neutral Indicator Lamp Bulb
Tochometer Indicator
Lamp Bulb
Charge Indicator Lamp Bulb
High Beam Indicator Bulb
Turn Signal Lamp Bulb

Semi-sealed beam

12 V .35 //25\\i

12V.8,,/25\Vi4r'32 cp

12 \," 3\V
lrI- o\rrJ T\

12V ,

12V, 3W

12\., 1.5W

12V, 8W

Semi-sealed beam

12 \'- . 35,i 25W

12\,' .8i2s\V(4i 32 cp)
] O I' 

'IÀi1- ! , .)\V

12\I, 3\V

12 V, 3\\r

12V, 3W

12\,'. 1.5W
12 \," BW

Semi-sealed beam

12 V . 3si25W
12V,8/25W(4/32cp

12V, 3W

12V, 3W

12V, 3W

12V, 3W

12 \," 1 .5W

12V, 8W

q)

E
(E

lt

Typ. Tubular, double
cradl e

Tubular, double
c radl e

Tubular, double
cradle

Tubular, double
c radl e

Steering angle

Caster

Trail

40'
63'

3.4 in(86mm)

40"

63'
3.4 infB6mm)

40'

63'
3.4 in(86mm)

40"

63"

3.6 in(91mm)

Tire Size
Front
Rear

3.00 - 18. .1 PR
3.25 1B,4PR

3.00 18,4PR
3.50 18,4PR

2 .75 18, 4 PR
3.00 18. '1PR

3.25 18..iPR
3.50 18.4PR

Suspension
Front
Rear

Telescopic Fo.k
Swinging Arm

Telescopic Fork
Swinging Arm

Tel e scopi c

Swinging
Fork

Arm
Telescopic Fork

Srvinging Arm

Damperstrok
Front
Rear

4.3in(110mm)

2.8in( 70mm)

4.3in(110mm)

2.Bin( 70mm)

4.7 in(120mm)

2.8 in( 70mm)

,1.3 in(110mm)

-.ô lnl /(rmm I

Front Fork OiL.

Capacity (each fork)
0.22qt(200cc) 0.22qt(Z00cc) 0.24qt(200cc) A .22 qt ( ZOOcc )

Mixing Ratio
Mbbil oil
Spindle Oil

a', 8'.2 B:2
o)
.Yo
æ

Diameter width in
Front 7.1x1.2ini180x30..) 7.1x 1.2ia(180 x 30-) 7.9X0.8 in(200X20m) 7.1xt.2in(180x30m)

Rear 7.1 xi.2in(180x30m) 7.1x1.2in(180r3 0.) 7 1X1.4 in( 180x36m) 7.1 1.:in(180 30-

1-3
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Series

Item

350 cc 500 cc

ATSS A7R 1H

tr
,9q
.9
E
tr
(!

Typ"
5-speed,

constant mesh,
return change

5-speed,
constant mesh,
return change

5-speed,
constant mesh,
return change

d

d

Low
2rd
3rd
4th
5th

2.50
1 .53
1.13
{) q2

0.78

lJJ/1nl

( 28l1e )

\26i22t
)t ,1\

(23/26 )

2.06
1.47
1 .18
1 .00
0. 89

2.20
1 .40
i .09
0.92
0.81

Primary Reduction Ratio

Final Reduction Ratio

Overall Drive Ratio

3.40 (51/15)

2.,10 (36/15 )

6.3 6,

3.35 (57l17)

1.81 (29/16)

5 .38

2 . 41 (.65 /27 )

3.oo (45i15)

5.8,1

I ransmrsslon oil
Transmission Oil Capacity

SAE # 30
1.2?qr(7.2 1')

SAE + 1()W3O

t.'27q(t.2 t')
SAE +10 \ÀB(]

1.70qt11.6 / )

q,

o
Typ"

Heav-v duty multiple
di sk, Wet plate

Healy duty multiple
disk, Wet plate

Heary duty multiple
disk. Wet plate

tr
0,
E
.s
ct

uJ

6
.9

og
uI

Ignition Type Convention C. D. I Convention C. D. I C onr.ention C. D. j

Generator
Made J.y
TyP.

KOKUSAN MITSUBISH]

EN8 AM2O1()A

KOKUSAN

ENO4

\{ITSL]BISHI MiTSUBISHI
.u 2010x{ AZ-20104

Regurator
Made By
Type

(OKUSAN M]TSUBISH]

ZR9O5 RL2128T

\{ITSUBISHI MITSUBISHI

RL 2128T RL-T

Ignition Coil
Made By
TyP"

DIAMOND DlAMO\D

TU-25M-7 TLr-51-1

KOKUSA]'i

ST- 70

DIAIV0\D DIAMO\D
TL 25 TLI- 51- 2

Battery
TyP.
Capacity

12N 6 ,lA

]2V 6AH
12N 9 48
72ÿ 9 AH

Head Lamp Type

Head Lamp Bulb
Tail/Brake
Speedometer Lamp Bulb

Neutral Indicator Lamp Bulb

Tochometer Indicator
Lamp Bulb
Charge Indicator tamp Bulb
High Beam Indicator Bulb
Turn Signal Lamp Bulb

Semi-sealed beam

12v 35/25w

1zv8/25w (4/32cp)

12V, 3W

12 V, 3W

12v, sW

12 v, 3w

12V, 1 .5\\r

12V, 8W

Semi-sealed Semi-sealed beam

12 V 35/25W

12V8/25W(4/32 cp)

12V, 3W

12v, 3w

12 v, 3w

12\r, 3W

12V, 1.5W

12V, BW

o,
E
(E

tt

TyP. Tubular double

crade
Tubular, double

cradl e

Tubular, double
c radl e

Steering angle

Caster

I rall

40'
63'

3.6 in(91mm)

40"

63'
3.6 in(91mm)

42'

61"

4.3 in(11Omm)

Tire Size
Front
Rear

3.25 18,4PR
3.50 t8.4pR

2.75 18,,1 PR
3.00 18.4PR

3.25-19,4PR
,4.00 18.4PR

Suspension
Front
Rear

Telescopic Fork
Swinging Arn

Telescopic Fork
Swinging Arn

Telescopic Fork
Swinging Arn

Damperstrok
Front
Rear

,1.lJin(110*)
2.Bin( 70nm')

4.7 in(120mm)

2.8 in( 70mm)

f,.5 r n( l4umm )

2.8 in( 70mm)

Front Fork Oil
Capacity (each fork)

O .22 qT ( 200cc ) 0.24 qt(22occ) 0.25 qt(230cc)

MixingRatio yr",:i,"tâ, 8:2 ôL 6:4

(,
o
o Diameter widthin

Front 7 .7 /.1 .2 i n( 180 x 30,. ) 7.9x0.8 in(20Q/.20m') 7.9X1.4in(200x35m)

Rear 7.1x1.2 in(180x30m) 7 .1 /.1 .4 inl 180 x 36,.) 7. 1 x 1.4in (180x 35m)

r-4
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2. Performonce Curves

A 1 Series Engine Performance Curves

3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000

Cranksfiaft r.p.m

A 1 Series Running Performance Curves

kg.m (ft-lb)

hp :s

30
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,9
o.

tr
00
0)

(srlpsh)

6002.0 +(14.s) 20

200

180

160

1.40

120

500

400
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10

o)
J

o

kg

q)
o
o
E')

::
o

f,q,
q,

Âtsa
C
(E

o
r.p,m
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8000
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1_5
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\

(
/

\
/

/'
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I

rmptio n

*" "4"r
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A7 Series Engine Performance Curves

ks-m (ft-lb)
4.0 

T(2e.0)

I

3.01(21.s)

z.o ltr+.sl

,,I., ,,
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o

45678
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(x 1000)

A 7 Series Runing Performance Curves
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H 1 Series Engine Perfomance Curves
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II. DISMANTTING, !NSTAIIATION,
AND ADJUSTMENT OF ENGINE

l. Components of the engine

2. Minor disossembly of the engine

3. Removing the engine

4. lnstolling the engine

5. Adiustments
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l. Components of lhe engine

The engine can be roughly divided into the following components.

[H seriesl

Fis. 2-1

1) Air cleaner

2) Cylinders, Cylinder heads

3) Pistons, Piston pins

4) Piston rings

5) R.H. engine cover, Distributor

6) Oil pump

7) Clutch release

8) Primary gear

9) Clutch

10) Gear change mechanism

11) AC generator

12) Engine sprocket

13) Crankcase

14) Crankshaft

15) Transmission gears

16) Kickstarter

17) Carburetors

[A series]

Fis. 2-2

1) Air cleaner

2) Cylinders, Cylinder heads

3) Pistons, Piston pins

4) Piston rings

5) R.H. engine cover

6) oil pump

7) Clutch release

B) Primary gear

9) Clutch

10) L.H. engine cover

11) Rotary disc valves

12) Gear change mechanism

13) AC generator

t4) Engine sprocket

15) Crankcase

L6) Crankshaft

17) Transmission gears

18) Kickstarter

19) Carburetors

NOTE

when completely disassembling rhe engine, follow the order listed above.

2-L
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2. Minor disossembly of the engine

The engine can be disassembled to

Inspect and repair it according to the

IH seriesl

a certain extent without removing it from the

following procedure.

[A series]

2l

1) Cylinder head -------->cylinder 
= - piston ring
\ Pirto, pin==---- Piston

\ S-r1l end needle bearing

2l R.H carburetor cover

Oil pump

R..FJ engine cover
/\.

Z \.t

c1,:tcli, Prirnarypinion

R.H carburetor. Clutch release

Fig. 2-6

R.H engine cover

/\
Clutch. Primary pinion

frame.

Fis. 2-3 Fis. 2-4

Oil pump cover

f)istr-ibr"rtor cap.

)_)

Fis. 2-5
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Gear change mechanism

L.H Engine cover

AC generator

Front chain cover

Drive chain
Engine sprocket---------> Clutch release.

Fig. 2-8

R.H rotary disc Gear change mechanism

valve cover.
I

I

v
R.H roran disc valve

3) L.H carburetor cover

I

ü
L.H carburetor-- Oil pumP

Drive chain cover

Drive chain
I

ÿ
Engine sprocket

4|

I Fis. 2-1o

I
L.H. rotary disc valve cover cap

I

ü
L.H engine cover

Fis. 2-7

Fiq. 2-9

Fis. 2-11 Fis. 2-12

2-3
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ü
L.H rotary disc valve cover

ü
L.H rotary disc valve

5) L.H side cover

ü
Air inlet pipe

I

\y

Air cleaner element

IH seriesl

1) Removing the fuel tank

a. Turn the fuel cock to ON, pull out the

fuel pipes from the carburetors.

Fis. 2-13

4l L.H side cover

ü
Air cleaner

[A seriesl

NOTE

It is not necessary to remove the fuel tank

in the A series.

Fis. 2-14 Fis. 2-15

Removing the engine

Before rernoving the engine from frame, remove the fuel tank (only in H series), exhaust

pipes, air cleaner, carburetors, drive chain, change pedal, cables (clutch, oil pump and tacho-
meter), wirings of the AC generator and high tension cords. According ro rhe following
procedure, they can be removed quickly and efficienrly.

Fis. 2-15

2-4
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b. Open the seat and remove the

fitting bolts to take off the fuel tank.

Fis.2-16

Removing the exhaust pipes.

Remove fitting bolts on the each exhaust pipe and the rnuffler, take off the exhaust pipes

with the muf{ler.

Removing the air cleaner

a. Remove the left.side cover.

b. Remove the air intake rubber, take off
the air cleaner cover and the element.

Fis. 2-18

Removing the air cleaner

a. Remove the left side cover, loosen the

fitting screws and take off the air

cleaner.

Fis. 2-17

Fig. 2-19 Fis. 2-2O

2-5

2l
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4l Removing the carburetors

a. Loosen fitting bolts to take off the

left, center and right carburetors.

5) Removing the oil pump and tacho

meter cable.

a. Remove the grommet of the tacho-

meter.

b. Remove the fitting screws to take off
the oil pump cover.

c. Remove the fitting screws to pull out

the tachometer cable.

Fig. 2-23

4l Removing the carburetors.

a. Remove the R.H carburetor cover,

change pedal, and the L.H carburetor

cover.

b. Turn the fuel cock to OFF and

remove the fuel pipe.

c. Loosen the fitting clips to remove the

carburetors.

Removing the oil pump and tacho
meter cable.

a, Remove the fitting screw, pull out the

tachometer cable,

5)

Fis. 2-21

Fig. 2-22

Fis. 2-24

2-6
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d. Remove the oil pump cable from the

oil pump conüol lever.

e. Remove the banjo bolt from the oil

pump, take off the inlet oi1 pipe.

6) Removing the clutch cable

a. Take offthe front chain cover.

b. After giving sufficient slack in the

outer cable, remove the inner cable

from the clutch release lever, and

remove the clutch cable.

Remove the oil pump cable from

oil pump conffol lever.

c. Remove the banjo bolt from the oil
pump, take off the inlet oil pipe.

6) Removing the clutch cable

a. After giving sufficient slack in the

outer cable, remove the inner cable

from the clutch release lever, and

remove the ciutch cable.

theb.

NOTE

When inlet pipe has been removed, it is necessary to plug the pipe to prevent the oil from

ilowing out of the oil tank.

Fig. 2-25 Fis. 2-26

Fi1. 2-27 Fis. 2-28

2-7
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7l7l Removing the drive chain

a. Remove the chain clip, take off the

drive chain.

8) Remove wirings of the AC generator from

Removing the drive chain

a. Take offthe front chain cover.

b. Remove the chain clip, take off the

drive chain.

Fig.

the main harness.

2-30

s)e)

Fis. 2-31

Remove the high tension cord.

a. Remove the high tension cord from

ignition coi1.

Fig. 2-32

Remove the high tension cords

a. Remove the plug caps.

10) Remove the engine mounting bolts and take off the engine from the frame.

Fis. 2-29

Fis. 2-33 Fig.2-34

2-B
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4. Instolling the engine

Install the engine in the reverse order of removing it. In the case of installing the engine,_

pay special attention to the following items.

1) lnstalling the chain clip of the drive chain.

2l Connecting the AC generator wirings'

3) lnstalling the Plug caPs.

4l Tightening the engine mounting bolts.

Check the following points again for trial running.

1) Engine oil level.

2l Transmission oil.level.
3) Adjustments of the engine.

a. Carbureror idling adjustment (Refer to II-5)
b. Adjusting the starter cable (Refer to tl-5)
c. Adjusting the oil pump .... (Refer to II-5)
d. Adjusting the clutch (Refer to II-5)
e. Adjusting the ignition timing (Refer to V-4)

4l Adjustments of the frame

a. Adjusting the brake (R.efer to IV-4)
b. Adjusting the drive chain......... (Refer to IVl3)
c. Adjusting the air pressure of the tire ........... .r....i.......,.!......... (Refer to IV-3)

5) Tightening the fltting bolt or nut in each part

2-9
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5. Adiustments

1) Adjusting idling sPeed

a. Adjusting throttle cables

To adjust idling speed for multicylinder engine such

as A series (twin carburetors) or H series (three carburet-

ors) models correctly, throttle valve opening of each

carburetor is necessary to be zero at first.

(1) Loosen lock nut "B" and to let throttle grip

have enough play, turn in cable adjuster "A".

Fig.2-35

(2) To operate all throttle valves equally, adjust outer cable play ofeach throttle cable

to be zero at fully closed position of each throttle valve. This play can be adjusted by

turning throttle cable adjuster "C" to right or left sifting outer cable with fingers as

shown in Fig. (36).

Be sure

NOTE

to tighten lock nut "D" aîter adjustment.

Fis. 2-38

NOTE

for 1 to 2 minutes to make gasoline atomize well in the carburetors.

b. Starting engine

Warm up engine

Fis. 2-36

Fis. 2-37

RRRNR

2-10
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Adjusting carburetors

(1) Check how many turns each air adjusting screw backed out from completely screwed

in position.

A1 series

A7 series

Hl series

lYA

1.0

1.y1

(2) Adjust engine speed to be 1,500 to 1,800 rpm by turning each throttle stop screw

"F" to right or left. (Fig. 40)

The stable idling speed of engine can be easily found by applying hands to exhaust

muffler ends and adjusting each exhaust pressure to be equal by turning throttle stop

screw as shown in (Fig' 41).

Adiusting throttle grip play by throttle grip adjustet "A".
Standard play is as shown in (Ftg. a4. Be sure to tighten locknut B after adjusting.

Air screw

Fig. 2-39

Fis. 2-40 Fis. 2-41

2-1,1

Fis. 2-42

Model
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Adiusting starter

a. Check the starter lever for play.

adjuster "4" right or left.

This play can be adjusted by turning stafier lever

Fig. 2-44

b. To operate all starter plungers equally, adjust outer cable play of each starter cable to

be zero at fully closed position of starter plunger. This play can be adjusted by turning

starter cable adjuster "C" right or left sifting outer cable with fingers as shown in (Fig.

45).

c. Finally,
shown in

Fis. 2-45

adjust starter lever play by starter lever adjuster "A", the standard play is as

(Fig. 46), and tighten the lock nut "B" securely.

2-12

Fig 2-46
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3) Adiusting oil PumP

Oil pump operâres synchronzedly with throttle valves as shown in Fig. (35), and it must

be set so thar the minimum opening of the pump lever corresponds to the zero opening of

the throttle valves. Accordingly, it is necessary to adjust throttle cable for the correct adjust-

ment of the oil PumP.

a. Adjust the throttle cable as shown in Fig. (47).

NOTE

If the idling speed of the engine is already adjusted in

the order given in the parugraph 5. 1), it is not necessary

to adjust the throttle cables as stated above, that is, it is

engough to adjust only oil PumP minimum opening in

that case.

b. Loosen lock nut "F", and to let oi1 pump outer cable have a play, turn the control

lever adjuster "E" in.

c. With punched marks on control lever stopper and control lever aligned, adjust the

ourer cable play of oil pump cable to be zero. This play can be adjusted by turning

conffol lever adjuster "E" to right or left sifting outer cable by fingers as shown in (Fig.

48).

NOTE

to tighten lock nut "F"

2-1,3

Fis. 2-47

Fis. 2-aB

Do not forget after adjustment.
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4l Adiusting Clutch

H series

a. Adjust the angle of release lever as follows.

(1) Loosen lock nut "8", and unscrew clutch

adjusting screw 3 to 4 turns back, then the

release lever comes to be free.

(.2) To givc the

acljurst it later

ancl adjust the

in Fig. (50) bv

irqht or lcft.

piay to clutch lcver enouqh to

propcrlv, loosen lock ni-rt "D"
position of ciutclr levcr as shon,n

turtritig ciutcli levcr adjustcr "C"

(3) Loosen lock nut "F", and adjust the angle of
release lever to 100 degrees as shown in Fig. (51)

by turning clutch cable adjuster "E" right or left.

b. Adjusting clutch

There is a screw position that turning torque
increases suddenly on the way of screwing in clutch
adjusting screw "A". This position shows that the
clutch begins to operate, then stop turning at the

position and tighten rhe screw with lock nut ,,8,,.

Fis. 2-49

2-14

Fis. 2-51

Fig. 2-50
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Adjust clutch

The standard

fasten it tightely

lever play by clutch lever adjuster

play is as shown in Fig. (52), and

with lock nut "D".

A series

a. Loosen both, lock nut

clutch lever adjuster "C"
inside right cover.

ttD" and ttF" and make

and clutch cable adjuster

Fis. 2-52

release lever free by turning in both

"E" completely and pull inner cable

Fig. 2-53

b. Clutch is acljusted by clutch acljusting screw "4"
after ioosening lock nut "8". There is a screw

position that turning torque increases suddenly on

the half wav of turning in clutch adjusting screw

"4". This shows the clutch begins to operate.

Tlren screw it back about 114 to 112 r:rn from the

position and tighten the lock nut "8" securely.

c. Finaly, adjust clutch lever play by clutch cable

adjuster "8", the standard clutch lever play is
shown in Fig. (55), and fasten tighteli, with lock

nut ttF".

2*15

Fig. 2-54

Fis.2-55



III. NÂAINTENANCE OF ENGINE COMPONENTS

l. Air cleoner

2. Cylinders, cylinder heds

3. Piston, Piston pin

4. Piston ring

5. Right hond engine coyer

6. Clutch releose system

7. Clurch

8. Primory reduction geors

9. [.H. engine cover

lO. Engine sprocket

ll. Generotor

12. Chonge mechonism

13. Rotory disc volve

14. lubricoting sysfem

t5. Cronkcose

16. Cronkshof t

17. Trqns mission

t8. Kick storter

I9. Coburetor
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l. Air cleqner

If particles in the air, such as dust or sand, are inhaled inro a cylinder, they remain between

the piston and the cyiinder, and they act as avrasives, scratching the cylinder wall. Therefore,

an air cleaner is needed tc tlter and clean the dusty air inhaled into the carburetor. Also the

air cleaner functions to eliminate noise rluring inhalation.

1) Structure

Fig. 3-1 shows a section of the A series air cleaner" The incornrning air is fiitered through

three stages as shown by arrorv rnarks; the tirsi stage in which particles in the air adhere to

the half-ball shapeLi car.ity (felteil) by coltrision, the seconci in which the air is filtererl bv the

inside cjrcurnference wail ifeited) of the case b,rciy, and the third in which the air is filtered

by a wet unwoven cioth element.

I

2l Removal

H series

a. Take off the left side cover.

b, Loosen tire clarnps of the carburetors (3) and

PiPe.

c. Take off the ciips (2) on the lower pa-rt of the

arrri the case cover, and puli them out.

the air cleaner, and remove the air inlet

air cleaner (2). Disassembie the element

NIOTE

It is impossibie to take off the air cleaner itself witliout

carburetor.

removing the left and center

Àir cleaner bodY

Fis. 3-1

Fis. 3-2

3-7

Fis. 33
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A series

a. Take off the left side cover.

b. Loosen the clamps, and take off the air cleaner assembly.

Fig. 3-4

3) lnspection

a. Check the element for damages. Replace the

filter if it has pin-holes.

b. Check for clogging of the filter meshes and dirt
on the felt. If there is dirt or clogging, wash out

the dust with gasoline and then apply oil (Sef
30-40) to the felt.

NOTE

After washing the felt with gasoline, soak it in mixed

oi1 (20 : 1) and then set it in place.

c. Check for adhesion of the felt. If it is coming

off, glue it on again with a quality binding agent.

lnstallation

Installation follows the reverse order of removal.

NOTE

The installation of the carburetor and the air intake

pipe (H series) should be carefully carried out.

4l

Fig. 3-5

Fis. 3-7

i:t

Fis. 3-6

,,rrl'l

3-2
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2. Cylinders, Cylinder heods

1) Mechanism

The rylinder is made of a light-weight aluminum

alloy which has a high cooling efficiency. A special

cast sleeve is cast into the cylinder. The aluminum

alloy and the cast sleeve are fused together through

strong metal layer by means of a special casting

(cast-in-bond). Location of the ports of cylinder

differs between A series and H series, depending on

the intake methods.

H series (piston-port method)

Exhaust, scavenging and inlet ports are located on

\_ the inner wall of the cylinder. The opening and

closing of these ports are conducted by the side wall

of the piston which reciprocates in the cylinder.

Ihe timing of opening and closing of the ports are

symmetric to the top dead center of the piston.

Fig. 3-10 shows the port timing of the H series.

Cylinder top

\o

37.0
Scavenging

Fig. 310

The scavenging method of H series is the 4-port

method, which has auxiliary scavenging ports to
increase the engine output. Scavenging is the process

of replacing the remaining gas in the cylinder with a

new mixture gas. The coff/entionil,2-port scavenging

widely used in piston-porting, has exhaust gas remains

at the port "a", as is shown in the upper -half

Fig. 3-8

Fig. 3-9

89'Close

59.5'Close

89'Open

59.5" Open

Sèavenging port

TDC

3-3

f-l Intake %Exhanst f-l Scavenging

76'Open

CD
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of Fig. 3-11. This fact affects the scavenging per-

formance adversely and is a very important factor

influencing the engine output. The 4-port method is

the scavenging method which has been developed to

solve this problem. In this method two auxiliary

scavenging ports are located beside the main

scavgnging ports. The ideal scavenging performance

retained in port "a" of the Z-port method is

completely blown off by the jet flow from the

auxiliary scavenging ports.

Fig. 3-1'l

A series (rotary valve method)

Exhaust and scavenging ports are located on the

inner wall of the cylinder as in the H series (piston-

port method), but the intake system is different. The

intake port is made in the side wall of the crankcase

to conffol the intake of gas. Not only A series

but also all types of rAwesAKI Motorcycles which

employ the rotary valve method utilize the disc

whereby the opening and closing of the intake port is

carried out by the opening of the disc rotating with
the crankshaft.

t[:
(.-.

,") \
I

b

2ports type
4ports type

3-4
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Fig.

series.

Carburetor Scavenge port Scavenge Port
I

l Srcticn port

Valve

i S uction ,.

po rti

ankshaft set
Distance collar

cyl i nd rica I crankshafi left endl

Distance collar 'i 4r12 cilindrrcal roller 80g

icrankshaftl Conneciing rod Connecting rod 62mm locat ng rirg Illustratton shows the positron

where suciion begins.

Fis. 3-12

NOTE

Refer to the paragrph of the instructions on the rotary disc valve.

3-13 shows the actual port timings for the A
A1 series
A7 series ( )TC

8e"(91")

11011 12')

58160)

4 xlZ
roller

Removal

Remove the cylinder head and gasket.

Take off the cylinder along with the stud-bolts.

65'{65')

8eIel')

l-lr,rtet 77 nxhawt 7ajl Scavenging

Fis.3-13

2l

b.

Carburetor

Fig. 3-15Fis. 3-14

3-5

N /\

Suction port

Va lve §,/..^n
, l.'e§
/; l'

- ^*t§

{*.,-t i" / r 1

a
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3) lnspection

a. ' Cylinder head

When heavy carbon has accumulated in the

combustion chamber, it causes preignition, over-

heating and increases fuel consumption, influ-

encing the engine performance considerably.

Check the carbon accumulation and remove it.

NOTE

Be careful not to damage the gasket surface.

b. Cylinder

(1) Removal of carbon from cylinder.

Carbon is very likely to accumulàte at the ex-

haust port of the cylinder. Check the accumula-

tion and remove it carefully by using a scraper.

(2) Checking of cylinder inner wall.

Check the cylinder inner wall to see if it is

damaged. Use No. 400 emery paPer or the

equivalent to repair the damage. If the damage

is serious, replace the cylinder or have it bored

or honed.

(3) Measuring of cylinder inner diameter.

Use a micrometer or a cylinder gauge for inner

diameter measurement. Be sure to measure the

6 points indicated in Fig. Ttg. When the

measurement exceeds the allowable limit,
replace the cylinder or have it bored.

Fig.3-16

Fis. 3-17

Fis.3-18

;1i.;1i*iË.:ii&{
:::i§r;la]:::ai:.i.i*

tll t:l:tl::.':]:,:'::.:.-.:{{

':rli*
::1

cl

oo

ç

Fig.319

3-6
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Item

inner diameter

A1

A7

H1

2.09 n (53.0mm)

2.44 in (62.0mm)

2.36 in (60.0mm)

Standard Maximum limit

i)

Table 3-1

Boring of cylinder

After boring, hone the cylinder and finish

(honing thickness should be 0.002mm). There

1.0mm oversize. If boring is necessary more

it with the roughhess below L.5S

are two size of piston, 0.5mm and

than 1.0mm, replace the cylinder.

ii) Measurement and adjustment of clearance between piston and cylinder.
Measure the clearance after boring or replacing the cylinder.

iii) In case of boring the cylinder; 
i:

Clearance is obtained by the difference be- 
:

tween the inner diameter of the cylinder and the 
l

diameter of the skirt of the oversize piston at a ,,

position 5mm from the bomem. i

Fis. 3-21

Over 0.0û6 in

(0,l5rnrnl

Fig. 3-20

(\

3-7
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Table 3-2 shows standard clearances.

4l

Table 3-2

Assembly

Follow the reverse steps for removal.

When inserting the piston into the cylinder, be

sure that the piston goes in smoothly by pressing the

piston rings inside the grooves after setting the ring

ends at the piston ring locating pins in the ring

grooves.

Piston clearance

A1

A7

H1

0.0015 in (0.037mm)

0.0032 in (0.081mm)

0.0022in (0.056mm)

3-B

Item Standard
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3. Pislon, Pislon pin

During the operation, the temperature of the piston

increases greaùy, thus, the top of the pis161t and the

piston pin expand. In consideration of the expansion

ratio, the piston has a taper design and is cast in an egg-

shape in its cross sectional area. Material of the piston is

high silicon aluminum which has a low therma-l ex-

pansion ratio, high heat resistance and high abi"asion

resistance.

The piston pin is a full floating type and both ends

are fixed to the piston by circlips. The piston pin is
offset to the inlet side about 0.5mm from the axis of
the piston (shown itr Fg. 3-24). The strongest point of

the explosion pressure is around the top dead center;

thus, by changing the position of latèral Pressure ofthe
piston, it is possible to avoid pressure, and reduce piston

slap noise.

1) Removal

a. Remove the piston pin circliPs.

b. Pull out the piston pin using the piston pin tool
(special tool) and remove the piston and small end

needle bearing.

NOTE

Carefully remove the circlips, be sure not to drop

them into the crankcase.

Fis. 3-24

Fis. 3-25

Fis. 3-26

3-9
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2l lnspection

a. !nspection for scratches and damaç

When you find scratches which occur due to

seizure etc., polish them with M400 emery paPer.

If the surface is too deeply scratched, replace or

rebore the rylinder.

b. Cleaning of carbon

(1) Check the deposit of carbon on top of the

piston and clean it off with scraper or emery

cloth etc.

(2) Ring striking will occur if carbon deposit is

heavy on the ring slots; check for deposit and

clean with used rings etc. ë

NOTE

Carefully clean carbon, dô not make scratches on the

surface of piston.

Small end clearance

Put the piston pin and the small end needle

bearing into the conecting rod, measure the radial

plry. Replace the needle bearing or piston pin if
measurement shows it is over its service limit or if
there are scratches on the surface of piston pin.

ffii.!,*&,

Fis. 3-28

Fis. 329

3-.10

Fis. 3-27
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Small end radial play

d. Measurement of
cylinder. Refer to

Table 3-3

ctrearance between piston and

paragraph tII-2-3.

lnstallation

Follow the reverse order of removal.

NOTE

Install piston so that its top arïow mark points
toward the exhaust port.

Standard

A1

A7

H1

0.00012 - 0.00086 in

(0.003 - 0.022mm)

more than 0.004 in

(0.1Omm)

Fis. 3-32

3-1,1

Item
Model

Max.limit
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4. Pislon ring

Two kinds of piston rings, a top ring and a second ring, are assembled in the piston; the

former being more lustrous than the latter. The top ring, which is chrome-plated, serves to

prevent compression leakage when the piston is working, hence the name compression ring.

The second ring, which also serves as compression ring, is chemically treated on the surface so

$ to obtain smooth contact with the cylinder.

Besides the top and second rings, an expander ring is

inserted under the second ring (ref. Fig. 3-33). The

expander ring is a highly flexible, octagonal band. It
has an auxiliary function of a piston ring to keep the

piston in the right position and prevent it from hitting

against the cylinder (slap noise).

Fis. 3-34

1) Removai

Remove the piston ring by opening the ends of it
with both thumbs and pushing up the opposite side

with forefingers. Open the end of the expander ring

by using a screw driver to remove it.

Fis. 3-35

lnspection

Checking the end-gap

Measure the end-gap to determine the degree of
wear. Measure it with a thickness gauge, as shown

in Fig. 3-34, at the position where the piston ring

is horizontally inserted 5mm from the bottom of
cylinder. Replace the piston ring if the measure-

ment exceeds the maximum limit shown in Table

3-5.

2l

Fis. 3-33

3-12

Fig. 3-36
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3)

Fis. 3-37

Assembly gap

Table 3-5

Assembly

a. Put the expander ring in the groove of the

second ring, making the ring end set at the ring

locating pin (for H series "rly).

b. Follow the same method as mentioned for the

above order from the top of cylinder.

Make sure that the- ring ends set at the

locating pin.

ring

NOTE

Be sure to locate the side of the ring having number

and letter upward.

3-1.3

--.------_--._ Item

Series 
.--=\\ Standard Max.limit

A1

A7

H1

0.008 - 0.012 n
(0.2 - 0.3mm)

more than 0.0315 in
(0.Bmm)

I

'..1
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5. Right hond engine cover

H series

The right hand engine cover contains the distributor,

the oil pump, the tachometer a

Removal

Take off the oil pipe banjo bolt and the oil inlet pipe.

b. Take off the kick pedal.

Remove the right cover after taking off its screws.

NOTE

Distributor and oil pump can be

1)

Fis. 3-38

Fis. 3-40

removed with the cover.

Fis. 3-39

Fig. 3-41

3-14
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Disassembly

Distributor

(1) Full out the pinion gear after taking off its

bolts.

(2) Take off the knock pin, and pull out the

distributor shaft by softly striking the pinion

gear with plastic hammer.

(3) Remove the distributor rotor from the shaft

after taking off the screws.

b. Oil pump gear

(1) Take off rhe oi1 pump afrer removing its
scre\,{,-s"

12) Puli out the bushing from the fitting part a{
the pump by prying both sides of the ge;Lr shaft

bushing with a screw driver.

(3) Take off the shaft (containing the oil pump
gear) and the washer.

3- 15

Fis. 3-42

Fis. 3-43

Distributor shaft

Distribulor rotor

Fis. .}44

Fig. 345

Fig. 3-47Fig. 3-46
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3)

Tachometer ,,

(1) Pull out the gear shaft and the bushing from

the fitting part of the cable.

(2) Take off the tachometer gear and the shim

washer.

lnspection

a. Distributor

See paragrph V electrical Equipment.

b. Oil pump, Tachometer bushing

Each of these has O ring and an oil seal. Check

the outside surface of the O ring and the lip of the

oil seal. If there is any damage, replace them tq

prevent oil leakage.

c. Kick pedal, oil sea! of shift shaft

Check the lip of the oil seal, etc. If necessary

replace them.

4l Assembly

Follow the reverse order of disassembly and

removal for assembling gear.

NOTE

Shim washers must be inserted when installing

achometer gear and the oil pump gear.

Fis. 3-49

the

Fis. 3-48

"o" ring

Fis. 3-50

3-16
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6. Cluich releose system

H series

The spiral parts of the outer release and inner release are made of resin. Push rod A, push

rod B are inserted in the center of the inner release, and each ofthem is installed in the drive

shaft.

Release outer

Lock nut

Slotted screw \

Fis. 3-51

1) Operation

By holding the clutch lever, the inner release operates in

and the release lever; thus, the clutch adjusting screw, the

plate pusher operate the spring plate.

rotation with the clutch cable

push rods A and B and spring

2l Removal

Remove drive chain and clutch cable. Take off the

scre\À/s on outer release and pull out assembly.

NOTE

Never remove outer release by prying with a scïerv\r

driver etc.

3) lnspection

Install inner release and outer release and check

for loss by moving the inner release. Replace the
release, if it has large cracks or scrarches. These

things cause bad clutching action.

3-L7

Fis. 3-52

Push rod bushing

SC7317 oil seal

Fig. 3-53
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4l Installation

Carefully mount the inner release to the outer

release in respect to angle of the release lever and

install the outer release to the crankcase. Tighten the

two screws evenly. If the screws are tightened

irregularly, the outer release will change its shape.

NOTE

It is impossible to Put it in by inner release. Fig. 3-54

A series

Fig. 3-51 shows section of clutch release.

Steel ball (3) set is installed between clutch lever set and clutch concave knee plate.

Adjusting screw and roller pin are installed in the center of clutch lever set.

1) Operataon

By grasping clutch lever, the lever is set and simultaneously the thrust ball set operates by

rotating. The ball rises from clutch concave knee plate, which is fixed to right cover, and

pushes clutch ball holder with adjusting screw and roller pin.

2l Rernoval

Remove scre\À/s and the return spring ring and take

off the assembly.

Clutch cam

Thrust ball se

Clutci'r levcr se t

Ëis. 3-55

Fig. 3-56

3- 18
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7. Clurch

The clutch is between the cranksh aft andthe transmission gears. Its mechanism functions to

stop transmission of the Power when starting or shifting gears.

Fis. 3-57

3- L9

SM-2

*e
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1) Structure

Fig. 158 is the diagram of the clutch of H

This wet multi-plate type ciutch which is

A7) and 6 steel plates (4 for Al", 5 f.or A7)

series..

composed of 7 friction

is installed at the right

plates (5 for 41, 6 for

end of the drive shaft.

Clutch hub

Fis. 3-58

The clutch housing consists of a reduction gear ar,d a housing which are rivetted with
through the damper rubbers. As for the reduction- gear, a spur gear is used for H series, and

a helical gear for A series. The primary reduction ratio and the number of the gear teeth are

shown in Table 16.

Table 3-6

Spring guide

Primary gear Clutch housing gear Ratio

A1

A7

H1

15

15

27

51

51

65

3.40

3.40

2.40

3-20



Retum rubber short

Fis. 3-59

To increase the disengaging effect of the clutch, steel rings are inserted for H series, and

return rubbers for A series, between, the friction plates and the steel plates, as shown in

Table 3-7.

Table 3-7

2l Operation

The clutch functions with the frictional force berween rhe friction plates and the steel

plates to turn on and off the porü/er which is transmitted from the cranksh aft to the drive
shaft.

When the clutch is on, the spring plate and the clutch hub connect the friction plates and
the steel plates from both sides by the force of the springs. As the resuks frictional force is

generated, and the clutch housing and the clutch hub become securely locked and rorate
togethér. Accordingly, the po\Àzer is transmitted -as 

follows;

SM-2

.-------\ 
Items

model 
-.-.------.--.-.- Part name Quantity

A1 Return rubber
short 24

lorg 6

A7 Return rubber
short 30

long 6

H1 Steel ring 7

3-21.
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crankshaft + primary geal - clutch housing --

friction plate -- steel plates --

clutch hub * transmission drive shaft

When holding the clutch lever, the spring plate can be pushed with the function of the

clutch release. At this time, the clutch springs are compressed, and consequently contact of

the friction plates and the steel plates is weakened. When the frictional force goes out, each

of them becomes free, that is, the transmission of power from the ciutch housing to the

clutch hub is cut off.

Housirg grear Clutch hub Steel plate Friction plate

Housing Steel ring

Rivet
Spring plate

Shock damper

Spring guide
Needle bearing

Bushing Clutch shft

Drive shaft

Spring plate

pusher

3) Disassembly

H series

a. Remove the clutch spring and the spring guide.

Afterwards remove the bolts.

F.

Fis. 3-61

7. aa
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Remove the spring plate,

the steel rings in this order.

the friction plates and

Pu1l out the spring plate pusher.

Fis. 363

d. While fixing the

tool (clutch hub

clutch housing with a special

fitting tool), remove its nut.

f.

Remove the clutcir hub and the clutch housing

from the drive shaft.

Finally, pull out the bushing, and remove the

thrust washer.

3-23

Fis. 362

Fis. 364

Fig. 365
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A series

a. Remove the clutch ass'y

While fixing the clutch with a special tool
(clutch fitting tool), remove the fitting nuts.

b. Remove lock washer.

c. Pull out the clutch

assembly.

and thrust washer.

housing and the clutch

Fig. 3-66

Fis. 3-67

Fis. 3-68

d. Finally, pull out the bushing, and remove thrust

washer.

e. Disassembly of clutch

If the bolts (6) are removed, the spring plate, the

steel plates, the friction plates and the rubber rings

can be taken off.

NOTE

Take care not to lose rubber rings when disassembling.

4l lnspection

a. Clutch springs

The free length of the springs is measured to
judge the deterioration of quality. If the measured

value is over the service limit, the springs must be

replaced.

3-24

Fig. 3-69
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Free length

A1

A7

H1

b. Friction plates

Check for abrasion and burn-out of the surface

of the cork. Measure it as shown in Fig. 3-70. If
the measured value is over the limit shown in

Table 3-7 or there is partial abrasion, replace it.
A1so, if it is scorched, replace it.

Table 3-9

Clutch housing, Friction plates

Check the gap B, as shown in Fig. 3-68, between

the projection of the friction piates and the fit of
the clutch housing.

When the gap is too large, loud noise is generated

during running. On the other hand, an excessively

small gap makes the functioning of the clutch
inadequate.

1.10 in (28.0mm) or less

1,.L3 in (28.5mm) or less

1.32lr' (34.5mm) or less

Standards I nepair limit

1.18 in (29.5mm)

1,.201n (30.0mm)

1.40 in (36.0mm)

Table 3-8

Model
"4" Dimension

Standards Repair limit

A1

.L7

H1

0.16 in (4.0mm)
0.14 in (3.65mm)

or less

Fis.3-71

0.002 - 0.012 in

(0.05 - 0 3mm)

Table 3-10

3-25

Fis. 3-70

Items
Model

Model
"B" Dimension

Standards

AL

A7

H1
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d. Clutch housing

Check for scratches or dents on the teeth. If
there are scratches or dents which câuse geâr noise,

they must be honed with an oilstone.

e. Needle bearing

Check clearance between bushing and needle

bearing assembled into clutch housing, as shown in

FU. 3-7 3.

In case this clearance is excessive, it causes to
gear noise. Replace it if necessary.

5l Assembly and lnstallation

Follow the reverse order of disassembly and

removal.

NOTE

When .assembling the clutch of At or A7 series, be

sure of the proper positions of the return rubbers (long

and short ones).

Also, when mounting the clutch housing, set the

timing marks which are marked on the gear sides of
the primary gea-r the dynamo gear and the clutch gear.

Primory reduction geors

H series

The primary gear, the distributor pinion, and the oil
pump pinion are installed in this order to the right end

oithe crankshaft.

8.

Fis. 3-74

Fig. 3-75

3-26
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A series

The helical gear is used for the primary gear, and the
tachometer pinion is installed on the left end of the
crankshaft in the case of the A series engine.

1) Disassembly

H series

a. Take off the oil pump pinion.

b. Straighten the washer with a chisel.

c. Take off the nuts,holding the crankshaft by t
special tool (the clutch housing fitting tool).

3-27

F ig. a

Fis. 3-76

Fis. 3-77

Fis. 3-79
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d. Pull out the distributor Pinion
geaI.

and the primary

Finally, pull out the key.

A series

a. Straighten the tongued washer with a chisel

b. Take off the nut, holding the crankshaft by a

special tool (clutch housing fitting tool).

2l lnspection

Check for scratches or dents on the teeth. These
-scratches or dents are the cause of noise, therefore

polish them with an oil-stone. Replace it if the

scratches are large.

3) lnstallation

Follow the reverse order of the removal.

NOTE

Bend the lock washer tab around the nut.

Fis. 3-80

Fis. 3-83

3-28

Fis. 3-81

Fig. 3-82
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9. L.H. engine cover

Carburetor, oi1 pump and tachometer guide are set on

the rotary valve cover and the cap. Inside the rotary

valve cover cap there is the oil pump pinion, oil pump

gear achometer pinion and tachometer gear.

1) Removal

a. Remove the L.H engine cover.

b. Remove banjo

pump. Remove

bolt and oil pipes from the oil
the oil pump itself.

R"-orr" the screws and the rotary valve cover

cap. At the same time, tachometer pinion and oil
pump gear should be re'lnoved.

d. Remove the screw and the oil pump pinion.

Fig. 386

Fis. 384

Fig. 385

Fig. 3-87

3-29
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2l lnspection

Check the oil seal which is inserted in the tacho-

meter gear bushing. Replace the oil seal which has

been worn or has scratches on its surface. This

worn lip or scratches will causes to oil leakage.

lnstallation

Follow the reverse order of removal.

NOTE

Oil pump should be installed by fitting its convex shaft end

the oil pump gear. Tighten the screws identically.

Engine Sprocket

The engine sprocket runs the chain, but sand and dust

are collected easily on this sprocket. Therefore, special

abrasion resisting steel is used, and the gear is cut as

involute tooth.

Removal

Straighten the lock washer tab by a chisel.

3)

IO.

into the concave shaft end of

Fis. 389

1)

3-30
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b" Take off the

the rotation of
(sprocket push

nut on the sprocker by holding
the sprocket with special tool
tool)" Take off the sprocker.

2l lnspection

Check the abrasion of the reerh of the sprocket.
If the abrasion is roo greàt, the condition of gearing

of the drive-chain becomes defecdve, and makes an

irregula"r noise and shortens the service life of the
chains. Measure the root diameter of the teeth.
Replace it if its value is over rhe service limit.

Root diameter of teeth

157

167

2.60 in (65.8mm)

2.80 in (7L.2mm)

Fis. 392

Repair limit

2.55 in (65.0mrn) or less

2.75 in (70.4mm) or less

3) lnstallation

Follow the reverse order of disassembly.

NOTE

Bend the lock washer tab to the nuts.

Fig. &91

Items I Standard

Table 11L

3-3L
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lI. Generotor

1) Removal

A series

a. Remove the nut and pu1l out the dynamo gear.

b. Remove the generator cover from the crankcase and take offthe generator.

Fig. 3-93

the R.H. engine cover.

the SG rotor, after taking off bolt on

H series

a. Remove

b. Remove

the rotor.

c. Remove the screws and

d. Pull our the roror by

e. Finally, take out the key.

NOTE

Never hit the fotor to remove.

take off the yoke

using special tools.

Fis. 394

Fis. 3-95

Fis. 396

Fis. 3-97

3-32
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2l lnstallation

Follow the reverse order of disassembly.

A series

Follow the reverse order of removal.

On each dunamo gear, clutch housing gear and

primary gear, the fitting mark is punched.

Align and install the punch mark of the dynamo gear

to the punch mark of the clutch housing gear and

primary gear. Refer to the paragraph V.

NOTE

, Mount the rotor, after fixing the key slots of the

rotor to the key of the crankshaft. In the case of the

SG rotor, fit tîter fi*ing the knock pin of the rotor
shaft.

3-33
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12. Chonge,mechonism

Posiüoning plate

Drum L lever

Retum spring Pin

Retum SPring

ê
rig. +tOO

1) Operation

When kicking the change pedal, the shiftJever set moves on the shift shaft. And the

shift lever pushes the change drum pin. By this operation, the change drum rotates and the

gear change will be executed by the selector forks. When stepping on or kicking up, the

change pedal returns to the former position by the return-spring. 7 change drum pins aïe set

in equal angles around the change drum. And, one step on the change pedal causes the

change drum to rotate one sixth. That is to saÿr the six stages of neutral, low, second, thiïd.
forth and high are changed by the 5/6 rotation of the change drum. Around the outside of

the change drum, slots are cut in, a:rd according to these slots, the selector forks operate and

each step is geared.

After the change gear operation, the spring force of the set lever pushes the lower part

of the change drum pin to keep the change drum completely in position.

I
I
i

i
I

Lever spring

@

Fitting plate

Lever spring

Joint (Cou nterclockwise -thread)

3-34
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2l Removal

Remove the lever and the

freeing the lever from the

Fiq.3-101

shift lever set after

change drum pin.

3)

b. Remove the hexagon headed bolt from the set

lever. Also take off the ser lever and the spring.

lnspection

Return-spring

Check the tension of the spring. Replace it if it
has no tension or if there are cracks.

Fis. 3-102

Fis. 3-103

Fis. 3-104

3-35
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b. Set Iever spring

No tension or a broken spring will prevent it
from moving forward or returning completely

during the change operation.

c. Set pin of return sprang

Check the looseness of the lock nuts.

If the set pin loosen, the gear change becomes

uncertain.

lnstallation

Follow the reverse order of removal.

13. Rotory disc volve

1) Structure

Disc valve is fixed to the crankshaft and rotates with it. Through the opening of the cut-

awa,y paft, of the disc passes the fuel through the section hole of the crankcase side, into the

crankcase.

Distance collar

crankshaft left end;

4l

Scaven

ll
L]

port

po rt

S uctron

/ vutu,

port Scaven

ïil

Distance collar
(crankshaft)

4x12 cilindrical roller 0Dg

connecting rod 62mm locating ring lllustration shows. the position

where suction begins.

Fis. 3-106

Fis. 3-105

Ca rbu retor

Suction port

Valve

Suctron r t
, Oo,t" u 1

/,,"\//§
§'§§

Connecting rod
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Begining of intake

Fis.3-107

The rotary valve is made of heat

center of the valve is of cast steel.

harden phenol resin and it is (0.196 in) 5mm thick. The

2l Removal

a. Take off the valve cover after removing scre\À/s.

Take off the collar and O ring.

Pull out the rotary disc valve.

3-37

b.

c.

Fig. 3109

Fis. 3110

.l
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d. rinally, pull out the roller Pin.

lnspection

Valve cover

Oil seal 120mm O ring and oil injection pipe are

installed on the valve cover.

3)

(1) oil Seal

Check the scratches,

mation of the lip and

damages and defor-

replace it if needed.

(2) O rings.

Check the scratches, damages and defor-

mation of the O rings and replace bad ones.

(3) Oil injection

Check for clogging ofthe nozzle.

(4) Abrasion of the surface of the valve or the

depth of the valve cover. Replace the valve

cover i.f the depth of the cover is over the service

limit, or if it is much scratched or damaged.

Standards I nepair lirnit

0.14 in (3.5mm) | Over 0.16 in (4.0mm)

Table 3-12

Fig. 3-111

Fis. 3-113
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b. Abrasion of disc valve

As for the standard of the abrasion, measure the

thickness of the resin discs. Replace the disc valve,

if it wears over the service limit or if there are

scratches or damages on its surface.

4l lnstallation

Follow the reverse order of removal.

Before installing the disc valve, soak it well with a

quality oil. Fit the 1.20mm O rings properly to the

slot of the valve cover.

3-39

Fig. 3114

(3.0mm) or less

Table 113

Standards Repair limit

0.14 in (3.5mm)
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14. lubricoting system

1) General

The ordinary two cycle engine is designed in consideration its most loaded condition for

it. In that condition, mixed fuel, which consists of oil and gasoline mixed in rate of 20 : 1,

is supplied to the engine from the carburetor.

This is the easiest mechanism, for it is unnecessary

to have an oil pump as is widely used in two cycle

engine. Mixed ratio of oil and gasoline is always

constant in any load condition of engine. Thus, in

low and middle speed operation (in light load con- 100:1

dition), more oil is supplied to the engine than is

needed. Then, engine wastes oi1 uselessly and ex- 80:L

hausts much oil mist, which calrses increase of
carbon deposit in exhaust pipe, muffler and com- 60:1

bustion chamber. By this increase of carbon,

compression ratio, drop of engine cooling efficiency, '20't

abnormal combustion and pre-ignition may occure. '2
To Improve these failures, the KAWASAKI super

lube and the injectolube (which is called the separated

lubrication system) have been developed.

In the case of climbing, the engine is more loaded than usual driving. Thus, high mixed

ratio of oil and gasoline is needed. In this sepaïate lubrication system, supplying ratio of oil

is adjusted automatically according to engine revolution and opening of the throttle volve.

Thus, the problem of exhaust and the choice of mixed ratio are solved perfectly. Efficiency

of engine is superior to the other type, particularly, the injectolube type which lubricates

directly supplying needed fresh and high viscosity oil to main bearings. Thus, durability of
the two stroke big displacement engine is very much improved.

Oil passage

Superlube type (A1)

Oil flows into the check valve through the outlet oil pipe from the oil tank is injected

into the intake pipe inside the valve cover through the nozzle. This'oil is sprayed and

mixed with flowing mixed gas from the carburetor and lubricates the crankcase, main

bearing, large and smal1 ends of connecting rods, cylinder walls, pistons and piston rings.

- 

Eryheweed

Fig. 3-116

2l
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Carburetor -.-

Pinion (cil pump)

0il pipe iinlet

..,4i1 
pipe (outlet) (right)

heck valve (left)

0il pipe (outtet) (left)

Rrghi rotary disc cover

Left rota ry \
, drsc cover \
Gear loil pumpj \Low

Fiq. &117

er crankcase

b. lnjectolube type (A7, H)

Oil is supplied by the oil pump to the engine through two oil routes from the check

valve. One oil route is for supplying the oil into fuel mixture, which injects oil into gas

from a nozzle through inlet pipe. The other route is a oil hole machined in the crankcasel

oil is directly injected to main bearings as shown i" F€. TL22. Through rhese rwo roures

oil lubricates each part of engine.

H series is piston port rype, therefore, the routes from the oil pump are different from
the A series (they are called rotary valve type).

Coonectingrod

Pinion (Tachometer)

CIl

Air-fuelmixture

o'il seal

Rotarydisovalven -.'

-/

Fis. 3-118

E
Ball bearing

Nozzle rleftr check valve rrrghtr

f Upper crankcase

' ,,1 hoider Nozzle rr,gn,t/i
YA]
,4b o l\ nî

E

3-41.

Io right
crank

* Oil

+ Air (air-fuei mixture)Pinion ltachomeieri
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In the piston port type, oil is fed ro rhe crank

case through the holes in the rear of the cylinders

after the check valve from the oil pump. It flows
to the cylinders through the crankcase and the oi1

hole in the each cylinder as shown in the diagram.

Oil is injected into the mixed gas which is

supplied from the carburetor.

Through the nozzle of check valve oil is injected

into the main bearings from the oil holes in the

crankcase.

Fig. 3119

3) Oil pump

The oil PurnP of multi-cylinder engine is complicated because of increasing discharge
holes according to number of cylinders; however, operation and acdon of the pump itself is
the same as single cylinder engine.

Fis. 3-120

3-42
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Structure

Rotation of the engine is reduced by driving \Morm (A) and is transmitted to plunger

(g) by oi1 pump gear. This plunger has teeth in its center and interlocks with a worm gear.

The plunger guide (D) of cam (C) is fixed to the pump body. Notch (F) of plunger

(G) and closes (H) suction and exhaust valves of pump body (E) operating according to
plunger rotation.

The top (I) of the plunger is attached to cam (J) which cônffols the discharge ratio and

the bottom of which is pressed by a plunger spring (L) with differential plunger (K).

b. Action

(1) Suction stroke (plunger down stroke)

After discharge stroke, plunger rises in ro-
tation. By this rising stroke, pressure in cylinder

becomes low; thus, it is easy to suck in new oil.

(2) Suction stroke (Near plunger botrom dead

center).

Inlet port of cylinder overlaps the notch of
the plunger by this stroke and oil is sucked into

the cylinder in which the pressure is already low
from former stroke.

Fis. 3-121
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(3) Pre-compression stroke (Plunger up stroke)

After suction stroke, plunger changes to uP

stroke and begins to comPress oil.

(4) Discharge stroke the outlet port of the pump

and cylinder aligns to the notch of the plunger

by this stroke and compressed oil is discharged.

This plunger takes above mentioned four strokes

in its one rotation and finishes its work in one

revolution.

Control of discharge flow
The discharge flow of oil increases according to the number of revolutions of the

engine. However, necessary consumption for engines are different; thus, control ac-

cording to throttle opening is needed and the cam controls it with the control lever.

Ftg. 3-122 shows lead part which rotates the plunger. This plunger is pushed by a
differential spring and is attached to the plunger guide and cam. This cam is linked with
the throttle valve.

Fis. 3-122

3-44
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Maximum threttle opening

(Max. stroke)
Indicates tuming direction

Minimum throttle oPening
(Min. stroke)

Fig. 3123

In right figure, the upper paft of this cam comes to the plunger side, thus in the (1)
plunger bottom dead point, plunger cannot move to the left due .to the control of the
cam. (2) (3), the plunger guide does îot attach to plunger. In the (4), plunger moves
away from cam and moves to top dead center point along the plunger guide. Thus the
stroke (5) of the plunger berween rhe cam and plunger is top dead cenrer.

SM-2
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In the left figure, the lower part of the cam comes to the plunger side, this plunger is

not controlled by the cam at its bottom dead center, and moves along the plunger guide.

3) Oil for Superlube and lniectolube

The most important requirements for superlube oil is to have good liquidity at low tem-

perarures as well as being compounded exclusively for 2-stroke engines.

4l Maintenance and inspection of oil pump

a. Oil pumP rnain bodY

Never disassemble oil pump for it is very precisely adjusted. Checking the efficiency

of the oil pump is done in the following.

Remove check valve (outlet pipe). Run engine and keep its revolutions at 2,000 rpm.

Measure volume of oil, three minutes after pulling up the control lever of oil pump fully.

The proper discharge oil volume is shown in the table 3-14

NOTE

Use mixed fuel to run the engine during above testing.

Discharge volume

in 3mm.
3.9 - 4.6 cc

Table 3-L4

3-46

Model A1 A7 H1

4.7 - 5.5 cc 5.1 - 5.8 cc
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b. Adjustment of the control lever opening angle

Refer to the item on oil pump in II-5-3

Air bleediàs.

Air bubbles existing in outlet pipes from pump to check valve and in inlet

tank to pump when removing oil pump or oil pipes prevents oil from flowing:

(1) Outlet pipe

Run engine and keep its revolution at about;

2,000 rpm dll there is no. air in pipe when;

pulling up control lever of oil pump. (full open)

If air bubbles are still in the pipe, check the,

following parts.

(i ) Connecting part of suction, discharge hole,

of oil pump and banjo connection, especially,

looseness of banjo bolt.

(ii) Connecting part of banjo connection and.

pipe.

(2) Inlet pipe

Loosen the banjo bolt of the oil pump suction

side and fill the pipe with oi1 till no bubbles

aPPeâr.

d. Check valve

If check valve is pressed to arro\M direction by
pressure of more than 0.2kglcm , oil flows to the
arro\M direction and never flows backrvards. Thus,

check valve stops oil flowing when engine stops.

Never remove check valve. If it is removed, the

check valve will not perform its function properly.

Fig.3-126

pipe from

Fis. 3-125

Steel ball
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15. Cronkcose

The upper and lower crankcase are of the aluminum alloy die casting. Both crankcases are

connected with two knock pins and are secured with stud bolts.

\ \W

!g:::i

Fis. 3-127

o@3
athu

6 É s":;ÉBss
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The front part of the crankcase is divided into three

parts (A1, A7 are into two), and each divided parts is

separated with bulkhead and is sealed with an oil seal.

In the reat of the crankcase, transmission gear case,

the breather hole is set to the upper crankcase. This

breather hole is to relieve the internal pressure when the

temperature rises.

The crankcâse supports the crankshaft, drive shaft

and output shaft bearings etc;

NOTE

In the crankcase, lubrication oil passages are machined, thus, never permit dirt to enter this

passage when installing or removing the engine. If the oil passage has clogged or is blocked

with dirt, blow them out with the air compressor.

2l Removal

a. Remove oil rerservoir of the output shaft.

b. Take off the nuts on the crankcase by moving
the upper crankcase upside down.

NOTE

Before disassembling the crankcase, remove the clutch release set (H series).

Fis. 3128

Fig. 3129

Fis. 3130
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Disassemble the crankcase to take out a]l shafts

in upper crankcase by tapping softly both sides of
the lower crankcase and shift shaft boss with a
plastic hammer.

d. Remove the lower crankcase; then it is possible

to remove the crankshaft assy, transmission gears,

kick starter shaft, release guide and change drum,

etc.

2l lnspection

a. Oil supply hole

Check each oil supply hole. If the holes are

clogged, blow them out with air.

b. Breather hole

Check the breather hole. If the breather hole is

clogged with dust and.dirt erc., ir is impossible to
let ôut the internal pressure.

This will cause oil leakage.

3) lnstallation

Clean the liquid gasket of the surface of the case

with gasoline erc. Before installing rhe lower case,

apply evenly the KATvVASAKI bond.

NOTE

bolts as specified.

Fis. 3132

Fig. $133

Fig. $131

Tighten the
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I6. Cronkshofr

1) Structure

Fis. 3-135

Each connecting rod of H1 is installed at regular intervals of tz}" against the single
rotation of crankshaft (360) as shown in fig. 3-136

Ball bearings (H1 is six, Al, A7 are four) are used for bearing the shaft and set by a
slotted ball bearings with setting rings.

Side clearance of'each connecting rod is specified to 0.40 - 0.50mm (0.0157 - 0.0L97 in).
0.0197 in).

/

Fis.3-136

t

A series
H seriei
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2l Removal

Remove crankshaft, striking softly both ends with

a plastic hammer.

3) Disassembly

The crankshaft assy which contains crank

big end needle bearing, connecting rod, crank

main bearings and centet oil seals cannot be

assembled.

If failure occurs in these parts, replace the. crank

shaft assy itself.

But, both end (left, right) oil seals are removable.

lnspection

Main bearing

(1) The noise of bearing will be simply checked

by spinning the bearing. Spi, the outer race of
the bearing and let it run until it stops.

NOTE

Clean the bearing thoroughly for inspection.

using a qualified engine oil before putting it to
surface.

Fis. 3138

Fiq.3-139

The bearings being tested must be lubricated

use to prevent darnage at the rolling contact

Pin,
web,

dis-

3)

b. Crankshaft oil seal

Each oil seal (left, right and center) is to prevent

leakage of' each crankcase. If this oil seal is

damaged, compression leakage (primary com-

pression) will occur, which decreases efficiency of
engine.

Check the fitting part of oil seal, for oil spot

caused by compression lqakage and find the

r damages of oil seal lip.

-"'-r :alè-":e$di-&P,ôTi#4ift:..q:!qË;Ëe:Iê:'ll

§e ffiksË§ffff. ry *!

Fis. 3-137

Fis. 3-140

3-52
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NOTE

When assembling crankcase, oil seal outer surface is slighthy pinched by crankcase fitting
surface, but these scratches are usually not supposed to result in damages.

Runout of crankshaft

Place the crankshaft on crankshaft aligner supporting both ends. Read the indication
of dial gauge which is pointed to each measuring point while rotâting crankshaft slowly.

_lt_ _J L_
0.47kr 0.4'1tle

)1,2 12 12 12 L2 12
ABC'DEF 0.47iî

(1Zmnr7
A.

(12mm1(1Zmm)
BC

Fig. 3^142

0.47tur
(12mm)

D.

Fis. 141

Table 315

r
Model Measuring point Standard Maxrmum limit

A ABCD
0.0008 in (0.02mm) 0.0024 in (0.06mm)H ABCDEF
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d. Connecting rod big end

(1) Set the dial gauge

Measure the radial

rod big end.

as shown i" F€. 3-148

clearance of connecting

NOTE

Hold the big end by hand so as not to affect the dial

galrge by the side clearance of connecting rod big end.

4l lnstallation

Fix properly the setting ring (which is fitted in the

slot on the ball bearing) to the uPper crankcase,

Install by lightly taBpmg the bearings with a plastic

hammer.

Fis.3-143

Items Standard Maximum limit

Big end radial clearance
0.00016 - 0.00047 in
(0.004 - 0.012mm)

0.002 in

(0.05mm)

nig 
1nd 

side clearance
0.008 - 0.013 in
(0.07 - 0.33mm)

0.0024 in

(0.6mm)

Table 1L6

.d
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17. Tronsmission

Needle bearing

Engine qprocket

3rd gear

SC325210 oil seal

," Top geat

Znd gear

6005 ball bearing

Output shaft

6205N ballbearing

Low gear

Top gear

Fis. 3146

The ffansmission is of the five speeds return change, constânt mesh. Flg. 3-t46shows its
components and fig. 3-L47 shows the section of the teeth.

Three selector forks are set on the third gear (drive shafr), fourth gear (ourput shaft) and
toP gear (output shaft) and each selector fork set pin is installed in each cam groove which is
cut around the change drum.

The drive shaft is supported with two bearings and the ourput shaft with three; but A series

are suPPorted with two. The plain bearings used on A §eries model transmission shafts are

replaced with the needle bearings in the case of the model H. Each of them is fixed with the
setting rings.

Transmission gears are basically the same construction regardless the models. In this section,
the description is given for the model Hl.

Reduction

ratio
A series H series

L: 2.20

1 : 1.4Ô

1 : 1.09

1: 0.92

1 : 0.81

Table 3-L7

Drum Pio

Selector fork

Gear chan§er drum

6205N ball bearing

Spacer

Low

2r,d

3rd
4th
toP

t z 2.50

1 : 1.53

I: L.L3

L: 0.92

1 : 0.78

3-55
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Fis. 3-147

1) Operation

The principle of the transmission is to reduce and transmit the rotation of drive shaft to

the output shaft by sliding the shift gears, and interlocking with the chosen gear with its dog

clutch.

D1 in the Fig. 3-747 is fixeÿ{o the drive shaft but D2,D3,O4, and 05 can move in the

axial direction and D4,'D5, @1, 02, and 03 can only rotate free. D3, 04 and 05 are

shifted to the shaft direction by selector forks, and o3 interlocks to D4, D5, and 04
interlocks to 02, 03 and 05 interlocks to 01 when changing geaf,s. For example, when

shifting the gears to 3rd, 04 fides to shaft direction and connects with 03 and D3 also

interlocks to 03.

Fis. 3-148

*- i:::îr::i*.§i.i:i.:i:::i:::r,!i

l:ri: f:::,i':: i;.:i:l.l tl:iL,

Fis. 3149
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i*

Fis. 3151

Fis. 3-153

2l Removal

' Before removing the change drum, take off the
guide pins of selector forks. Then the change drum' 
can be removed to rhe direction indicated with the
aIïorü/.

3-57
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Fig. 3-152

L-

Fig. 3154
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3) Disassembly

Take off the circlips of the needle bearings and

remove each gear one by one snapping off the circlips

by special tool.

Each ball btarlng can be taken off by hand.

lnspection

Flaking or scratched gears accelerate the ab-

rasion of other gears and is the cause of noise:

Thus, such gears should be ground by oil stone erc.

If they are not, replace the gear.

b. lnspection of shift groove and selector fork.
If the shift groove on the gear where the selector

fork is inserted is worn the gear may not engage

fully and therefore disengage during operation.

Insert a thickness gauge between the shift groove

on rhe gear and- the selector fork to measure the
clearance. If the clearance is beyond the permis-

sible limit, replace gear or selector fork.

Also if the selector fork is burnt or damaged,

replace it.

4l

Standard limit I nepair limit

0.0039 - 0.01 in I Less than 0.023 in
(0.1 -0.25mm) I t0.6mm)

Table 118

ri!:,:i:::i:ia:,..:::i:i..:,:. . r :..,

""-tr;"li.i!Æ* -;

Fis. 3-155

Fis. 3-156

Fig. 3-157
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5) Assembly

Follow the reverse order of disassembly and

removal.

Carefully fix the circlips of gears and needle

bearings to the shafts.

Before installing the selector fork ro rhe change

drum, properly install the bearing setring rings (2 ea)

and bend lock washer tabs of guide pins.

Fis. 3-159

Fis.3-160

3-59
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18. Kick storter
H series

Kickstarter spring Bushing

Kickstarter shaft

Spring guide
Gear holder

Fis. 1-161

The construction of the kick starter of the H series is very simple but reliable.
The mechanism of this system is as follows:

In the center of the kick starter shaft, the threaded guide are installed, on which internal
teeth of the kick gear is interlocked. According to the rotâtion of the kick shaft, the kick gear

can slide on the kick shaft guide in the axial direction. Thus, the kick gear and,the low gear on
the output shaft are engaged only with a kick. During engine runs, the engagement does not
occlrr and the kick gear returns to its normal position.

Kickstarter stopper

3-60
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1) Operation

Output shaft

Kickstarter gear

Spring holder plate

Return spring

Fis.3-162

The kick shaft rotates to the arïo\M direction A by
stepping on rhe kick starter pedal, and the kick gear
slides into rotarion with the guide of the kick shaft
and interlocks to the low gear of the output shaft.
Thus, the rorque of the kick pedal is transmitted in
the following order.

kick shaft - kick geaï - output shaft (low gear) -
driven shaft (low gear) clutch - crank shaft
(primary gear)

When engine starts, kick gear slides to the arrow
direction C by the guide of kick shaft, which is
rotating with the ourput shaft (low gear). Thus,
interlock of the kick gear disengages. By stepping
off the kick pedal, the kick shaft is rorated clockwise
by the kick return spring, and the kick gear is

returned to its original position by the kick stopper.

Kick shaft guide

3-61
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2l Disassembly

Remove the spring guide and the spring

b. Remove the circlips (2) and spring holder plate.

Remove the snaP rings and

the kick shaft guide.

the kick gear from

3) lnspection

Check the kick shaft guide and kick gear inner

ring for loosening. Check kick gear by rotating the

kick shaft for abnormal contact.

4l Assembly

. Fo11ow the reverse order of disassembly. Install

properly each circlip to the slot.

After assembling the crankcase, install the kick

stopper. Pre-set the kick pedal, and install the kick

stopper in twisting position about 150"to the arrow

direction as shown in Fig. 3-172.

Fig. 3-164

Fis.3-165

Fis.3-167

?-62
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A series

The kick starter of A series is of constant engagement type and the same as explained in

SM-1, which means that the ratcbet, mechanism is installed in the kick gear. During operation,

to make the ratchet mechanism free from transmission gears, kick pawl must be pushed kick
shaft by kick stopper and kept in the normal position of the kick pedal.

Kick stopper

@/
/--)c=J

Spring gide Kick shagt bush

Fig.3-168

1) Operation

Kick shaft rotates to arrou/ A by srepping on the
kick pedal. Therefore, kick pawl can be pushed to
the inner teeth of kick gear, resulting in driving it by
spring of pawl push pin which is installed to the kick
shaft boss.

3-63
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When engine starts, rotation of output shaft (low

gear) is transmitted to kick gear by the latclret
mechanism in the kick gear; this rotation is not

transmitted to the kick shaft. When releasing the kick

pedal, kick shaft returns to arrow B by kick spring,

and kick pawl is pushed i" by kick stopper. Thus,

interlock of kick shaft and inner teeth of kick gear

are disengaged and kick gear rotates freely.

Kick stopper_r-
O)\
ÿ\\

Disassembly

a. Take off the

guide and spring

thrust washer, bushing, spring

by removing the circlip.

Fis. 3-170

Fis. 3.172

b. Remove the kick gear from the kick shaft by
removing the circlip and holder plate. .

c. Remove the kick pawl, pin and spring from the

kick shaft.

3-64
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lnspection

a. Kick çar
The inside of the kick gear has machined as

internal gear. If teeth inside kick gear are worn out

pawl cannot engage with it and causes to slippage

in kicking.

b. Kick pawl

Check wearness of top end of the kick pawl

which also causes to slippage in kicking.

c. Kick pawl push pin and spring

If there are foreign substances between the kick

pawl spring and the kick pawl push pin which is

inserted into the hole of kick shaft boss, push pin

does not move, and pawl also does not move

resulting in klck slips. Install spring and push pin

to the kick shaft as shown in Fig. 3-175 and check

whether they operate smoothly by pushing them.

4l Assembly

Install the kick pawl spring and the kick pawl push

pin in the kick shaft boss and insert it into crankcase.

Screw the kick $opper after assembling crankcase

with the kick shaft twisted by about 150" to the
direction of the ârrow as shown in Fig.

Fis.3-176

Fig. 3-174

Fig. 3-175
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19. Cqrburetor

Structure and function of carburetor has'already been

explained briefly in SM-1; therefore, SM-2, mainly

explains about function of each comPonent, and

countermeasures and adjustments against defects.

Components

Throttle valve (C.A)

Throttle valve controls air to engine, main bore

sectional area of mixing chamber sliding vertically.

Throttle valve has a cut-away which controls

flowing speed of air and adjusts injection flow
ratio of fuel. This cut-away has several degrees,

and its degree is indicated by number. Large

number cut-away can get lean mixed air and small

number ctrr-awly can get rich mixed air. Number

is indicated in the bottom of throttle valve as 1.0,

L.5, 2,0,..... , 4.0, 4.5, etc. according to the degree

of cut-away.

Throttle adjuster

Tfuottle valve sPring

Caburetor bodY

1)

Fis. 3-177

Cable adjuster

Lock nut

Mixing chambar toP

Cable adjuster

Spring seat Lock nut
Needle clip Plunger caP

Jet neesle -

ff,rottf",tâpîà
Plunger sPring

Throtfle valve

Needle jet

Float pin

Float valve seat

Cut-away

I hrottle Valve

3-66
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b. Jet needle (J.N)

In the top of the jet needle, 5 grooves are

provided. The needle clip is installed to the groove

and is fixed to center of throttle valve. Tapered

pa-rt is inserted in the needle jet.

Except when full open or full close of throttle
valve, tapered position and its wear affect closely

to fuel flow ratio. By lowering the clip down,
rich mixed air is supplied, and lean mixed air is

obtained in the reverse way. Identification mark is

indicated in the bottom of step grooves.

Identification of the j"t needle is âs follow
(example: 5GL-3)

(1) The first number is shown the overall length

of the jet needle. Number 5 is classified as

50mm to 60mm, and 4. stands for 40mm to

i

s tep

Needle

Fis. 3-179

Fig. 3-180

50mm.

(2) The second letter is shown the degree of the needle aper. There arc 26 different
taper of the jet needle designating A. B. C. .......,..2 at intervals of !5', (A=0'151 B=

0'30' C=0' 4{ »=f E=f 15, F=f 30 Gf 45, ..........2=6 30,)

(3) The third letter and/or number is shown manufacruring badge number.

(4) The fourth number is shown groove position since there are 5 grooves in the jet
needle. Beginning with the top groove, they are counted L, 2, 3 on down.

e. Needle iet (N.J)

Needle jet controls fuel flow ratio with jet
needle. Several breather holes are machined to the

side of needle jet. These breather holes are

metering the air flow from the air jet to rhe needle

jet and accelerate mixing of air and fuel, and

atomrzing action.

1st
2nd

3rd

4th
5th

3-67
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0 1 2 J 9

A
B

C

D
E

1,900

1.950

2,000

2,050

2,700

1,905

1,955

2,005

2,055

2,L05

1,910

1',960

2,0T.0

2,060

2,11.0

t,gt5
t,965
2,075

2,065

2,1,1,5

1,,945
'l',995

1.,045

2,095

2,L45

o 2,600 2,605 2,6t0 2,6L5 2,645

Table 3-2t

The identification mark of the NJ indicates its inner diameter, which is coded with a

letter and a digit. In the case of the model H.l, O-2 is used and it stands for 2.610n,m.

d. Main iet (M.J)

Main jet is the most importaît pafi in controlling fuel flow ratio which mixes with air

and has an influence on the -irixg ratio, mostly when throttle valve is full open.

Identification number shows flow ratio in one minute in a specified condition.

There are three types of *rin3"r, (the Amal, the Mikuni and the Reverse). These three

types have different standard flow ratios or identification numbers for fuel flow ratio in

one rninute according to their shape. Table 120 shows the comparison of standard flow

ratio of each type, comparing with the Mikuni type.

Each type of main jet cannot be interchanged with one another.

Mikuni type

Fis. $182

c§\r=l

Amal type

3-68
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Standard flow
cc/min Amal type

Main jet number

Mikuni type R.everse type

BO

100

150

200

240

80

97

135

L77

2L1,

BO

100

150

240

240

82

90

108

123

133.5

SM.2

Table 3-20

e. Pilot iet (P.J)

This pilot jet controls fuel supply ratio from
idling to low speed operations. Several breather

holes are provided in its side and they promote

the atomizing action of the air.

Identification number shows flowing ratio in
one minute in cc. in its specified condition.

Pilot air screw (A.S)

Pilot air screw controls quantity of the air from

idling to low speed operation.

Tapered part of pilot air screw end can change

the sectional arca of atr suction passage, and

controls the quantity of the {ir.

Fis. 3-183

Fis. 3184
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3) Setting table

-----\ ModelItem ---\-. A1 7SS H1

Typ" VM22SC VM22SC VM26SC VM-28SC VM-28SC

Quantity
Main jet
Needle jet

Jet needle

Pilot jet
Cut away

Air screw

2

140

0-0
4J13 - 2

30

2.5

tY2

2

140

0-6
411.3 - 3

30

2.5

tYz

2

97.5R

0-4
5Et4 - 3

30

2.5

L%

2

97.5

0-4
58L4 - 3

30

2.5

1Y2

J

100R

0-2
5GL1- 3

30

3.0

L%

Engine number 11564 - 1t814 - L51.77 - 1,5t77 - 00001 -

NOTE

After careful tests, these specifications have been decided; thus, never change far from

standard adjustment except for a special purpose if there is no trouble.

{''
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Revolution not smooth when idling.
Poor acceleration.

Engine performs better with starter lever open.
Engine rpm is unsteady at constant throttle

Full throttle opeùing alb=l
Throttle closed a/b=O

valve opening.

Spark plug burns and becomes white.

While the engine is running, confirm whether the mixed gas is roo rich or roo lean (i.e.
whether there is too much fuel or air). Using the throttle grip, check ro see atwhichdegree
of opening of the throttle valve the engine shows signs of trouble. Depending on the opening
of the valve, the trouble spots can be detected, because the mechanism of the carburetor is so

designed that adifferent part functions at a different opening degree ofthe valve.
The following are the causes of difficulty and their adjusting methods ar each opening

degree of the throttle valve, which is divided inro four steps, 0-1/g,rlB-114,114-3t4end314-
full opening.

0-% %-% %-%

,,^.

rË1

SM.2

4l Adjustments

Failures of the carburetor, that is, abnormalities in the mixture ratio of fuel and air, are

usua^lly only due to clogging of foreign objects, abrasion of parts, and fluctuation of float
level. An unsuitable mixture ratio causes the following disorders of the engine:

In the case of rich In the case of lean

Rich

Too much exhaust smoke.

Engine turns heavy with some misfiring.

Spar plug is fould and becomes black with
carbon deposit.

Engine performs worse as warmed up.

Example:

Lean

Engine overheats.

Fis. 3-185
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a. The opening degree 0-UB (in idling)
In this stage of the opening degree, the fuel is

controlled by the pilot jet and the air is adjusted by
the pilot air screw which are mixed to make gas

rich. The rich mixture of gas is jetted from the

pilot orifice, mixed with a little air flowing from
the main bore, and supplied to the engine. The

pilot jet has a fixed capacity, while the pilor air

screw changes the amount of air to be inhaled,

thereby adjusting the concenrrarion of the mixed

gas. Therefore, it is most imporrant to adjust the

pilot air screw properly. As for clogging due ro
dust or dirt, if the gas is too rich, the air passage

from the pilot air port to the pilot jet or the

breathing hole of the pilot jet may be clogged.

On the contrary, if too lean, the pilot jet or the

pilot outlet may be clogged.

Other causes of trouble are as f ollows.

In the case of being too rich

Pilot outlet

Fig. 3-186

In the case of being too lean

The fixing of the pilot jet is loosened. The throttle valve with play due to excessive

abrasion, inhales air from the main bore.
Installation of the carburetor is loosened and

air is inhaled.

The starter lever is not completely returned.

The starter plunger is not fully closed,

through the starter lever is properly returned

In case of clogging, blow a\May the clogged matter by compressed air after washing with
pure gasoline. In dusting the jet hole, do not insert something hard such as wire.

3-72
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b. The opening degree 118-114 (ln starting or low speed running)

In this stepo the slow system and the main system function half and half. In the slow

system, as in the above pæagraph (a), fuel metered by the pilot jet and atr adjusted by

the pilot air screw are mixed and sprayed from the pilot outlet.

In the main system, the amount of fuel jetted

depends on the gap between the jet needle and

the needle j"t and the position of the clip.

Thus, fuel is supplied through t\Àro systems.

Therefore, the causes of trouble are divided into

two systems. In the slow system, it is necessary to

check for proper adjustment of the pilot air screw

and clogging of the pilot jet, or the pilot outlet, etc.

as in the (a). In the main system, if the gas is too

lean, check for clogging of the main jet or the

needle jet, etc.

Possible câuses of troubles are; if the gas is too

rich, clogging of the air jet passage a considerable

gap in breathing hole of the jet due to abrasion of
the jet needle.

If clogged; blow out by compressed air, as in (a).

In case of abrasion of the jet neeüe and the needle

jet, it is best to replace it with â new part; but it is
possible to adjust it to certain extent by using a

different grove of it.

The opening degree U4-314 (ln normal running)

In preüous pangraph (b) the slow system and

the main system influence half and half on the

amount of fuel sprayed, but in this step, it depends

only on the main system. Fuel sucked up through

the main system, and the inhaled air controlled by

the air jet, is mixed in the needle jet to make rich

gas. There the gas is controlled by the gap

between the needle jet and the jet needle and

sprayed into the main bore.

Possible causes of trouble are: If the gas is too

rich, and there is clogging of the air jet (its

passage or its breathing hole), or there is a consider-

able gap due to abrasion of the jet needle (outside)

and the needle jet (inside), or the main jet or the

needle have been loosened. On the other hand if
the gas is too lean, clogging of the main jet or the

Fig. 3-187

%

Fig.3-188

3-73
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needle jet is possible. If clogged, clear it off, and if worn out, replace with new parts.

d. The opening degree 3/4-full opening (ln full power running)

In previous paragraph (c) fuel sprayed depends on the gap between the needle jet and

jet needle; but in this step the fuel is metered by only the main jet. This is because the

jet needle is raised as the valve approaches its fu1l

opening, and finaliy the gap area becomes greater

than the hole of the main jet.

Signs of trouble are the following: The mixed

gas is lean if the main jet or the needle jet is

clogged. It is heavy if the breathing hole of the

needle jet is clogged, or if the main jet or the

needle jet are loosened.

If the engine is still not working properly after

inspecting and repairing clogging or loosening (as

mentioned above), adjust the main jet.

The main jet functions not only when the

opening degree is 314-flil opening of the throttle

valve, but also in wider degree.

That is, in replacement, if the gas is lean, use the

main jet of the one above the standard number,

and if rich use the one below, as shown below.

%

Fis. 3-189

Float mechanism

This mechanism consists of the float, the needle

valve and the valve seat, etc.

Float

/- -^

%,ffiW*
3-74

Fis.3190
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This mechanism is so designed that the fue1level

is adjusted by the tang on the float. It is most im-

portânt in adjusting the fuel level properly.

Over-flow due to higher fuel level is caused by

clogging between the needle valve and the valve

seat, abrasion and scratches of the contact area of
the needle valve, or a Puncture in the float. Also,

if the needle valve sticks to the valve seat, fuel

cannot flow into the mixing chamber. In case of

abrasion of the needle valve, puncture of the float

and adherence of the needle valve, replace them

with new parts. If there is ciogging anywhere, clear

it up. If the fuel level of the float is at an abnormal

height, adjust it in the following manner.

Remove the float chamber body. Place the
mixing chamber body upside down. Measure rhe

distance between the mixing chamber body fitting
surface (gasket surface) and the top 'of the float.

When measuring the distance, remember to keep

the floats free, and do not press the floats.

If the float level is not proper, adjust by bending

the tang on the float arm illustrated. Since the
floats are likely to be disfigured, full care should be

used when adjusting the float level.

@
o

Fis.3-191

Fis. 3-192

Needle valve

Models Height of float

A1

A7

H1

0.87 - 0.94 in (22 - 24mm)

0.94-LAzn Q4-26mm)
1.1,4 - 1.22 in {29 - 31mm)

Table 3-22

3-7 5

Fis. 3-193
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I. trome

The frame is constructed of pipe. It is of double loop design for light weight and excellent

rigidity, The steering head functions as the connecting point for the front fork assy. (FB. 4-1)

NOTE

The H series is designed so the rider may select right or left braking and shifting.

Fis. Ç2

4-7

firamc crip

Rear fender staY
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2. Hondlebor '

1) Construction

The handlebar is fabricated from seamless steel pipe. The shape is designed for consider-

ation of long-distance travel, high speed Éavel and safety driving.

a. Model A series

Starter level ass'y L.H.Switch upper case

rQ
,9

é
6È

6
Handkebar

Fig. 43

ü
stÿ

"e

I

I

r
ll,

cE>

Handlebar grip rubber

û%P
t

Handle bar holder

R.H.Switch upper case

4-2

oâ-{

Adjusting scrcw
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b. Model H series

Fis. 4-4

On the right side of the handlebar is equipped with the front brake lever, throttle grip

and the 
"ght 

grrp set which includes the starter lever. on the left side of the handlebar, it
has the left grip set whic-h includes the flasher, horn and head light switch.

2l Disassembly

a. Removal of clutch cable

Loosen the clutch cable lock nut and turn in the clutch cable adjusting bolt to provide

the clutch inner wire with sufficient slack and remove the clutch cable from the clutch

lever.

Fis. 4-6

4-3

Lower handlebar holder
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Removal of front brake

Model A series

Loosen the adjusting nut of the

lever.

Fig. 4-7

Model H'series

The stop lamp switch is built into the front

brake cable. Disconnect the stop lamp switch

leading wire (in the head lamp) from the main

wire harness. Remove the front brake cable

frorn the brake lever'

c. Removal of throttle cable.

First, remove the throttle cables

assembly (the throttle grip holder)

assembly (the throttle grip holder).

front brake, remove the brake cable from the brake

case

case

from the carburetors. Disassembie the R.H

and remove the control cable from the R.H

Fis. 4-10 Ftg. 411

4-4

b.

Fis. 48

Fis. 4-9
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d. Removal of starter cable

Model A series

Disassemble the starter lever and remove the starter cable.

Model H series

The corrtroi cables and the starter cabies are built in the R.H throttle assembly.

(Refer to Fig. 4-11)

Disassembling L.H case assemblY

Remove the connector of each leading wire

for the horn, flasher and head light from the main

wire harness inside the head lamp, disassemble the

L.H case assembly.

NOTE

The flasher switch in the A series is built into the right grip assy.

f. Removing the handlebar

Take off the upper holder, remove the handle-

bar from the upper bracket.

Fig. 412 Fis.413

Fis. 4.14

Fig.4-15

4-s
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3)

5)

lnspection

Handlebar

Check the handlebar far bendà or cracks. Straighten or replace as required.

Adjustments

a. Adjusting the throttle cables.

Refer to II-5
b. Adjusting the clutch lever.

Refer to II-5
c. Adjusting the front brake lever.

Refer to IV-4-(5) Adjusting.

d. Adiusting the throttle griP.

Loosen the lock nut under

lower case, adjust it with the

screw as required

the R.H

adjuster

Fig. 417

4-6

Y
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3. Wheels, broke drum

1) Construction

The wheel consists of the tire, tube, rim, spoke, hub, etc'

Oil sealr-
, 6303 ball bearing\r

\

Front tire

Tire tube

Rim band

Rim

Front brake drum

Speedometer gear

6303zball bearing

Fis. 4-18

Construction of the tire

Fis.4-19

4-7
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These parts of the tire have the following respective functions. The crown contributes

to driving and braking in the case of ordinary running. The shoulder pafi contributes to

driving and braking when the frame is inclined. The side section functions as a cushion.

The bead section is combined with the rim. The cross section of the tire,shows that the

surface is made of tread rubber under which there is a cushion layer and a cord layer

which is called a carcass. In the innermost part, there is an inner lining to make the tube

slide smoothly. There are various kinds of patterns in the treads of the tires.

Tircrc :rrc breaks oI
is cxhausterl through

rubbcr dispersed in

thcm when tl-rere is

the tread. These are called

wâter between the tire and

knife cuts. Water

the road surface.

4-8

Fig. 421

Crown
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Spokes

The spokes support the weights of the motorcycle and load. The head of thc spokc is

inserted into the rib of the brake drum and tightened inside thc rirn. Thc fkurc shows

this function. The spoke (A) supports the weights of the motorcycle ancl othcr 1oads.

Spoke (B) works when the wheel turns forward. Spoke (C) absorbs shock when braking.

+ Turningdirection

Fis. 4-23

4-9

\\&
\
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Table 4-1 Tire specifications

Tire air pressure

23.Blblin
(1.7 kg/cm )

25.5lblin
(1.8 kg/cm )

31,.2lbltn
(2.2kglcm)

Table 4-2 Rim and spoke specifications

Model

Rim sizes slze

Front Rear Front I Rear

A1

AlSS

A1

ATSS

H1

1.60A x 18

1.858

1.858 x 19W'

1.858 x 1BW

x 1BW

2.158 x 1BW

0.138"

(3.5mm)

d. Bead protector

H series

Since the Model H series motorcycle is designed as a high-speed motorcycle, the front
wheel and the rear wheel are equipped with a bead protector to prevent the tire from

slipping. Therefore the tire will not damage the mouthpiece section of the tube when the

tire slips on the rim in braking during high-speed running.

Wheel Balancing

(1) In order to balance

running, the spoke is

weight.

the wheel for high speed

provided with a balance

When the wheel turns at high speeds, centrifu-

ga1 force is generated in the wheel according to

the square of the speed. Therefore, in an

unbalanced wheel, the tire violently beats the

road surface or jumps; it often vibrates right and

left and safe running is not assured. Since this is

very dangerous, especially in heavy motorcycles,

the balance weight is applied to balance the tire

completely.

Tire size

A1 | le3.Z5*t8 4PR
3.00 - 18 4PR

Alss I -- l 3.so- 18 4PR

A7 I S.ZS - rA 4PR
s 3.50 - 18 4PR

ATSS i 53.25 - 18 4PR

H1 3"25-i9 4PRl 4.oo-184PP.

Fis.424

4-LO

Model Front Rear Front Rear
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(2) Before balanceing, ensure the u,l.reel is conr-

pietely free and revi--lr,es easilv. With the wheel

cleared of the grounC" spin it slow.ly ar-rd allow it
ao srop Dn its own. if ir is out of balance, atrach
loalance ...veights to the 18hter spokes as requlred"

Ascer:taining the baiance . rry to change rhe

weght untii ir balances complerei-,,.

f. Front hub

The front hub consists of the L,rake drum which plays a part as the bearing section oi
the front wheel, brake panel with the trrrake mechanism a.nd brake si.roes. Bearings are

inserted into each side of the hrib shatt ho1e" The brake drum turns as iire be aring fbr thc

front ',vheei. The drum is cast inside the hiri: and iunctions on tlrt' 5raking surface of ihe

brake shoe. The speedomerer gear and pinicn are installed insiiie rhe i-.rake pane1. Tiie

rotation of the front wheei is transrnitted io rhe speedometer through the speedometer

cable.

63032 Ball

Fig. 4-26

4-].L

Fis. 4-25

Speedometer gear

6303 batl bearing
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S. Rear hub

The rear hub consists of three parts; they are the rear brake drum which acts as the

bearing surpace of the rear wheel, the rear brake panel is equipped with the brake mecha-

nism, and sprocket coupling, which receives the engine power and drives the rear wheel.

The brake panel is installed in the right side of the rear brake drum, and the coupling is

installed in the left side. The structure of the rear brake drum is similar to that of the

iront wheel. The bearing and oil seal are inserted into the hub shaft hole of the coupling.

In addition, the sprocket is fixed with bolts in this coupling. The Model H series rear hub

' panei is provided with an air ventilator. Refer to IV-4-1-c.

Fis. 427

Table 4-3 Recommended bearings ancl oii seals

n,\

Àt:
__ti ,.i

"o )

5'r
I

r^l

Model

lleari Oil seal

Brak drunr Front panei Brak drum Front panel

Ai
Al SS

A7

ATSS

463022 #ûa2 25428 0055 687

H1
6303

63Q32
254V08

4-12
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2l Disassembly

Removal of the front wheel

(1) Take off the speedometer cable.

The speedometer cable is inserted into the front brake panel. After taking off the

fixed bolt of the speedometer cable, pull the speedometer cable from the panel.

(21 Taking off the front brake cable. Refer tro IV'2-2-(b).
(3) Taking off the front wheel.

Placing the stand under the engine, remove the nut which

Pull out the front axle, take off the front wheel together with
assembly.

fastens the front axle.

the front brake panel

Removal of the rear wheel

(1) Taking off the rear brake cable. l2l Taking off the torque arm.

Fig. 4-28 Fig. 429

Fig. 4-30

Fis. Ç32 Fis. 4-33

4-13

Fis. 431
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(3) Taking out the rear wheel

Afrer iooscning tiie chain ad-iust bo1t. puil out

thc rear hub shaft. Take off the rear wheei to-

gether ,.r,ith the rear brake panel asse r:rbly'

Disassembling the brake Panel

(1) Taking off the brake shoe

Iift up both brake shoes, and they will come

out from the brake panel together with the

springs.

(2) Take out the bearing and oil seal

In the case of taking out the bearing and oil
seal from the brake drum, insert the bar from

inside the brake drum and tap the bar with a
hammer while pressing on the inner race of the

bearing.

NOTE

Tap the inner race of the bearing uniformly on

taken to avoid any damage on the hub shaft hole.

Fis. 435

Fis. 4-36

Fig. 4-34

4-L4

the whole circumference. Care should be

Fig. Ç37

Fis. 438
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4l lnspection

It is very important to inspect and maintain the parts related to the wheel and the hub.

If anything is wrong with them, it may result in instability during driving. Correct and

careful work are always required for inspection and maintenânce.

a. Hub shaft

If the hub shaft is bent, the wheel vibrates and

handling becomes difficult. Check the hub shaft

for run out with a dial gauge.

Fig. 4-39

Table 4-4 Runout of the hub shaft

b. Rim

If rim run out exceeds the specified limit,
handling becomes difficult.

Excessive run out of the rim is mainly due to

the fact that spokes are not fastened uniformly, or

firmly.

Fig. 4-4O

Table 4-5 Runout of the rim

Item Standard value Service limit

Rim runout Under 0.04"

(1mm)

4.12"

(3mm)

Damaled or bent spokes make the frame unstable and lead to accidents. They have to be

repaired as often as necessary for safety.

4-15

Standard value I S"*ice limit

A1 _ A1SS

A7 _ ATSS

H1

Under 0.004"

(0.1mm)

0.02"
(0.5mm)

Model
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Bearing and oil seal

Refer to SM-1 IV-3-4-d and (V-3-4)-e

Shock damper

Refer to SM-1(IV-3-4)-f.

5) Assembly

a. The operations for assembling are subject to those for disassembling in the reÿerse order.

In the case of inserting the b,earing and oil seal into the brake drum, use an. arbor

press, etc. and pay attention to the squareness of the hub shaft hole. After insertion.

be sure to apply grease to rhe lips of the oil seal and bearing.

b. -Be sure not to apply any oil to the brake lining of the brake shoe. Since oil makes the
braking operation difficult and dangerous, clean it with gasoline or thinner.

c. Since the shock darnpcr rubber is tapered, take
care r)ot to reversc whcn inscrting it. Thc Model H

scries slrock cianrper has a projcction in the center.

lnsert this prqcction into thc hole of the rear

bra.ke drurn.

Front axle torque value

Models A series 44-58 ft-lb (6- B kg.m)

Model H series 65-93 ft-lb (9-13 kg.-)
Rear axle torque values

All models 65-e3 ft-lb (9-13 kg.m)

Broke

1) Construction

The brake consists of the brake lever (or brake pedal), brake cable, brake panel assembly'

and brake drum. The brake panel consists of the cam lever, cam shaft, brake shoe, brake

show spring, and brake panel body.

The brake shoe is an internal expanding type. both in the front brake and in the rear brake.
The two leading shoe system is applied to the front brake while the leading-traiiing system is

applied to the rear brake.

d.

+41Fig.

4-16
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Fig. 442

Two leading shoe system (front brake)

As shown in Fig. 4-43, two cam shafts, which are separâted by 1BO"and installed in the

brake panel, are in contact with two brake shoes symmetrically. If the brake lever is

pulled, the two cams operate simultaneously through the brake cable and the cam lever.

The brake shoe is pressed against the brake drum. In this case, the wheel is braked by

means of friction bptween the brake drum and the surface of the brake shoe. Therefore,

two brake shoes extend in the direction of rotation of the brake drum (i.e. function as a

leading shoe) so that they are called double leading shoe. This double leading shoe system

is about one and a half times stronger in the braking force than that of the leading-trailing

system.

Turning dit

4-L7

Fis. 443
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b. Leading trailing system (rear brake)

As shown in Fig. 4-44, there is only one cam

shaft in the brake panel. Therefore, two brake

shoes which are placed symmetrically work with
the same cam shaft.

When the brake pedal is stepped on, rhe cam

shaft begins operation through the brake cable and

the cam lever, extends the two brake shoes.

In this case, one brake shoe begins contact

(leading shoe) in the reverse direction of rotation
of the brake drum, while the other brake shoe

begins contact in the direction of rotarion of the Fis. 444
brake drum (in other words, operating as a trailing shoe).

To assure safety during driving, both the front brake and the rear brake are equipped

with a stop light respectively.

Fig. 4-45 Fis. 446

Ventitator

The Model H series rear brake panel is equipped

with a ventilator in which the air shutter can be

opened or closed. As shown in the structure of the
brake, braking means that the rotation of the brake

drum is stopped by rubbing the brake shoe with
the inner surface of the brake drum. However,

frequent braking heats the drum and the brake

shoe. Therefore, both the drum and the brake shoe

begin slipping and lowers in stopping power. The ventilator is provided to eliminare rhis

problem and assure stable braking performance. The ventilator consists of the inlet and

the outlet. If the switch type air shutter at the inlet is turned to "OPEN", the air enters

Tuming direction

Fig. 447

4-18
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the brake drum, circulates in it, cools it and discharges hot air through the outlet'

Therefore, both the drum and the brake shoe are also cooled. Generally, when stopping

in driving on a highway or descending a long steep hill, the brakes become overheated,

so the air shutter should be opened.

If the air shutter is left open in the rain, dust

enters the brake drum and some loss of braking will

occure. Water makes the drum and brake shoe slip.

In these cases, the air shutter should be closed'

2l Disassembly

a. Removal of the front brake cable

Refer to paxagraph 2-2-b

b. Removal of the front wheel and panel

Refer to parugraph 3-2-a andb

c. Removal of the rear brake wire

d. Removal of the brake Pedal

Pull out the cotter pin, take offthe brake pedal.

Fis. 449

3) lnspection

a. Brake drum

The inner sleeve of the brake drum is damaged

due to friction with the brake shoe after a long

period of service. Measure the inside diameter of
the brake drum with a slide calipers.

îable 4-6 Standard drum inside diameters

Fis. 4-48

Model

Standard value Service limit
Front Rear Front I Rear

41. A1SS

/.7, ATSS

7.08'
(180mm)

7.Lz',
(180.75mm)

H1
7.87',

(20Omm)

7.08',

(180mm)

7.90',

(200.75mm)

7.L2'
(180.75mm)

4-19

Fis. 4-50
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b. Brake lining

If the abrasion of the brake lining is very great,

measure the thickness of the lining. If the lining is

half in contact, it will reduce the braking effect

and make abnormal noise. In this case, correct the

lining with sandpaper or emery cloth. If there is

foreign matter on the sutface of the lining, take it
off with a wire brush.

Table 4-7 Lining thicknesses

Standard value

Fis. 451

A1. AlSS

A7. ATSS

H1

0.t92' 0.L92"

(5mm) (5mm)

0.118"

(3mm)

Brake lining Il3t!,"tt

c. Brake shoe spring

If the shoe spring is stretched out, the brake

shoe cannot return completely and the brake may

be trailed. Measure the free length of the spring.

Fig. Ç52

Table 4-B Free length of brake shoe spring

d. Gap between the brake cam shaft and the brake panel bushing

When the gap between the brake cam shaft and the brake panel bushing widens, the

cam shaft has play and cannot extend the brake shoe completely, resulting in incomplete

braking.

Modei

Standard value Service limit
Front Rear Front Rear

A1. A1SS

1'7. ATSS

L.B,'

(46mm)

2.z',

(56mm)

1.92',

(49mm)
2.32"

(59mm)

H1,
2.4',

(6Omm)

2.62',

(66.5mm)

2.48',

(63mm)

2.74',

(69.5mm)

4-20

Model

Service limit

Front Rear Front Rear
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Model

41. AlSS

A7. ATSS

HL

Table 4-9 Gaps between the brake cam shaft and the bushing

Standard value Service limit

0.0008" - 0.0028"

(0.02 - 0.07mm)

Fis. 454

e. Ventilator

If dust remains in the ventilator, the sleeve in

the brake drum or brake shoe is damaged and

worn rapidly. Especially after driving on bad roads,

clean the interiors of the ventilator and brake drum.

4l Assembly

The order of assembly is subject to the reverse order of disassembly.

a. Fitting angle of the brake cam lever

When fitting the brake cam lever, install it so

that the brake cable will become perpendicular to

the cam lever when braking.

b. Apply grease to the bearing of the brâke pedal,

brake lever, and the brake cam shaft bearing in the

brake panel.

Adiustrnents

Play of the front brake lever

Adjust the front brake lever with the cable

adjusting nut on the brake panel so that the brake

will begin operation when pulling the front brake

lever by 0.8"-L.2" (20-30mm). Fine adjustment is

done by the adjusting screw on the handiebar. No

adjustment is required for the front brake stop

lamp since the srvitch is built in the front brake

cable.

5)

f-ront I Rear Front I Rear

0.02"

(0.5mm)

Fig. 455

4-27
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b. Play of the rear brake lever

Adjust the rear brake lever with the adjusting nut of the rear brake panel so that the

brake will begin operation when stepping on the rear brake lever by 1.0"-1.4" (25-35

mm). In this case, adjust the upper and lower adjusting nuts in the main body of the

brake lamp switch so that the brake lamp may light when applying the brake pedal by

0.6' - 0.8' (15-20mm).

c. No ad-iustnrel'lt is usu:rliv recluired for the connecting rod of the front brake lever.

Accordins to the following proccdures. adjust the rod when changing the brake lining.

(1) With the front rvheel cieared of tire grorind and turning the connecting rod untii the

brake lining bcgins colltact. operate the first lever and the second lever.

(2) Spinning the wheel iiehtlv, fasten the brake cable adjusting nut and lock it when the

brake bcgirrs upera tiort.

(3, Spinnins thc wheel again, adjust the connecting rod. Pulling the first lever and the

second 1ever. fix thc connecting rod in the position where the rotation of the wheel

becotnes i.reavier.

Fis, a-56 Fis. 4-57

4-22
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5. Fronl fork

1) Construction

a. Model A series

The front fork is a holding device for the front

wheel and absorbs the vertical shock of the front

wheel through the spring and oil. The front fork

consists of an inner tube and an outer tube which

slide against each other. There is an oi1 orifice in

the center of the lower end of the inner tube. Oil

chambers are formed between the inner tube and

the outer tube in the place which is surrounded by

the inner tube and the spacer.

!tol-l
[iork cover

i
I

\

4-23
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b. Model H series

Tlic front fork which is ernploycd in the Model

H rnotorcycle is cailcd "ceriani typ.". Thc spring

and the inner tube guicie arc placccl rnside tire inner

tube. Thc lower part of this ir-rner tube forms an

orificc between the lower part of ti'ie inner tube

and thc upper part cf the inner tube guide.

Fork cover

o

èo

s
Eo

Spring

Dust shield

Outer tube nut

Max 552mmm
Mix 412mm

Sprong holder

Outer tube

4-24
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2l Operation

a. ln the case of receiving a load

If the front fork is loaded, the spring is com-

pressed and deflected. Since the outer tube is

pushed up at the same time, oil in the ourer rube

flows into the inner tube through the piston
orifice of the inner tube. Oil partially enrers rhe

gap between the inner tube and the outer tube

through the orifice on the side wall of the inner
tube. Since the oil flow makes ùhe space smaller in
the upper part of the inner tube, internal air is
compressed. Also, the front fork increases the flow
resistance of the oil which {lows between rhe

piston orifice and the orifice guide of the outer

tube (in the case of the Model H, the inner rube

and the orifice guide ofthe inner tube) and reaches

the oil lock state imrnediately before the whole

compression stroke so that noise is prevented in
the full stroke.

b. Stretching

The front fork stretches by rhe reacrion of the
spring. At the same rime, damping is conducred

due to oil resistance, when oil between the inner
tube and the outer tube counterflows into the
inner tube. When it stretches more, oil increases its
flow resistance greatly and reaches the oil lock
state since the orifice on the side wall of the tube is
closed by the tube guide. Thus, the stroke is

finished.

4-25
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3) Steering stem construction

The steering stem supports the right and left front forks, and works as a center axle in the
frame head peace when the handlebar is moved right or left. There are steering ball race

inner and ball cup on and under the shaft of the steering srem. The steel balls in ir assure

smooth operation in the case of steering. When the handlebar does not move easily, adjust

by tighting the steering damper knob.

damper knob

Steering stem nut

Steering stem head

Lock nut

Ball

Friction Plate

Fis. 462

4-26
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Disassembly

Remove the front fork after taking off the front wheel and the front fender.

a. Taking off the head lamp

Remove all the leading wire connectors in the

head lamp from the main wire harness and, pull

out the main wire harness from the head lamp,

remove the head lamp.

Fig. 463

b. Taking off the speedometer and the tachometer

\- After removing the cables of the speedometer

and tachometer, take off the speedometer and the

tachometer from the bracket.

c. Taking off the upper holder

In the case of taking off the upper holder,
remove three parts i.e., (1) steerilg damper, (2)

steering srem nur and (3) top bolt.

(1) Taking off the steering damper

By tighting or loosening the knob, the steering

damper pushes the friction. disc, which is set

under the head pipe on the trower plain of the
head pipe and controls the strength of operation.

When the knob is tightened, the handling

operation gradually becomes hard, while it
becomes hgffi"by loosening the knob.

4-27
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In the case of taking off the steering damper, remove the cotter pin and the nut in

the lower end of the steering damper rod. Next, loosen the knob to take off the

steering damper.

l2l Taking off the steering stem nut
The steering stem nut fixes the rotary shaft of

the upper bracket. The steering damper knob

stopper is fixed with a nut.

Take off the steering stem nut by using a

special tool. (Flg. 4-67, 68)

Fig. 4-67

NOTE

No steering damper stopper is installed in the A
series.'

Fig. 468

(3) Taking off the top bolt

Fig. 469

Taking off the front fork
After removing the steering stem bolt, take off

the front forks legs one by one.

d.

Fis.4-7A
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e. Taking off the steering stem

After removing the $eering lock nut with a special tool, take off the steering stem.

This steering stem can also be taken off with the front fork.

Remove the bearing race of the steering stem and the ball cup in the head piece ac-

cording to the following procedure.

(1) In the case of taking off the bali cup in the

steering head, use a bar inserting it into the head

pipe. Pressing the ball cup, tap the bar with a
hammer.

(2) In the case of taking off the inner race which
is pressed into the steering stem, put a chisel

between the steering stem and the circumfer-
ence of the inner race, and hit the chisel with a
hammer.

NOTE

uniformly hit the circumferences of the ball cup and inner race.

Fis. 4-71 Fis.4-72

Fig.4-74
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s. Disassembling the front fork

(1) Discharge the oil in the front fork.

(2) Wrapping a tire tube or rubber around

outer tube nut, clamp it in a vice.

the

Fig. 4-75

NOTE

'l'ake carc not to darnage

clirnrping the outer tube nut

the outer tube when

ilr thc vice.

5)

(3) Fittins the outer tube with the front axle and

turning the front axle, ihe outer tube can be

scparated from tire inncr tube.

I nspection

lnner tube and outer tube

Insert the inner tube into the outer tube and

install the guide. In this position, check the inner

tube and inspect whether it moves smoothly.

Change it if there is play in the thrust part.

Fig.4-76

Fis.4-77

Fis.4-78
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b. Inner tube

If there is a scaratch or ciaw in the thrust place of tl're inner tube, thc lip of tlie oil seal

which is inserted into the outer tubc will corne d;rrriageC durinq operation ancl ori rvill

leak. Inspect carefully the thrust place of the inncr tubc and reu'ork or replacc it if it is

dented or scratched.

c. Dust seal

The dust seal prevents dust from cntering the front fork. lf it is broken :rnd rlttst

adheres to the thrust piace of the irrner tube or hard foreiglt matter rrtttcrs it, the tilrust

place of the inner rube may be damaged or thc 1ip ol ihe oil seal rrat br, .,r,tt. Oi1 rnav

ieak due to such failures. ir-ispect the dtist seal careiully end reolace it ii it ts broker-i.

Clean it of dust and foreign matter.

d. Front fork spring

tf the spring is clamased, rire ,Jamping action cf
the tront fork beconles'worse" Hence, riding will

be uncornfbrrabie" inspect rhe free length of the

front fork spring.

Fis.4-79

Tabie 4-10 Spring free length

Model Standard value Service linrit

41. AiSS.
47. ATSS

8.0'
(202.5mm)

7 "i6"
(192mm)

i-{ 1
13,58',

(345mm)

1 I .i R"

(335nrm)

Steering stern

Inspect wirether the steering stem shaft is bcnt or not. Repair or rcplace it if it is bent.

lnner race and the ball cup

Steei balls roll on the bail cup and inner race surfaces. if these surfaces are scratched or

rough, the respective bajls are not loacied ",,vith uniform force even if they are pressed r,r'ith

steering ball inner race. The rotation of the steering siem becomes heavv or plav occurs

in it. Repiace ball cups anci inner ;races if their surfaces âre clented or uneven. lnspect

each steel bail ancl replace it if the surtace, is cra'ckecl or uneven.

f.
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6) Assembly

Steering stem

(1) Press the upper and lower ball cup 
"{td

steering ball inner race by using a press. Apply

force uniformly to their circumferences.

(2) Stick the steel ball (to which grease is applied)

to the inner race of the steering stem and the

ball cup of the head piece.

Insert the steering stern from under the head

piece and fasten the lock nut temporarily.

Next, moving the steering stem right or left, fasten the lock nut until there is no play

between ball cup or the inner race and the stem.

Table 4-11 Steel ball specifications

A1

AlSS
A7

ATSS

H1

'J.9 x 2

7l

b. Front fork

(1) In the case of disassembling the front fork, be sure to change the "O" ring and oil
seal installed in the outer tube nut.

(2) After changing the oil seal and "O" ring, set up the inner tube and the outer tube in

the reverse order of disassembling.

lnstalling the front fork
A series

After assembling the inner tube and the outer
tube, install the front fork on the steering stem.

(1) Inserting the front fork from the lower part
of the steering stem, pull up rhe front fork by
using the special rool, After finishing this,
fasten the steering stem bolt.

Fig.4-80

Standard value

4-32
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(2) Pulling up the front fork with the special tool,
fasten the front fork with the top bolt. Loosen

the steering stem bolt temporurly; inspect to
check that there is no play in the front fork.

Fastening the top bolt, retighten the steering

stem bolt.

Fis.4-82

b. H series

(1) Insert the front fork from the bottom of the

steering stem. Pushing uP the inner tube until

the end point of the inner tube reaches the step

portion in the steering stem head, fasten it with

the top bo1t.

(2) Next, fasten the steering stem bolt.

c. lnspection

The under bracket must have no play and the handlebar must be easy to move. Inspect

the front fork and the front wheel according to the following procedure after they are set.

(1) Moving the top of the front fork forward and backward, inspect that there is no play

in the steering stem.

(2) With the front wheel cleared of the ground, try to move the handlebar lightly to the
right or left side. Inspect whether the handlebaï turns smoothly.

(3) If the steering stem has play after inspecting it according to the above procedure, it
is due to the fact that the lock nut is not fastened completeiy. Adjust the lock nut and

loosen it if the handlebar is hard to move, for it is fastened too tightly.

Front fork mixing ratio

Model Working oil quantity Mixing ratio
Mobil30 Spindle 60

A
H

H1

200

230

8

6.5

2

3.5

NOTE

If the working oil quantity is not proper, abnotmal noise occurs or rhe cushion stiffens.
careful to maintain the proper oil quantity

Fig.4-83
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6. Reor shock obsorber

1) Construction

The rear shock absorber consists of the spring. inner cover, outer shell, cylinder, piston

rod, and oil seal in the cylinder. The piston rod is equipped with the piston, valve,

bearing, packing case, cushion rubber, etc. When the shock absorber is at rest, oil is

separated between the upper part and the lower part of the piston by the valve. When the

shock absorber contracts or stretches, oil passes through the oil path in the piston, pushes

up the valve which shuts the outlet, and moves to the lower chamber or the upper chamber.

- l-

StufÏng ring
<3
Pu0p

Outer shell

Bearing

z
ôfr

q-'

a&
?(
@

Fig.4-84
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This shock absorbing action is conducted with the contraction and stretch of the spring

and oil flow resistance which occurs when oil passes through the small oil path in the piston

and pushes up the valve.

The rear shock absorber is designed carefully so that the initial pressllre of the spring nray

be adjusted in three steps according to the load weight of the motorcycle and the rcad

condition {uneven road or pavement), Thereiore, a comfortabie drive and excelient oper-

ation can always be obtained.

Namely, bv shortening (or lengthning) the stroke of the spring, the pressure applied to

the spring is increased (or decreased). When the adjuster of the spring seat is moved to the

stopper of the outer sheil as (A) - (B) or (B) - (C), the initia-i pressure of the spring

increases as shown in Table 4-12.

On the other hand, it lowers when lhe adjustor is rnoveri as (C) - (B) or iB) -, (A).

tablc4 l2 Spring.ùactlnsstics

Fis. 4-86

iKcl
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2l Operation

As shown in Figs. 4-87 and 4-88, there are rwo oil
paths in the piston; one is from the outer circumfer-
ence on the upper part of the piston to the inner
surface of the lower surface, the other is from the
outer circumference of the lower surface of the
piston to the inner circumference. Oil comes into the
outer circumference of the piston and goes out to the
inner circumferencé. There is a valve in the outlet of
the oil path. When the shock absorber is at rest, it
closes the oil path. The number of va-lves differs in
the upper part and the lower part of the piston.
There are three leaf valves in the lower part of the
piston, and the upper part of the piston, while there
is only one non-return valve that is pressed on the
lead spring.

a. When the rear shock absorber is contracæd

When the rear shock absorber is contracted with
a load, the outer shell and the cylinder in it goes up
and the spring contracts. Pressure will be generated

in the oil which is confined in the lower part of
the piston by the non-return va-lve. It passes

through the oil passage in the piston and pushes up

the non-return valve with the oil pressure, which

surpasses the tension of the leaf spring pressing the
non-return valve. Then it moves to the upper pâït

Fig. 4-87

of the piston. When the shock absorber contracts and the spring is entirely contracted,
the packing case comes into contact with the cushion rubber which is fixed on the upper
part of the piston.

Thus, the contraction stroke is completed.

4-36
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b. Expansion

Since in the expansion stroke of the rear cushion the spring expands and the outer

shell and the cylinder fall, oil in the upper part of the piston tends to move and enters

the oil path of the piston from the upper part of the piston. lt pushes up three leaf

valves and moves to the lower part of the piston. In the case of pushing up three leaf

valves, oil resistance increases greatly and restricts the force of the spring which would

tend to return violently.

Therefore, the spring expands slowly and free

motion of the spring, i.e. "spring back" is pre-

vented. This is called a damping action in the

expansion stroke.

Since the cylinder falls in the final stage of the

expansion stroke, the bearing comes ixto contact

with the stopper in the upper part of the piston.

Thus, the stroke comes to an end. The rubber

bushings in the upper and lower bottom absorb

the vibration transmitted from the road surface.

Disassembly

Rear shock absorber

Supporting the swinging arm by hand, take off
the rear shock absorber from the frame.

Fig.4.89

4l lnspection

a. Since damping force acts in the expansion of the rear shock absorber, inspect damping

force by pulling and pressing it.
b. Since there is oil in the rear shock absorber, replace it as a unit if it leaks.

NOTE

The rear shock absorber cannot be disassembled. Therefore, the unit has to be replaced if it
is defective.

3)

Fig. 4-88
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5) Assembly

a. The order of assembly is subject to the reverse order of disassembly.

b. After installing shock absorbers, inspect whether the right and left absorbers are paral-

lel and whether the upper and lower fittirrg bolts are mutually perpendicular.

6) Adjustment

a. Make use of the spring seat to adjust the rear

shock absorber. Inserting the thin bar into the hole

on the spring seat, turn the spring seat to the left.

The stopper of the spring seat will be moved as

(A) - (B) and (B) -- (C). In the case of returning

it from (C) to (B) or (A), turn the spring seat to

the right.

7. Fronl fender, Reor fender

1) Construction

The front fender and the rear fender are

front fender is fixed with a stay to the front
through the bracket.

independent on the respective frames. The

fork while the rear fender is fixed to the frame

^\

§

Fig.491

Fig. 4-90

Brace

Rear fender
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2l Disassembly

a. Taking off the front fender

The front fender can be easily taken of{ after

the front wheel is taken off.

Taking off the rear fender

The rear fender can be easily taken off after the

rear wheel is taken off.

3) Assembly

The order of assembly subject to the reverse order of disassembly.

4-39
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8. Swinging crm

1) Construction

The swinging arm is a shock absorber for the rear pafi of the frame working with the rear

damper units. The front part of the swinging arm is attached to the frame with the pivot

shaft, while the rear part of the swinging arm is attached to the frame and operates up and

down around the pivot shaft.

Chain adjuster

N
-"\

Fis.4-94

Sleeve

-ÀN§@

â

G\_J9,rq

4-40
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2l Disassembly

a. Taking off the rear sprocket and the coupling

Since the rear sprocket is fixed with the bolts to the coupling, take off the drive chain

at first. When removing the sprocket from the coupling, unfasten the caulking of the lock

washer and remove the bolts.

Taking off the swinging arm

After taking off the pivot shaft, take off the swinging arm.

lnspection

Sleeve

The pivot section (fitting part to the frame) of the swinging arm is always moved with

the vibrating wheei. It bears almost the whole weight of the frame. Inspect carefully the

fastening of the nut, abrasion of the sleeve, etc. The sleeve tends to be damaged

especially in the drive side (loaded with the chain). If it has play in this part, driving be-

comes unstable.

Fig.495 Fis. 4-96

Fis. Ç97 Fig. 4-98

4-47
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Model

A1. A1SS

A7. ATSS

Table 4-L3 Gap between the sleeve and the bushing

Standard value

0.0003 - 0.002"

(0.007 - 0.05mm)

0.005 - 0.007'
(0.13 - 0.19mm)H1

0.014"
(0.35mm)

Measure the bending of the pivot shaft with a dial gauge.

Table 4-14 Runout of the pivot shaft

Bending of the swinging arm

If the arm of the swinging arm is bent, the center of the rear wheel is not in a proper

alignment with that of the front wheel. Therefore, the handlebar becomes hard ro oper-

ate. Inspect, repair or replace it if it is defective. Replace it if it is cracked in the welded

part.

Service limit

0.009"

(0.2mm)

Standard va^lue Service limit

41. AlSS
ê.7. ATSS

Under 0.004"

(0.1mm)

0.02'
(0.5mm)
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d. Runout and abrasion of the sprocket

(1) When the sprocket exceeds runout limit, not only the chain can not be adjusted but
it also breaks or comes off from the sprocket during running. Inspect the runout of the

sprocket with a dial gauge.

Table 4-15 Runout of the sprocket

A1. AlSS
A7, ATSS

F{1

a.1,2',

(Under 0.3mm)

0.2"

(0.5mm)

(2) When the tooth of the sprocket is worn, the

chain may come off the sprocket during running,

or teeth may be damaged. Measure the root

diameter of the sprocket.

Table 4-16 Root diameter of the sprocket

4l Assembly

The order of assembly is subject to the reverse order of disassembiy.

a Self locking nut fastening torque valve.

..t

A series

H series

55 ft-lb
70 ît-lb

( 7.5

(11

kg-*)
kg-*)

Standard value Service limit

Fis.4-99

Model Standard value Service limit

A1
/.v

(177.0mm)
6.88',

(175mm)

AlSS
7.36'.

(187.1mm)

/ .tô

(1B5mm)

1.7, ATSS
6.7 6"

(171.9mm)

6.68"

(170mm)

HL
8.56',

(2t7.4mm)
8,48V'

(215.5mm)

4-43
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9. Fuel tonk, oil tonk ond fr.rel cock

1) Construction

a. Fuel tank

ln rhc fucl t:rnk, spccial stecl plate whicir has excellent resistance to corrosion is used'

ln tirc lor,vcr part of thc fucl tank. thcre is ttre fuel cock which filtrates gasoline and feeds

it t<-. tirc carburctor.

Rear rnounting bolt

Shockdamper

F'uel cock ass'r,

Fig.4-100

æ*fl
ti

.@.S/

,A\
&v!)

Front mou
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b. Oil tank

The oil tank is loôatcd in thc right lorver part of
the oil pump in thc enginc to tl're crankcasc (irr thc

of the crankshaft (in the A7 series or Model H1).

tlre' dural scat. Oii is fccl lorciblv bv

A1 scrics) or ciircctly to tjrc bc:rrirrgs

-clqp

-.«riY»*
v

Vinyl iube _..-:'

[\
-/ E\

E\
Er
E

È\

Tar.rk cap

Fis.4-101

Table 4-17 Fuel tank and oil tank capacities

Od lever ga u ge

Model Fuel tank Oil tank

AL

AlSS
A7

ATSS

3.5 ga!.

(13.5 !)
2.4 qt
l) ) lt

H1
4.0 ga{

(1s t)
2.5 qt
(2.3 t)

4-45
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Fuel cock
(1) A series model

The fuel cock filtrates gasoline in the fuel tank and feeds it to the carburetors. The

lever is used to send gasoline to the carbureior. If the fuel cock lever is switched to the

number "1" or "2" (stamped on the fuel cock body), gasoline flows into the carburet-

cr from the fuel tank. If the fuel cock lever is switched to "O", gasoline stops flowing.

When there is plenty of gasoline left in the fuel tank, drive with the fuel cock lever

adjusted to "1". If gasoline stops flowing tt "1", switch the fuel cock lever to "2".
"2" stands for RESERVE at which the fuel quantity in the fuel tank is less than about
.l iiter.

Be sure to switch the fuel cock lever to "0" when the engine stops.

Fis.4.102

Fuel cock I ever
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l2l H series model

The fuel cock which is used in Model H is of automatic type. If the fuel cock lever is

set to the position ON or RES, gasoline is automatically supplied as the engine runs or

stops.

Fis. 4-103

Fuel enters the main pipe (1) and passes through the change-over cock path (2).
The fuel path is made ON -- OFF by the "0" ring (4) and seat formed in the end of the

path (3). While the engine is in operation, the "0" ring separates from the seat, and

the fuel passes the path (5) and enters the filter cup (6). It enters the carburetor
through the cup filter (7) and the fuel pipe connection (B). When the engine stops, the

fuel stops in the path (3) since the "0" ring (4) is in contact with the seat due to the
tension of the spring (9).

The operation ON-OFF transmits the negative pressure which is generated in the

inlet pipe during the operation of the engine to the check valve (10) of the auto-cock
diaphragm through the guide from the negative pressure outlet of the carburetor; it is
rectified, expanded, and enters the diaphragm chamber (11).

It surpasses the tension of the spring (9) and attracts the diaphragm complerely (12)
to the left side. Thus, the "0" ring (4) is separated from the seat and the fuel path
becomes ON. \Mhen the ehgine stops, the negative pressure in the inlet pipe disappears,

and the negative pressure in the diaphragm chamber (11) becomes identical ro thar.in
the inlet pipe through the pin hole in the disc valve. The fuel path becomes OFF since

the spring (9) pushes it to the right. The reserve mechanism is as follows. When the
fuel in the tank is consumed and the oil surface lowers under the top of the main pipe
(1), the path (L4) is opened by turning the lever of the change-over co.ck (13) to the
position RES; the remainder of the fuel can entirely be utilized and at rhe same time it
indicates that there is little fuel left in the tank.

The priming mechanism is as follows. By turning the lever of the change-over cock
(13) to the position PRI, the fuel can be arbitraily fed to the carbureror even if the
engine stops.
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2l Disassembly

a. Taking off the fuel tank

First of all, switch the fuel cock

from the fuel cock body, after

lever to the "0" point (Stop) and pull out the fuel pipe

stopping the gasoline. Next, take off the fuel tank.

NOTE

There is a harness betwcen thc pipe frame and the lining of the fuel tank. Therefore, be

carelul nor ro pick up tlre main wire harness witli the fuei tank when taking off the fuel tank.

Sipce rlie iuel cock in the Moc1e1 H is an auto-cock, the fuei cock lever has to be switched to

tire positiorl "()N" or "RES".

Fis.4-104

b. Taking off the fuel cock

After draining gasoline from the fuel tank, take

off the fuel cock.

Taking off the oil tank

After draining the oil entirely from the oil tank

or putting the spigot on the oil tank tube to stop

the oil, take off the oil tank.

Fis.4105

Fis.4-106

Fig.4-107
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3) lnspection

Fuel tank and oil tank

After a long period of service, dust gathers at the bottoms of the fuel tank and the oil
tank, resulting in problems with the fuel cock and the oil pump. Wash periodically the

interior of the fuel tank and the oil tank with gasoline.

b. Fuel tank cap and oil tank cap

The tank cap not only prevents oil or gasoline from leaking, but also feeds the air to

the tank. If no air flows into the tank, neither gasoline nôr oil flows. Inspect the air vent

ofthe tank cap.

When the tank cap gasket expands, the air path is closed. Inspect the tank cap gasket
and change it if it has expanded.

Air vent

I

'ÿ

, Spring

d.

Fis.4-108

Oil tank cap "0" ring and banjo bolt gasket

A damaged "0" ring or banjo bolt gasket will cause oil leakage. Replace them with new

ones if they are damaged.

Fuel cock (A series)

(1) Inspect every Part of the fuel cock, and replace a damaged gasket to prevenr oil
leakage.

(2) Since dust gathers in the cup under the fuel cock, remove and clean it occasionaily.

(3) Clean the gasoline path with compressed air if it is clogged in the fuel cock body.

4-49
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e. Fuel cock (H seriesi

If the fuel cock leaks, loosen the screw of the diaphragm cover; take off the diaphraqrn

complctelv ( ') frorn the body and clean the vaive and seat section with fresh gasoline

an<l compressed air,
* Take care to adjust the positions of the air holes in the spacer and diaphragm to the

hole position in the body r,r,hen assernbling.

Take care not to leak the air irr the boost tube which connects the fuei cock to the

negative pressure outler of the ca.rburetor. Air leakage will cause the poor fuel suppi,v.

4) Assembly

The order of assembling

>§
& cott"r rr,H@

§r--lllr.. 
e

C§

Fis.410g

is su'nject to the reverse order of disassembling.

IO. Duol seqt

1) Construction

There is elastic sponge in the dual seat.

The dual seats in A1, A7 series are fixed to the frame with bolts but those in A1SS, ATSS

and H1 models are fixed to the frame with pivot holders and hooks.

c'o
4-50
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2l Disassembly

Taking off the dual seat.

Open the dual seat and take it off in the case of A1SS, ATSS and H1 models.

3) Assembly

The order of assembling is subject

. A7 Fis,4-112 A1SS. A7SS. H1

to the reyerse order of disassembling.

II. Center slond, side stond, fool resl ond reor fool resl

1) Construction

The center stand and the side stand support the whole weight of the motorcycle while it
is stopped. They are made of materials which are highly resistant to bending.

R.ear foot rest bar

r.ootrest bax\--

\]' 
,nqG

é-

â*n*,u

Stopper rubber

5

Fig. zl.113

4-5L
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2l Disassembly

Taking off the center stand

After removing the center stand, take off the

center stand spring.

b. Taking off the side stand

After removing the side stand, take off the

stand spring.

side

Taking off the foot rest

The right and left foot rests are attached to the

frame independently.

d. Taking off the rear foot rest

The rear foot rest is a part of the shaft for
installing the muffler. Supporting the back of the

muffler by hand, take off the rear step foor rest.

lnspection

Side stand spring and center stand spring

If the spring is expanded and the stand is hard

one.

Fis.4.116

Fis. Ç117

return, repiace the spring with new

3)

Fis.4-114

Fig. 4-115
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Foot rest rubber

Replace a cracked or worn foot rest rubber with a new one.

Assembly

The order of assembling is subject to the reverse order of disassembling.

12. Exhoust pipe ond muffler

1) Construction

The exhaust pipe guides the exhaust gas from the cylinder to the muffler. one end of
the exhaust pipe is inserted in the exhaust port of the cylinder and the other is inserted into

the muffler. The joint seal is employed in the joint section to prevent gas from leaking.

The muffler consists of the baffle plate and the baffle tube and is attached ro rhe fooffesr
and the rear swing arm pivot shaft plate. Combustion gas in the engine passes through the
exhaust pipe, enters the muffler and expands. It collides with the baffle plate, and its parh is

Fig. z[-118

obstructed. It enters the baffle tube. (Part of it enrer§ the baffle tube directly.) The
combustion gas in the baffle tube gnters the resonant box (the chamber surrounded by the
muffler body, baffle plate and baffle tube) through many holes in the baffle tube. Then it
circulates in the baf{rle tube and the resonant box repeatedly. While it is being interfered
with expanding, the sound is muffled and it is exhausred outside.

b.

4l
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2l Disassembly

Taking off the exhaust pipe (A1, A7, Hl)
Loosening the muffler, take off the exhaust pipe.

Fis. Ç120

Taking off the muffler (A1, A7, H1)

Loosen the front and rear parts of the muffler.

NOTE Fis' 4-122

The exhaust pipe in l"bdels A1SS and ATSS is of a one body type..

c. Taking off the ffie tube

After removiq tlre (+) screw at the back of the muffler, pull out the baffle tube with a

pair of pliers.

Fig. 4-1 19

Fig.4-121

Fig.4-123
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3) lnspection

If carbon thickly adheres to the inside of the exhaust pipe or the muffler, the exhaust

efficiency of combustion gas is reduced and the output of the engine is lowered. In the

case of disassembling the muffler, clear the carbon according to the following procedure.

(1) By using a wire brush, clear cartron from the baffle tube. If it is too thick and

cannot be removed with a wire brush, heat the baffle tube with a torch lamp, and then

it can be removed by tapping it on the ground.

(,2i Clean carbon from the exhaust piPe, bv

putting a siightly useri chain or a long screw

driver into it"

b. When the muffler gets old, gas leaks from the joint section between the exhaust pipe

and the muffler. Inspect the muffler and replace it with a new one if the rubber is old

or broken..

NOTE

The muffler connector is not employed in A1SS, A7SS.

c. If the cylinder fitting surface of the exhaust holder is bent or cracked, replace it with a

ne\À/ one.

4l Aosembly

The order of assembling is subject to the reverse order of disassembling.

NOTE

Be sure to replace the exhaust gasket and muffler connector with nev/ ones. The gasket or
muffler connector which has been previously used cannot uniformly connect the pipe. There-

fore, gas may leak.

v
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13. Drive choin

Generally, tension and friction due to sliding occur between the pin and the bushing of the

drive chain, and the bushing and the roller, causing the chain to expand. ln addition, abrasion

due to sliding occurs on the surface of the roller and teeth of the sprocket, Therefore, careful

maintenance is required for them.

Fis.4-126

Table 4-18 Specifications of sprocket and drive chain

Geat tatio
(secondary)

Chain

A1

Al SS

A7

ATSS

H1

15

15

15

16

J/

39

JO

45

2.46

2.60

2.4A

3.00

2.81,

EK525SH

EK530SH

DID5OHT

92

90

t02

1) Inspection

If there is no oil left in the drive chain, joints become hard to move and adversely affect
the sprocket. Lubricate it periodically.

a. If the roller or link plate of the drive chain is cracked, replace it u/ith a ne\ / one.

I number of teeth

Model I of the sprocket

Ensine I Rear
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b. Raising the center stand and grounding the wheei, adjust the tension of the drive

chain. As shown i" F€. 4-lzg, inspect the center of the chain. If there is vertical play

of over 40mm or under 10mm, adjust it again because it will adversely affect running.

Standard value 25mm

Adjust the chain with the right and left chain adjuster

bolts. In this case, taking advantage of the scales

marked in the right and left sides of the swinging arm

ends and the marks stamped on the chain tensioner,

adjust the chain adjuster bolts so that the right and left

marks of the chain tensioner may be positioned in the

same places on the ri$ht and left scales. If the position

of the chain tensioner is different on the right side and

the left side, the rear wheel cânnot be aligned. Since the

brake adjusting varies according to the adjusted chain,

be sure to adjust the brake after adjusting the chain.

c. If the chain cannot be

stretching, cut off one link
chaih cutter andlor chisel.

adjusted due to over

of the drive chain with

Fig.4-127

Fig.4-128

Fis. Ç129

Fig.4-130
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2l Installing the joint chain

As shown in Fig. 4-132, install

the reverse direction rotation.
the chain joint so that the opening of the clip will face in

NOTE

tf it is reversed by mistake, the clip may come off during driving and the drive chain may

break.

14. Steering oil domper

1) Construction

The steering oil damper absorbs the vibration of the handlebar during high speed driving.
It is located berween the frame and the steering stem. As shown in the illustration, the
steering oil damper consists of the cylinder, pisron, piston rod and oil in the cylinder. When
the oil damper is compressed and the piston rod shifts from the right to the left as shown in
the illustration, oil on the upper section of the piston is compressed and pâsses through a
small path in the piston, moving to the lower section of the piston. ,vVhen the oil damper
expands, oil passes through the same small path in the piston and moves from the lower
section to the upper section of the piston. Therefore, the handiebar is loaded with the same
force when the oil damper is compressed or expands. The oil damper prevents vibration
when the handlebar suddenly vibrates.

Fig.4-133

>/

Fis.4-132
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Disassembly

a. Taking off the steering oi1 damper.

lnspection

a. Since the steering oil damper cannot be disassembled, replace it.

\v

Fis.4-134
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I. AC generotol

The generator supplies electric po\/er to the ignition circuit, lamp circuit, charging circuit,
etc. The generator which is employed in the "A series" and "H series" as the po\ /er source

requires a rectifier which is not necessary in the case of DC generator. Since it has no
commutator, it is characteristically small in size, and light in weight in comparison with DC

generators, besides being free from difficulties.
This AC generator consists of the armature inducing current and the field rotating inside it.

As is well known, electric power is generated in the armature when it crosses the magnetic

flux of the rotating field. Fig. 5-1 shows the cross section of the generaror.

Fig. 5-1

The armature is also called a stator and consists of the coil wound around the laminated iron
core which is a part of the generator housing. The field is supported by bearings in both ends
of the housing, and driven by the crankshaft. Therefore, the field is also called a rotor. This
field can be classified into two types in terms of structure.

This rotating field can be roughly divided into two rypes according to rhe consrrucrion.
That is, the one is of the permanent magnet and the other is of the electromagnet.

The alternating current which is generated in the armature is converted to direct current
through semicônductors such as a selenium rectifier or a silicon diode; then fed to the lamp
circuit, ignition system, and supplied for battery charging , etc.

The generated voltage goes up as the engine speed increases. To control this, both the A
series and H series are equipped with a voltage conffol circuit.

5-1
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1) Construction

Field

The field rotates inside the armature, It is

classified into two types in terms of structure, i.e.

permanent magnet type and electromagnet type.

Ftg. 5-2 shows the permanent magnet type of the

A series. Flg. 5-3 shows the electromagnet type

which is employed in the A, H series; the exciting

current flows to the exciting coil through the

brushes and springs and magnetizes the rotor.

Model A

a.

Fis.5-2

Model H

Fig. 5-3

When starting, this exciting current is sent from the battery, however, when the
rotating speed of the generator goes up, and the generated voltage exceeds the terminal
voltage of the batte\, it is directly sent from the generator. Generally, such an excitation
method is called separate excitation.

Ignition SW

Fig. 5-4

=

T

5-2
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b. Armature

The armature of the AC generator consists of the three element coils wound around
the laminated iron core which is a part of the generaror housing. There are two kinds of
connection methods for a three phase winding. They âre star connection and delta
connection. The former method is adopted in this generaror (Fig. 5-5).

ÿ Connection Fig. 5-5 .4. Connection

As shown in Fig. 5-6, alternating current is

generated in the terminals A, B and C with the
phase shifting by 1201 This is the three-phase

alternating current which is produced from the

armâtule.

Fis. 5-6

2l Servicing

As with all motor vehicles A and H series models are specially equipped with structurally
complicated and highly sensitive parts. Pay attention to the following points.
a. Since all electrical equipment is likely to be affected by \À/arer, oil and dusr, wash or

disassemble the car carefully.
b. Recent electrical equipment operates in combination with many electrical devices to

achieve one function, tlLrefore, wïong wiring or incomplete connection will damage

related electrical devices.

c' Since rnany semiconductors such as silicon diode, zener diode, SCR, etc. are employed
in the rectifier and regulator, excessive and/or \Mrong direction current will damage them
or cause to internal short-circuit. Take off the battery terminals (+) (-) especially when
charging the battery from other electrical source.

o

o

e
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d. Since recent motorcycles are mainly designed to

equipment is installed with damper rubber for fitting to

used for fitting, trouble will occur due to vibration.

use at high speeds, electrical

the frame. If this rubber is not

Be sure to use the rubber for it.

3) Testing AC generator

a- Field coil test

(1) It is normal if the resistance is 3.5o -- 5.5 o when it is measured by setting â tester

between rotor slip rings as shown in Fig. 5-7. If the resistance is none or less than

specified, it means internal short-circuit.

A series H series
Fis. 5-7

(2) The current in the field coils is normally about 1.5A - 3,1 and the resistance is

3.5 o - 5.5 o, so internal short-circuit may be occured if an exceesive current is made

to flow between terminals of the rotor slip rings even in testing.

Armature coil test

(1) For the "A series" contact breaker ignition system, check the continuity by setting

a tester between two yellow leading wires and one green leading wire going out of the

generator, as shown in FE. 5-8. If terminals are electrically connected, no wire has

snapped. Next, setting a tester between the body and yellow terminal, check that no

,flrrrent flows. If nothing is abnormal with it, there is no broken wire in the armature

or short-circuit between the armature and the body.

A series

Fig. 5-8 Fig. 5-9
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(2) For the A series models which are equipped with CD ignition system, there is no wây

to check the armature with usual meters since silicon diodes are assembled in it.

(3) For the "H series"

Check Conductivity by setting a tester to

three yellow leading wires coming out of the

generator, as shown in fig. S-fO.

If terminals are electrically connected, no wire

has snapped. Next, setting a tester between the

body and terminals, confirm that no curent

flows. If nothing is abnormal with it, there is

no broken wire in the armature or short circuit
between the armature and the body.

Fis.5-10

t
2. R.ectifier

In the output side of the generator in the A series and the H series models, a rectifier is

required for the conversion of the alternating cuffent generated in the armature to diect
current.

Frg. 5-11 shows the conversion of the single-phase aiternating current to direct current by

using one rectifier,
Rectilier

Armature coil 0
Battery

O

o

Fis. 5-11

This is generally refered to as single-phase half-wave rectification. When the rectifier is

connected as shown in Fig. 5-12, single-phase full-wave rectification can also be achieved.

The alternating current which is generated with the three-phase star connection can:also be

rectified full-wave through six rectifiers. Such a full-wave rectification circuit is genera\
called a bridge circuit and it is compared to the brushes and commutator of a DC generator.
since there is no moving part in it, no special maintence is required for it.

Fis. 5-12

5-5
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1) Silicon rectifier

A semiconductor which has two poles and performs rectification between them is

generally cold diode. The rectifier which employs the semiconductor silicon is usually

called silicon recdfier. A semiconductor has properties which are just in between those of a

conductor and those of an insulator. The great difference bet\Meen a conductor and an

insulator is based on the difference of the number of free electrons which can move freely

inside. The current is made to flow due to the function of these free electrons.

There are very few free electrons in an insulator. Generally, the electrons in the semi-

conductor is going to be active and make the current flow only under certain conditions.

As shown in Fig. 5-13, the diode makes current flow in the direction indicated by the

solid line with no resistânce, however, when the current comes in the direction of the dotted

line, a very large resistance appeârs and no current is

allowed to flow. These characteristics are utilized in

rectification.

The following figure shows an example of the

characteristics of the silicon diode which has higher

conductivity at high temperatures than at low tem-

peratures, and has practically no conductivity in the

opposite direction due to large resistence.

The externaT appearunce is shown in Fig. 5-1"4.

The housing and the leading wire stand for the (+)

pole and the (-) pole. There are two kinds of silicon

diodes. According to the method of fitting the silicon

element inside the housing, the current flows from

the leading wire to the housing but no current flows

in the reverse direction, on the other hand, in some

diodes, the current flows from the housing to the

leading wire, while no current flows in the reverse

direction.

20

15

10

5

0

1s0 c 25 C"

(v)
-200 -150 -100 _50

25 C1

150 c'' -5

-10
(mA)

Fis. 5-13
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2l Rectifier test

a. For "A seiies" contact breaker ignition system

As shown in Fig. 5-15, there are 7leadins wires

which come from the rectifier; they are three

yellow wires, two red wires and two black wires.

In the normal state of the rectifier, the current

flows in the directions of red - yellow, yellow -
black. If it flows in the reverse direction, it is due

to puncture.

b. For "A series" C.D ignition system

Here, the particulars are abbreviated since the

diode can not be inspected without disassembling

generator.

c. "H serigs" tgst

As shown i" Fg. 5-16, the rectifier of the H
series has three yellow, one red, one blue, and one

black wires.

Confirm conductivity between respective termi-

nals by using a tester. In the normal state, the

current flows from red - yellow, yellow - black.

If it flows in the reverse direction, it is due to
puncture.

3. Voltoge reguloior

The electricity which is generated in the generator increases as rhe rorating speed of the
generator becomes high, and the exciting curent which flows in the field increases accordingly.
Therefore, if it is supplied directly, lamps willbe burnt our or the bartery will be overcharged.

In order to avoid such troubles, it must be limitted below a certain value. This is the voltage
regulator. The voltage regulator can be classified into two types. One is a contact points type
regulator (constant-voltage relay), the other is a no-contact type regulator (silicon voltage
regulator i.e. SVR).

1) SV R (no-contact type) of the "A series"

The A series voltage regulator is a kind of controlling rectifier where properries of a,semi-
conductor, called as silicon controlled recdfier are put to use.

The semiconductor means an intermediate material between an insulator and a conductor.
A treated semiconductor is generally called a commutator and is used to make the current

flow in only one direction, etc. The one which can be conductive only when a signal is
sent tô is called as SCR. Since this SCR is employed in the voltage regularor, rhere is no
mechanically operated part and life is almost everlasting.

Fig.5-15

Fis. 5-16
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S V R operations

(1) The voltage regulator in the A series is called a silicon voltage regulator (S V R ) and

it works to control the terminal voltages of the AC generator under the set value

(15.5V+0.5V). The wiring diagram is shown in Fig. 5-17.

Fig. 5-17

When the rotating speed of the AC generator increases and the volage in (a) exceeds

15.5V, a signatr is sent from (b) to the S V R and opens the gate.in SVR which shuts

off the cuffent in (c) resulting in allowing the current to flow down to the ground

until the voltage is reduced well below 15.5V. When the voltage is lowered under

l5.5V,thesignalfrorn(b) stops. Thus,thecurrent(c) isautomaticallycutoffandgoes

to (a) and the voltage begins to increase. This procedure is repeated to control the

terminal voltage constant in the AC generator.

I
\J
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(2) SVR internal structure and wiring
Fig. 5-18 shows the internal wiring. The operation of each part is shown below.

Fis. b-tB

(3) ZD (Zener diode)

In usual commutators, i.e. diodes, selenium, etc., the cuffent flows only in the
normal (positive) direction. However, in the Z.D, it also flows in the reverse direction
when the voltage which exceeds a certain value is applied in the reverse direction (b).

(4) SCR (Silicon controlled rectifier)
No usual rectification is also performed unless the required charge is given to the

gate from outside in the direction of the arïo\À/ which is shown in the symbol.
In other \Mords, when a certain current is given to the gate, the gate to allow the cur-

rent from the anode to the cathode is opened and the current flows according to the
symboi.

(5) Operation

When the battery is charged full, the voltage of the battery is likely ro go up ro 15V.
At this time, if the AC generator is still charging the battery the terminal voltage (a)
might naturally exceed 16V. Therefore, it has ro pass the reçisror (1) and go through
the Zener diode in the reverse direction, sending a signal to the gare. The SCR which
receives the signal oPens the anode gate and the cathode gate and sends the generator
output to the ground to prevent the battery &om overcharging. If the abnormal
current flows in (b), the Z.D wll be damaged. For this reason, rhe current has to be
sent to the ground through the resistor (2).

5-9
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b. Servicing of the S.V.R.

(1) Take care not to take off the

Do not loosen the hexagon nut in

effect of heat radiation of the

(2) Be sure to turn off the main

r:.à,. (3) Fix the body completely and
' Wrong wiring will damage not

rubber cap which projects out of the S.V.R. body.

the rubber cap. If this hexagon nut is loosened, the

SCR is prevented and the SCR may be shorted.

switch before *iti"g.
be sure that the *iti"g is correct.

only the SVR but also the battery.

c. S.V.R. test

When the S.V.R. is damaged due to careless handling, etc., problems occurs in electrical

equipment. The main phenomena and usual method of inspection are shown below.

(1) When the rated voltage is not applied to the

gaæ of (1), the current flows in

(2) anode

(3) cathode

(2) anode

In the above cases,

damaged.

(3) cathode

(2) anode

SVR casing

SCR or SVR itself is

Fis.5-19

(2) When the rated voltàge is applied to the gate of (1), the curent flows in (3) cathode

to (2) anode.

In the above case, the battery DISCHARGES at all. The light is dark. In case of
travelling at high speed, plugs will be fouled easily. Sometimes starting becomes diÊ
ficult.

(3) When the rated voltage is applied to the gate of (L)

If no current flows in (2) anode - (3) cathode, it results is ovbrcharging. The bulb
may be burnt out.

Fig. 5-20

5-10
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2l Voltaç regulator of the A.H series

As shown in Fig. 5-21 "Wiring diagram", this regulator is wired to control the exciting

current which flows in the field. The voltage which is induced in the armature can be

contiolled by regulating the magnetic flux generated in the field.

a. ôperation

(1) When the engine is just started, the terminal voltage of the generator is lower than

that of the battery. When the main switch is turned on, the excitation current flows

from the battery through Resistance "A" to the Field.

(2) When the generator increases its speed, the

output voltage increases accordingly. When the

generator output voltage becomes higher than

that of the battery, coil B is excited and it
breaks contact pulling the moving point to the

midway position between the two stationery

contact points. It results in supplying the field

directly with the output of the generator

through resistance C as long as it does not
ex.ceed 14.5V.

(3) When the output voltage continues to go

higher and exceeds 14.5V," coil B is excited

stronger. It results in pulling the moving point
further until it reaches a lower stationery point.

As Shown in Fig. 23, the output current

aimed to flow into the field is released to the

ground through the lower stationary point.

Therefore, no excitation current flows
through the field, which results in abruptly
decreasing the magnetic flux of the field, and

in turn, the output of the generator.

Thus, the output voltage of the generator is

constantly adjusted ro remain below the
specified voltage of 14.5V.

Fis.5-21

Fig.5-22

< Batrery

generator

5- 11
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Ftg. 5-24 shows the relation

generâtor.

between the voltage and the rotating speed of the AC

-----l
IC1
fl c0

lc2
=---)

15.5V

Battery voltage

Fig.5-24

NOTE

Each position of the contact points is shown above diagram."

b. Servicing of the "A.H seried'voltage regulator

Since the regulator is installed in the side of the

, 
Pay attention to the following points on handling.

(1) Do not make a mistake in wiring the generator, regulator,battery, etc.

(2) Be sure that the connector which connects the generator to the regulator is not

loosened.

(3) Do not cut off the connecting wire between the generator and regulator or battery
during running" The diode will be frst to go if it is off.

(4)

I
E

I

I

I
D
I

E
I

the

battery case handling is very easy.

5-L2
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"A.H series" voltage regulator test

The snapping and short-circuit of the wire in the

generated power impossible, resulting in damaging

(1) Resister and internal snapping check

Taking off four leading wires of the regulator,

shown in Fig. 5-26 and measure the resistance.

regulator make the control of the

the other electrical equipment.

set a tester between terminals as

Fig.5-25

The following values of the resistance were obtained with the ordinary hand tester.

The resistence between the terminals (1) and (2) is about 29.5

The resistance between the terminals (1) and (3) is about 29.5

The resistance betweén the terminals (1) and (4) is about 54

If the respective values of the resistance between terminals are different from the

above values, it may be due to the snapping or short-circuit of a resister or a voltage

coil.

Replace the regulator with a nervv one in this case.

(2) If nothing is wrong with terminals, inspect whether the internal contacts C1, C0 and

C2 operate normally.

If the voltage indicates 14.5V+0.5V with the battery set between the terminais when

increasing the engine speed up to 5000 rpm as shown in Fig. 5-26,the voltage coil is

not snapped. If it is snapped, the voltage exceeds 14.5V and overcharging occurs.

Fis. 5-26
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lgnition system

In terms of mechanism, the gasoline engine intakes, compresses and ignites the mixed gas of
gasoline and air in the cylinder, and it generates power through the expansion of the com-

bustion gas.

The two stroke engine performs one cycle in two strokes, as is known from its name, i.e.

intake, compression, combusition and exhaust. Therefore, in every rotation of the crankshaft,

one spark is required for the combustion of the mixed gas in a cylinder. To spark timely, the

electric igniter is prepared.

The electric igniter generally detects the time of ignition, and generates seconda.y h€h
voltage current in the ignition coil. The current is discharged at the spark plug.

1) Contact breaker ignition method

This ignition method is mainly used in the A series model. As shown in Fig. 5-27, there is

an contact breaker, ignition coil and spark plug in the circuit.

Ignition SW

Spark plug

Battery

Fis.5-27

a. Fig. 5-27 shows that the contact breaker points are closed. If the ignition switch is

turned on in this state, the current from the battery goes to the contact breaker through
the primary coil of the ignition coil and returns to the minus side of the battery.
Therefore, the constant magnetic flux is generated in the ignition coil. When the cam by
the contact breaker turns and the arm of it is pushed up, the contact points are opened

and the cuffent which flows in the primary side of the ignition coil is suddenly cut off.
Consequently, the magnetic flux which is generated in the ignition coil lessens very
rapidly, and the current in the direction of preventing the magnetic flux from changing is

generated in the secondary coil. This is curîent of high voltage. The ignition coil is
connected to the spark plug and discharges that current in the cylinder. The high lroltage

which is generated in the secondary coil depends upon the ratio of the primary windings

to the secondary windings. At the moment when the contact breaker is opened, several

hundred volts are generated in the primary coil. Since this current is generated in the

direction to the contact breaker which is opened, discharging occurs between the contact

points and sometimes sparking is generated. In this case, no effective high voltage can be

induced in the secondary coil. To prevent it, usually a condenser is connected in parallel

with the contact breaker to absorb such sparks.,

=

I

I

I
-r?hT
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b. lgnition timing

High performance can be obtained from the engine by burning the mixed gas and

urilizing its expansion effectively. For this PurPose, the pressure on the piston has to

reach the maximum value at B'- 10 after the top dead center.

In consideration of the time required for ignition and combustion, the ignition timing

should be at 20" - 25" before the top dead center. This is generally called an angular

advance which is also called ignition timing. ::

(1) Model A series with contact breaker system

(i) Adjusting Point gaP

Turn the rotor shaft of alternator by "F" with a wrench until the L.H. contact

breaker point is fu11y open, and loosen two fitting screw "D" and "E". Then the L'H'

conracr breaker poinr can be adjusted by using screw driver applied to the adjusting

screw ,,B" and the projection. Turning the adjusting screw counterclockwise increases

gap and clockwise decreases gap. Standard gap is 0.012 to 0.016 in (0.3 to 0.4mm).

Tighten two fitting scre\Ms "D" ând "8" ùftel adjusting the L.H. p"oint gap. R.H.

contact breaker point gap can be adjusted in the same \ /ay as the L.ÊI. contact breaker

point gap counrerclockwise decreases gap but it is not always necessary to adjust the

R.H. point gap when the L.H. point gap is corïect excePt to adjust opening timing

mentioned in the next ParagraPh.

Fis. 5-28
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(ii) Adjusting ignition timing
To adjust the L.H. ignition timing, frst adjust the L.H. contact breaker point gap in

the same way as mentioned in the last paragraph on the point gap adjusting.

Align ignition timing-pointer "K" to the red painted mark "O" on the plate "'p".
When aligned, crankshaît is 23' before Top Dead Center which is the standard ignition
timing.

Loosen two fitting screws "L" aîd "M" on base plate "N".
Then the L.H. ignition timing can be adjusted by turning the base plate "N" by the

way of turning a screw driver which is inserted between the projections of rear cover

"D" and the projection of baseplate "E" until the L.H. point is just about to open. Be

sure to tighten two fitting screws "L" and "M" after adjusting. To adjust the R.H.

ignition timing, turn the rotor shaft of alternator by Bmm nrlt "F" clockwise util the

nonpointed marking "Q" aligns with ignition timing pointer "K". Then the R.H.

ignition timing can be adjusted by adjusting the R.H. point so itisjustaboutto open

in the same way as mentioned in the last paragrâph on the point gap adjusting.

NOTE

Check to be sure after adjusting that the L.H. point is exactly in the place just about to
open with the red pointed marks "O" aligned with the ignition timing pointer "K" and the

R.H. point when the painted marks "Q" are correctly adjusted to 2lbefore Top Dead Center.

Apply high grade gïeâse to cam felt "R" after every contact breaker adjusting or at periodical

inspection.
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(iii) Adjusting New Alternator

When the alternator has been replaced, make the ignition timing adjustment by the

following procedure.

First, align all the punched marks of the

crankshaft primary gear, clutch primary gear

and alternator gear. Position the alternator in

proper place on the upper crankcase with

the dowel pin hole aligned with 8 x 12mm

dowel pins pressed in the upper crankcase.

upper crankcase.

Subsequently adjust the L.H. point gap by

the sarne procedure as described in the

paragraph 1-5.

After completing the L.H. point gap ad-

justment, adjust the ignition timing. In this

case, first remove the 8 x 8 hex head bolt

tightened on the L.H disc valve eover and

turn the rotor shaft counter-clockwise to set

the cugaway of the rotary valve (left) to the

center 
Yof 

the ignition timing inspection hole.

Correct the top end of the ignition timing

pointer (K) so that the pointer may be

aligned with the red pffiited mark (J) of the

plate (H) in this position. In this case, if the

amount of correction of the pointer (K) is to
much, check to make sure that the punched

marks of the aforementioned gears are

properly aligned. Further adjustments must

be carried out by the same procedure as

stated above in the paragraph of "Ignition
Timing Adjustment."

Fig. 5-30

Fig. 5-31

Fig. 5-29
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NOTE

The clutch gear has two kinds of timing marks as shown in Fig. 5-32. When assembling the
gears, follow the instructions given here.

(i) The engine with the idle gear.

In this case the alternator must be the one indicated ENOg for the model ,{1 and
ËN11 for the model A7.

Use the two teeth having the dotted marks tcl set the idle gear between the clutch
gear and the generator gear.

t2) The engine without the idle gear

In this case the atlernator is the EN04 for the model Â1 and the EN08 for rhe model
a'7

Use ttrre two teeth havin.g thc mark "x x" to set ihe generaror gear on the clutch gear.

Aligning the clutch gear to the primary gear is always rhe sarne regardless rhe idie
gear is needed or not.

", rrilary gear iclurcnJ F ig. 5_32

1,2) Model H series with contact breaker system

(i ) Ignition timing adjustment

The ignition timing of the L.H. cylinder is first to be adjusted since rhe conracr breaker
for the L.H. cylinder is attacted directly on the base S on -which the other contact breaker

is installed with its timing plate (G1 and G2l.
(1) Put the dial gauge in the spark plug hoie on the i,,H. cyiinder.

i2) Place the L.Fi" piston ar 3.45mro ( in) befcre TOP DEAD CENTER bv rurning rhe

crankshaft wirh a wrerrch applying on the fitting bolt e.
To start with, find the TOP DEAD CENTER of the L.F{. qrlinder rhen be sure ro rurn

the crankshaft in the <iirection engine turns and stop it when the dial gauge reads 3"45rnnr
before Tl)C, that is. 25 degree before TDC.

Where the contact breaker must begin ro open.

(3) Loosen the fitting scre\Àrs H to turn the base S left or right
breaker to be about to open (so it begins to open).

and adjust the contact

Base S can be moved by prying with a screw driver applying to the slit. Be sure ro
tighten the fitting screw after adjusting.

Turning the base S in the direction engine turns makes the ignition timing earlier and

turning the base S reversely rnakes it later.

I

Primary gear (cluich)
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After adjusting the L.H. cyiinder ignition timing, the timing pointer T must be aligned

to the mark L which stands for L.H. cylinder ignition ti-i"g.
Tirning pointer T can be easily corrected by loosening its fitting screw and retightening

it.

R.H. cylinder and Center cylinder ignition timing can be adjusted in the following order.

Align the mark R or C on the timer M to the timing pointer T which is already

adjusted Lt 25" degree before TDC.

Loosen fitting scre\Ms N to move the timing plate G and adjust the contact breaker

to be about to open.

Turning the timing plate in the direction engine turns makes the timing earlier.

After adjusting the ignition timings of the three cylinders, check if the contact breaker

will begin to open exactly when the mark on the timer aligns to the ignition pointer T.

(ii) Point gaP adjustment

Point gap can be easily adjusted by moving contact breaker base. First, turn the

crankshaft to left or right with a wrench applying to the armature fitting bolt and find

the crankshaft position where maximum point gap can be obtained.

Loosen screw Dl to move contact breaker base B1 and adjust the gap to about

0.3mm - 0.4mm (0.012 - 0.016 in) by moving contact breaker base 81 to left or right

without turning the crankshaft any more. Use the feeler gauge to adjust the gap exactly.

The contact breaker base can be easily moved by prying the slit E1 with a scre\ / driver.

Turning the contact breaker base B1 to the direction engine turns increases the gap

and turning it reversely decreases the gap.

Be sure to tighten the fitting screw D1 after adjusting the gap. That is how to adjust

the point gap of the L.H. cylinder contact breaker.

Fig. $33
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Center cylinder and R.g. cylinder contact breaker C and R can be also adjusted in the

same way as L.H. cylinder contact breaker.

After finding out the crankshaft position at where the maximum point gap is obtained

adjust the gap to 0.3 - 0.4mm holding the crankshaft at that position by loosening

fitting screw D2 or D3.

2l CD ignition system

The former ignition method is called contact method, where high voltage is generated

in an ignition coil by switching the point. On the other hand, this CD ignition method

(condenser discharge igniter) is a no-contact type CD (condenser discharge) ignition method.

a. Features of the CD ignition method

(1) Since no contact is used, there isneitherdirtyingnorabradingof apoint. Oncethe
ignition timing is accurately set, no inspection is required for it. Even in high speed

rotation, power reduction due to the chatter of a point is prevented.

(2) Since there is no point or problem with it, eiectrical energy in the primary circuit of
the ignition coil can be increased and the plug can be provided with strong sparks.

(3) By increasing spark energy, the surface gap spark plug can be put to use.

(4) Uniformly strong spark energy can be obtained regardless engine speed.

(5) Refer to APPENDIX-I for the structural features of the surface conduction spark

plrg.

b. Operation of the CD ignition (Refer to SM-2A for details)

The ignition circuit is shown in Ftg. 5-34. It can be broadly divided into the ignition

position detecting device, boosting transformer and spark circuit.

(irndcnscr tharging circuir

J
Battery

-L

I

l

L

L--

.

l'l
I

Ignirion. coil

30 Kv

i

Signal generrtor

5-20

T
Trigger rignal

Fis. 5-34

I

i

Detecr,ng ignition riming
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(1) Ignition position detecting device

Just as in the case of a magnetic steel type AC generator, a permanent magnet turns

inside the coil. When the coil brosses the magnetic flux, electricity is generated in the

coil. This is the signal to spark. This apparatus is called a signal generator (SG).

Since the voltage which is generated by the S.G is low, it is sent to the amplifier.

However, this wave form has a round top so that it is not suitable for the transmission

of a signal in terms of wave form. It is sent to a shaping circuip and reformed into a

sharp wave. In this way, the signal to determine the ignition timing is prepared.

(2) Boosting transformer

The DC 12V from the battery is increased to 400V, by the boosting transformer.

To increase the voltage, direct curïent has to be converted to direct current through

the silicon diode and charged in the condenser.

(3) Spark circuit

Since the voltage of the condenser is 400V, as stated in (2), and the signal for

ignition timing is completed with the wave shaper in (1), these two have to be

combined and given a spark. First, the signal is sent to the semiconductor switch

(thyristor) from the wave shaper. Then, the voltage of 4OOv which is charged in the

condenser suddenly flows in the direction of the arrow and passes the primary side of
the ignition coil. In the secondary coi1, a high voltage of 3Okv is generated due to

mutual induction. Thus, â strong spark is given to the plug.

lgnition timing adjustment of the A series CD ignition

The ignition timing signal generator (S.G) is installed in the AC generator. Fig. 5-35

shows the structure.

pick-up No. 1

I

.-- 
Pick-up No. 2

Fig. 5-35
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(1) Gap adjustment

Loosening the fitting screws (1), (2), (3) and (4) in the No. 1 pick-up and the No. 2

pick-up, adjust the pick-ups in vertical directions so that there is a gap between the

projection of the S.G rotor and the respective pick-ups. Fasten the fitting screws (1),

(2),13) and (4) after adjustment.

i.2) Ignition timing adjustment

" Adjust the center of tlie pointer to the stamped line of the SG rotor (not in the

projection) and flr the SG rotor as it is.

. Next, loosen the fitting screws (5), (8) and (9) on the SG plate, insert the (-)
drivcr between the screw (9) and the projection of the SG plate and move the plate

so tirat thc stamped line of the projection of the rotor may be adjusted to the

stamped line of the secondary pick-up. When they coincide, fasten the fitting screws

(5), (8) and (9) in the SG plate.

. In order to adjust the prirnary pick-up, turn the rotor to the left by 90 , adjust the

stamped line (in the projection) to the cenrer of the pointer; loosen and adjust the

fitting screws {6) anci (7) in the primary pick-up sc that the stamped line of the

prirnarv pictri-up r,vill coincide with the stamped line c,f the rotor. When they

coincide, fasten the fitti"ng screws (6) ancl (;). Tirus, the ignition time is finally sei

at 25' before the upper dead point.

(3) \,Vhen the dynamo is changed or entirei;r disassembied, the position of the pointer

sides. Adjust it according ta the foilou,ing procedure.

. Inserting the dial gauge into the hole in tire cyiinder head for fitting the spark

plug, set the piston to 3"2Smm (25")before the upper dead point. After confirming

that the stamped line of the secondarv pick-up faces that (in the projection) of the

rotor, inspect whether the iowest rctor stamped line is in agreement with that of the

pointer. If it is not in agreement with ir, dend the top of the pointer with a plier anci

adjust it.
Thus, the position of the pointer is accuratelv deterrninecl" Then, adjusr it ac-

cording to the (2) [nition timing adjustment method.

. By doing this, the [nition tirning adjustment is finished" Since this ignition

timing is set tc 25' before the upper dead point ar 400 rpm in the number of
rotations of the engine. set the number of rotations of the engine to 4000 rpm in
this case condirming it with tirning iighc.
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d. "H" series CD ignition timing adiustment

The ignition timing signal generator (SG) is installed in the AC generator.

shows its stricture.

Fig. 5-37

Fis. 5-37

(1) Adjust the gap

Loosening the fitting screws (1) and (2) oî the pick-up, adjuse the gap between the

top of the pick-up and the projeêtion of the SG rotor to 0.4 - 0.6mm and fasten the

fitting scre,ffs (L) and (Z) 
^5fu.

(2) Adjusting the ignition timing

. Inserting the dial gauge into the hole to fit the spark plug, set the piston to

3.45mm (25 ) before the upper dead point.

. Loosening the fitting screws, (a) and (5) of the pick-up in this point, adjust the

stamped line of the SG rotor to that of the pick-up and fasten the fitting screws (3),

(a) and (5).

. Bend the pointer (6) in the above state so that another stamped line of the SG

may coincide with the center of tle pointer. Thus, the stamped line of the pick-up

and the position of the pointer can be determined.

NOTE

In the case of confirming the ignition timing, measure it by adjusting the number of ro-

tations of the engine to 4000 rpm.
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In rhe case of fitting the engine c{)ver. the stamperl line of the rotar mây

som:tirnes dei.iate Ërom tlie cel"Iter: of the timing rnârk nlore or less, since distri

pinion gear has to be engagecl in the distrihi.ttor: gear for setting up. So long as it is

u,ithin the tolerance (starnpecl mark) it is satisfactory.

Distributor "H series"
-I'he distributr:r is enrployed to distribute accurately high volta.ge po\À,er generated in

the seconclary side of the ignition coil to the ignition pl-,"rg of each cylincl-er accorcling to

the ignitiorr orcler.

(1) Strucfur:e

T'he t"{ series igniter consists qlf the clistrihrit,:r

arrd the ignition positiorr cletecting device {u4rich

corresp.:nr]s to the point in the fc.rrmer ignition
s)-stem arrd fixed in the [-(l generatcr). Ttre

rr:tor in the distrjbutor is turnetl by the pinion

gear. 'lhe cap of the distributor is rnade of
synthetic resin" u,hich is exceJlent in resistance

to heat, humidity and high voltage. The number

of high voltage terminals is four heing larger

than that of cyhnders by ,:ne" One cf them is a

high voltage cord conring from the ignition coii.

Fig. 5-39

(2) Operation

Ttre rotor of the distributor is turnetJ. by the erankshaft, and in the place where it is

confronted ro:ith the terminal of tire high tension cord for ignition, the high voltage

electric Çurrent passes the rotor en<l and florn,s to give a spark at the spark plug.

(3) Adjrrsting the distributor
WJren installing the engine cover the rotor angle of the distributor have to be

adiustecl. (Methc.d c,f arljustment)

Place tire R.t{ cylincler piston ar the top dead cenrer.

Since the tirning mark is stampbd on the tight engine Çover as shown in Fig, 5-38,

Press the rotor hy hanci so that the starnperl lir,le of the rotor nlay come to its center,

and take off the engine cover"

Fis. 5-38
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NOTE

The spring which is shown in the figure is fitted to

the end of the high tension cord and inserted into the

plug gap. In the case of inserting the spring into the

plug gap. set the position as shown in Fig. 5-40. Other-

wise, the plug top will not be able to enter the plug cap

terminal completely.

f. Gautions on handling the CD ignition
(1) Take care not to make a mistake in choosing the polarity ((+) (-)) for the wiring of

the battery. If the polarity is wrong, alarge current flows in the silicon rectifier and

damages the wiring in the body as well as the rectifier.

(2) Do not release the connection of the terminal (+) or (-) "f the battery during

operation. The surge voltage occurs, damages the silicon rectifier or snaps the

filament of the lamp. If operation is continued and the rectifier is damaged, charging

may be come incomplete.

(3) Pay attention to the connection between respective units.

Wrong wiring, insufficient wirmg and no wiring result in incomplete performânce

the DC ignition or cause problems. Expecially in the case of wiring connectors,

insert them firmly, or the water-proof device cannot be effective.

When running in the rain or washing the body, the shrting operation may become

difficult.
(4) Make use of the designated battery and ignition coil. Another battery or ignition

coil lowers its performance.

(5) Each unit is protected from vibration with rubber. When it has been taken off, be

sure to use the designated rubber in the designated place to replace it.
Since the inner part of the unit of each igniter is consolidated with epoxy resin to

prevent the wiring from being snapped due to vibration, it cannot be disassembled.

Note thât even in the claim period, it is not accepted as a claim if it has been disas-

sembled.

High tention cord
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g. "A seried'G.D ignition test

(1) Only the parts related to the igniter are shown here. The engine may be adversely

affected by other systems as well as the igniter system. Begin checking at the simplest

Part.

Phenomenon Situation Cause Action

The igniter

does not

work

No spark

Pulling the high I Strong

voltage cord cap j spark

of the plug, fit 
I

another plug. 
I

Observe the spark 
I

which is generated 
I

at the plug in th. 
I

case ofkicking. 
I

I w.,k

I spark

Other systems than the

igniter are defective.

High voltage distri-

bution is reversed in the

right and left sides.

The plug is dirty or

moist,

(1)

12)

(3)

(1) Inspect the other

systems;

(2) Exchange the right

and left parts.

(3) Inspect the plug.

(1) The battery voltage is

low.

(2) The contact in the

wiring is defective.

(3) Leakage in the high

voltage section.

(4) The performance of the

ignition coil is lowered.

(5) The performance of the

igniter unit B is lowered.

(1) Measure the voltage.

(2) Inspect ihe wiring.

(3) Inspect the high

voltage circuit.

(4) Inspect the ignition

coil.

(5) Inspect the unit B

(1) The battery is overdis

charged.

(2) Incomplete wiring (The

fuse has burned out.)

(3) The ignition coil is

defective.

(4) The unit A or B is de-

fective.

(5) The SG is defective.

(1) Measure the voltage.

(2) Inspect the wiring.

(3) Inspect the related

paxts.

(4) Inspect the related

parts.

(5) Inspect the related

Parts.

Sparks are generated even

without kicking.

(1) The unit A is defective.

(2) The unit B is defective.

(1) Inspect the units A
and B.

t
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The igniter is 
I 
Obs"*" the spark

hard to start. I of the plug.

Strong

spark

1) Other systems than the

igniter system are de-

fective,

2) The plug is dirty or

moist.

3) The ignition position

is wrong.

1) Inspect other systems.

2) Inspect the plug.

3) Inspect the ignition

position.

Weak

spark

(1) The voitage ofthe
battery is low.

(2) The contact in the

wiring is not complete.

(3) Leakage in the high

voltage section.

(1) The performaace of the

ignition coil is lowered"

(5) The perforrnance of the

igniter unit B is lowered.

(1) Measure the voitage.

(2) Conùrm the'wiring

(3) lnspect the high

voltage circuit.

(1) Inspect the reiated

Parts.

(5) Inspect the reiated

Parts.

Sparks are

generated

only in

one side.

1) The wiring is not com-

plate.

2) The ignition coil is

defèctive.

3) The igniter unit A is

defective.

(1) Inspect the wiring
(.2) Inspect the related

Dârts.

(3) Inspect ;he related

Parts.

The power is 
I 
Ob."*e the spark

decreased. I of the plug.

Strong

spark

(1) Other systems than the

igniter system are defective.

(2) The plug is dirty.

(3) The ignition position is

wTong.

(i) Inspect other systems.

(2) Inspect the plug.

(3) Inspect the ignition

position.

Sparks are

generàted

only in on

one side.

(1) The wiring is not

complete.

(2) The ignition coil is

defective.

(3) The igniter unit (A) is

defective.

(1)
t1\

(3)

Inspect the wiring

Inspect the related

parts.

Inspect the related

parts.

(1) Other systems than the

igniter system are de-

fective.

(2) The plug is dirty.

(3) The igniter unit A or B

is defective.

(1) Inspect other systems.

12) Inspect the plug.

(3) Inspect the igniter unit.
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(2) How to check the CD igniter

Model H

Fis. 5-41

Applying (+) 12V (1,2 - L2.5V) to the brown leading

wire, measure the current and volrage in the case of

grounding the black leading wire.

J:

Where to meâsure Normal value

When connecting the black leading

wire to (+) and the green or grey to

(-)

When connecting the black leading

wire to (-), and the green or grey to

(+l

Infinite resistance

5-28
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.)

Model H

Ilnit B

Fig" 5-42

It is normal that the unit sounds "to--" continuously

as a dial tone.

Measure the voltage and current, applying (+) 12V to

the units A and B and the black leading wire to the

ground.

5-29

1.8+0.54

The indicator will not

fluctuate.

Response of the ammeter (A) (DC;

Voltage (DC) between the green | :ZO - SOOV

leading wire or grey leading wire

and the ground.

Model A

Where to measure Normal value
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(3) Couple check of the good

Unit A

ware with checks (1) and (2)

Unit B

Model H

Model A

Fig. 5-43

"Judgement" If neither normal value nor continous dial tone appears, the unit A is defective.

The above procedure is a simple method of checking the CD igniter. Although it
can be judged in this way, the wave form has to be observed for more accurate
judgenient by combining the SG units A, B and ignition coil as in the case of the

actual unit and using a syncgroscope, etc.

Unit B

Black/Yellow

5-30
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ETECTRICAT EGIUIPilIENT

I C-D ignition system
l. why odopted the copocitor dischorge ignirion sysfem?

To answer this question we'll have to briefly review the problems of high powered
engines.

In recent years, Kawasaki motorrycles have been developed so that they give high
performances. They are equipped with engines which produce high power from small
displacements. Naturally, these high powered engines demand more accurate and
Êeguent adjustments to attain good peak performances. overheat and preignition are
big problems for these high powered engines which are characreraedby high com-
pression ratios, fast engine rotarion and high maximum speed.

Overheat and preignition ,rre big problems

Fig. 1

5
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Chorocteristic of C-D (Copociror Dischorge) ignition system

With this C-D ignition system, Kawasaki Avenger Model A7 and ATSS engines have

been redesigned to obtain maximum performance at aîy speed range, free from plug
fouling, overheat and preignition.

Another positive factor in this C-D ignition system is that neither contact breaker

points nor other moving parts are used in the circuit.

Signal generator Contact breaker

Fis. 4 Fig. 5

The C-D ignition system has eliminated frequent checks and adjustments that
were needed in coventional ignition systems.

In this system, ignition timing is detected electrically and converted into a pulsing
voltage, which is ffansmitted to the next stage as an ignition timing signal.
Therefore, ignition timing in this system is entirely free from the deviation which
occurs due to worn, fouled or fluttering points in the conventional contact breaker
system,

The C-D ignition system is practically maintenance free as far as the ignition
timing is concerned.

Pulsing voltage

(3)
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Timing signal circuit

This stage contains the signal

generator, the amplifier and the trigger

amplifier. It is generally known that the

electric current is induced in a coil when

it moves across the magnetic flux ac-

cording to the magnetism principle.

The signal generator is developed from

above principle to detect the ignition

timing electrically.

The signal generator consists of a

magnet attached to the generator rotor
shaft and the two inducing coils which

are attached to the generator housing

end as shown in the ftr. 9.

The magnet and coils of this signal

generator are placed in the sâme manner

as the rotating field and armature in the

AC generator. They are timed to align

at the specified ignition timing.

Therefore, when the signal generator

magnet on the rotor shaft pâsses by one

of the inducing coil, a small electrical

pulsing is created which is in turn used

as an electrical ignition timing signal.

generator

Fis. I

Fig. 10

This small pulsing current is obviously of low voltage so that it is necessary to boost it
up to a higher voltage by using an amplifier.

After amplified, the pulse is immediately lead into another amplifier generally called

trigger amplifier, where the pulse is adjusted to suitable pulsing \Mave as a signal, before

going into the final stage.

Now, the ignition timing signal is sent, and the condenser is fully charged with 400 V
DC. Both are ready for the firing at this stage.

3) Condcnccr dischorging cirruit

The final phase of this ignition system is the firing stage. It consists of the condensers,

thyristor (silicon controlled rectifier) and the ignition coil including the spark plugs.

The final stage begins to work with the signal sent.to the thyristor from the trigger

amplifier.

(7)
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The AC generator is desfuned to produce

characteristic you can see above.

The simplified schematic below shorvs how

AC generator.

SM.2A

aternating current according to the

ttrre di-rection of flow alternates in the

1B

t?

I AG Generotor

Generql

Electricity for the electrical equipment such as the charging system, the lighting

system and the C-D ignition system is produced in a generator.

To begin with the electrical equipment of the model A7 ,let us briefly review how

the electricity is generated.

When you place a magnet under a papü on which iron powder is scattered, the iron

powder forms a patter:a as illustrated here, that indicates graphically the passage of
the magnetic flux, where the magnetic field lies. When a wire moves across these

passages of the megnetic flux, electric current is induced in the wire. The direction of
flow depends on which way the wire moves to cross the magnetic flux.

When the armature coil A-B turns clockwise in the magnetic field between the field

N and S, induced current flows in the direction indicated by the dotted arrows

according to the induction principle.

,ri::-:-i- - --:::: -
,'éai+ =-: - -.. : : :-. lÈ-:):. §J-t-------- ---,')a-ai t

I " I-r--::---j ---- '-l-' , | ',

, \ f \_ ,-z \/ l
r l\ . I t

rrt,lti'rill
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When the rotary field turns inside the armature, the magnetic flux of the field crosses

the stationery aïmature windings, which results in inducing the electric curent in the
armature windings as previously stated.

The armature windings are connected to the silicon diodes attached inside the
genéiator housing.. The diodes rectify the induced alternating currenr into direct cuffent
before releasing it to each sysrem including the battery.

This diagram shows the actual electrical connection of the AC generator to the battery,
the voltage regulator and each unit of the C-D ignition system including the ignition coil.

The armature windings are of three phase star connection, producing three phase

alternating current. 9 silicon diodes are needed to completely rectify the induced currenr
into direct current.

The voltage regulator, which is discussed later, is connected between the battery and
the field windings on the rotor to conrrol the excitation current.

When ïhe engine increases speed, the rotor of the generator also increases its speed in
proportion to the engine speed, which results in increasing the quantity of the magnetic
flux passing through the stationery armarure windings.

I
I

I
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SM-2A

The induced voitage varies only depending upon the quantity of the magnetic flux
stated above, that is. it becomes higher as this quantity increascs and lowers as it
decreases,

In case the voltage increases. erceeding the limit at w-hich the rest of the electrical

equipment is designed to work. the whole electrical svstem is easily darnaged, Sensitive

semiconductors sucir as diodes, transistors and thvristorare the first to go.

To control the incluced voltage w.ithin the electrical requirernent. this quantity of the

magnetic flur must also be adjusted and controllecl rvithin the specified lirnit.

The function of a voltage regulator is just tirat.

3. The voltoge regulolor

Before ciiscussing the voltage regulator, we har,e to review how the fieid is excited.

When the coil wound on the iron corc is supplied with electric current, the core is

immediately excited to produce the magnetic flux. The quantitv depends on the amotrllt

of the current supplied.

The rotating field of the A7 generator is designed with the above principle for

producing the necessary magnetic flux.

Therefore, the out-put voltage of this generator can be controlled eiectrically by

regulating the amount of excitation current that flows tiirough the rotating field.
For that purpose. the voltage regulator is connected 'between the batter\r and the

rotating field.

The voltage regulator decreases or cuts off thc excitation clrrrent for the fieid
whenever the output voltage of the armature coil exceeds 14.5 Vo1t.

The diagrams used here (F[. 24,

25 anà 26) show how the voltage

regulator works.

When the main switch is turned

ofl, the excitation current flows
from the battery through Re-

sistance "4" to the Field.

t

< Bàttery

Fis. 24
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SM.2A

25'before top dead center.

The plug being screwed in the inspection hole must be removed before adjusting

the crankshaft position.

Timing

Fis. 27

Check the signal generator for left cylinder ingition timing. In case, timing mark ,,O,,

on the rotor is being aligned to mark "T1" on the No. 1 pick-up for the left cylinder,
the ignition timing is considered to be not deviated, so it is not needed to be re-
adjusted.

In case they are not aligned, the ignition timing musr be adjusted following the steps
below.

pick-up

pick-up

Ç

Fig. 28

(17)
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SM-2A

Loosen the fitting screws L, M and N, tlien adjust the timing mark "O" to align to
the mark T2 on the No. 2 Pick-up by moving the base plate B to the left or right.

The base plate B can be easily rnoved by prying the notch J with a screw drivcr. Be

surc to tighten the fitting screws L, M and N securely aftcr adjusting No, 2 Pick-up.

When tfhtening the fitting screw N, a1[n pointer K to rnark Q on thc rotor.
If the pointer is being adjusted correctly, tlie ignitron timing can be inspected by

aligning it to the mark Q. which eliminates placing the left crankshaft in position as

stated in the inspecting procedure.

Next, adjust the ignition timing for the left cylinder aligning mark Q to mark T1

on the No. 1 pick up as in the procedure of adjusting the right cyiinder tirning. Adjust
the mark T1 on the No. 1 Pick-up to align the mark Q by moving the pick-up base V,
with the fitting screws F{ and I loosend.

Note: The pick-up base V can casily moved by prying the notch E with a screw driver.
Be sure to tighten the fitting screws FI and I after acljusting thc No. l Fick-up.

After adjusting, check to be sure that the mark T2 on the No. 2 Pick-up aligns to the
mark 0 and the mark T1 on tlre No. 1 Pick-up to thc mark Q when tire mark Q al[ns
to the pointer K.

If these points are exactly rigirt, ignition timing
befqre top dead center.

will be correctly adjusted to 25"

Ç

Note: Brush off the signal gerrerator rotor and the Pick-ups clean after adjusting.

Standard gaP G between rotor magnet and the pick-up is specified to be 0.3-0.4mm

for A series and 0.5-0.6mm for H series.

This gap .an be easily adjusted by loosening rhe screws 7,2,3 and 4.

When adjusting the ignition timing, the gap must be aiso checked and correcred.

Caution:

This ignition system does not produce spark at the fiing and of spark plugs until
engine attains approximately 500 rpm.

To check ignition timing after adjusting, use the strobe 1fuht when engine attains
4,000 rpm, at where the ignition timing is designed to be 25" before top dead cenrer.

for A
for HFis. 31

(1e )
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N TROUBTE SHOOTING

TESTER

, The situation of troubles and its causes listed in this section cover the C-D ignition

system only. Always refer to the trouble shooting section in the A series Model Shop

Manual before starting the repair work to find the cause of trouble quickly.

The basic points of the engine troubles, which in abovementioned shop Manual, are

almost common to all A7 models.

Refer to the attached diagrams and instructions for how to check the Ignitor units.

l. How to check rhe ignitor units.

a) Checking the unit A.

Take resistence between black lead and

green and gray leads in the connector with

hand tester.

Check Point Standard Value

infinite

infinite

SM.2A

Connect red tester lead (+) to

black lead and black tester

lead (-) to green or grey

lead and take Ohmmeter

readings.

(See Fig. 32)

Reverse wiring connection

above and take the readings
Fig. 33

Unit A

(2r)
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SM.2A

c) Checking the two units connected.

Check ampare and voltage as illustrated here in case these two units are separately.

proven normal in step (a) and step (b).

In case standard valves andlor continous sound from unit B are not identified unit A is
defective.

Unit B

Fis. 35

L

A-P.

TESTER

(23)
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APPENDIX-1

I. Construction of spork plug (Fis. 1)

2. Function of spork plug

1) General t

Spark plug is one of the most important parts of
the engine and is largely responsible for the oper-

ation. High voltage spark of the plug generated by
ignition coil or magneto ignities the previously
compressed mixture gas.

2l Necessary function
a. CURRENT; Electric current flows through the

shortest way, and always tries to spark out of
spark gap. At normal temperature electric
insulating character of insulation is sufficient,
But at high temperature this character decreases.

Therefore it is needed high insulation material
which is hard to decrease its character even at

Terminal

lnsulater

, Cement

,"i

Shell

Center
Electrode

_. Wire Packing

Gasket

Spark Gap

Fig. 1

high temperature.
b. EXPLOSION PRESSURE; Inside the cylinder, 35-45 atmosphetic pressure due to explosion

always seeks path to escape. If air tightness of plug is inadequate, combustion gas of high temper-
ature will penetrate inside it to loose its function due to overheating.

c. COMBUSTION HEAT; Combustion temperature will'reach up to 2000'C. (3632"F) It is
needed to dissipate this heat to bear hieh temperature and sooner to maintain good performance
preventing over heating of p1ug, or burning electrode.

d. CARBON DEPOSITS If get dirty on the insulating part, engine will fail its smooth running due

to high voltage leaks partially and poor sparking.
e. LEAD COMPOUND; 4-ethyl lead is contained in gasoline to control explosion, and lead oxi-

dized compound is made due to combustion. If it is deposited on the plug, this compound
becomes a medium having conductivity at high temperature and high voltage will escape as

stated in paragraph a.

3. Heot rorrges of spork pltrg

1) Favorable condition for plug function
Ignition part of plug is apt to be dirty by carbon produced by combustion gas during engine

oPeration or by oil penetrated into the combustion chamber. This deposit is electric conductible
itself, and makes short circuit of high voltage electricity. Accordingly poor spark ro decrease
engine power misfiring and in worst case will stop engine operation. To prevent such trouble
insulator surface should be heated enough to clean carbon deposited, and this is called "self cleaning
temperature." (about 450 - 600'C aceording to engine condition) On the other hand, at more
higher temperature, sparking part will become over heated point which makes harmful knocking to
burn mixtwe gas before sparking the plug, which affect decreasing of engine power. Therfore it is
required that spark plug temperature should be maintained less than that of premature sparking.
(less than S00'C) In other words, sparking part of plug,is bad if too cooled also if too hot.

Side Electrode
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APPENDIX-1

4. Spork plug selection

A use of the uncorrect heat ranç
It is recommended that spark plug be selected the mosr suitable heat range for the engine con-

ditions and new plug installed every 3000 km to 5000 km to prevent excessive fuel consumprion.
Hard starting lo.ss of power, and other unnecessary trouble.

1) Spark plug diagnosis
Under normal conditions electrode & insulator of the plug will appeaï light brown to greyish

deposit. (Ftg. 5-2) When plug is fouled (Fig. 5-1), change to-ho,r". pirg. Wh"., orr"rh"rtiirg'rnd
corrosion of electrodes are indicated (Fig. 5-3), change to colder plug.

(..

Foule (Too Cold)

Fis. 5-1

Table. 1

Normal

Fis. 5-2

Plug thread dia. Torque value

10 mm plug 1.1 * 1.5kg-m
L2 u 2.1. * 2.6k9-m
1.4 , 3.0 - 4.Okg-m
1B 3.5 - 4.5kg-m

Over Heat (Too Hot)

Fis. 5-3

2l lnstallation and removal

a. REMOVAL
To remove the plugs a spark plug wrench should be used and if any difficulty is encounrered
a small amount of penetrating oil will be applied at the base of the plug and iime allowed for
Penetiation.

Note

When removing spark plugs from an engine identify each plug with the rylinder from which it
was removed so that proper repar and/or adjustment can be made by cheeking the colour of
the insulator.

b. INSTALLATION
Before installing the plug, clean washer and seatingîace in cylinder head as well.

Note

The spark plug should be made metal to metal contact with the cylinder head for good heat
dissipation since 40Vo of the heat is transfer through this seat. Electrode also most be cleaned
to Prevent the possibility of a short-circuit with oil screw the plug in finger tight on to its
gasket, then tighten Yz - 3/a twn with spark plug wrench, refer to table for torque value,

C
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APPENDIX-1

5. Trouble shooting .

I
I

I

I

L

Troublel Plug diagnosis Crrr" Remedy

(1) Hard starting
(2) Irregular r.p.m.
(3) Poor acceleration
(4f Engine stop

(1) Heavy carbon
deposits on
insulate and
electrode

(A) In the case of all plugs
indicate carbon fouled
(multi cylinders)

1 Unsuitable heat range

2 Low speed riding with
much stopping

3 Dirty air cleaner element
4 Over choking
5 Incorrect mixture ratio
6 Late of ignition timing

1 Change to hotter plug
2 Same as above 1)

3 Cleam element
4 Adjust
5 Adjust
6 Adjust

(B) In the case of one plug
indicate carbon fouled

1 Dirty of wear of breaker
point

2 Valve stick
3 Fatigue failure of high

tension ignition cord
4 Incorrect distribution of

mixture gas

(multi cylinder)
5 Incorrect spark gap

1 Clean and/or replace

2 Polish

3 Replace

4 Change to hotter plug
on the affected cylinder

5 Adjust

(2) Oil fouled 1 Excessive clearance
between piston &
cylinder, wear of valve

2 New engine
breaking engine

1 Change to hotter plug
repair or overhaul
engine

2 Clean plug

Drop power at high
speed riding, climbing
or accelerating

Ash white
sometimes
blistered

1- Pre-ignition
2 F:uellatr mixture too lean

3 Advance of ignition ti*irg
4 Plug is loose in cylinder head.

leak of gas

1 Change to colder plug
2 Adjust catburetor setting
3 Adjust
4 Tighten plug.

replace gaslcet

5
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APPENDIX- 1

7. Surlroce conduciion spork plug 
[Irh::t, 

for cdi 1.rpr"iro. discharge ignition)l
)

In modern engine, on account of 
.a 

remarkable progress of specific output through its tendenry ofincreasing the No' of cylinder, rising of .o-pr"rsio-n ratio and revolutiJn, cold ty"pe ignition plug is' 
desired ro prevenr prefiring althouglr it b..o,,,]", hard to keep clean.

' otherwise' on account of frequent start and stop on street run for traffic congestion and muchI oPPotunities of high speed run with an recent iriease of high \{rays, range of 
"rrfirr" 

operation has
been extending.
It leads to corruption and misfiring of 

-plug _if 
high heat value plug thàt proper for a high speed run

(heavy load) is used on street driving (t,gh; loadi on the oth"i hlrd, ifiow beat value plug is usedon street driving, engine trouble_ such as output drop in high speed run or early waste of plugelectrode and in the worst case tlow-by will happ"rr, 
"orr."orr"rit1y, 

following are reouired in ig-nition sysrem for modern high efficiency engine.
1' super wide range: Ignition mechanismlnd plug operate sufficiently from high IMEp ro lowIMEP. (IMEP MEANS INDICATED MEAN EFFEèTIVE PRESSURE)
2' Long llfie: Ignition mechanism and plug operare for a long time without cleaning and ad-(- jusrmenr.

surface conducdon spark plt'g, which is illustrated in Fig. 8, satisfies rhose requiremenr and it
discharges along the surface of ceramic insulator. Further, ioorr", gap is settled in cenrer electrode
to rise discharging electric voltage.

Èlead

Booster gap

Sealed cement

Ceramic insulator

Gasket

Center electrode
Screw dia.

Pitch

14 mm
1.25

Fig. I
Fig. 9
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APPENDIX-2

v

l. Botteryconstruction
The battery used in autornobiles or rxotorcvcles is gencraily ca1led thc lead acid storage

battery. which stores eiectrical energy in cirernical forrn so that it can be released rcpeatedly as

elccrricirr.

Storing electricai energy in chernical form is ca11ec1 "charging" and releasing eicctrical cncrgv

stored in chernical form as eiectricity "cliscl'rarging".

The batter1,, wlrich is characterizcrl by tire fact tliat thc discharging and chargine of it can be

repeated, is generaily called the secondary barterv" On thc contrar).tire battcrv of n,i-rich

cliscl'rargurg and charging can nLrt be repcatcci is usual11, cal1ed prirnarr.barterr,"
N{any batteries different in sizc and shape arc usecl as automotive battcries i:ut thcir inside

constructions are not so different.
The parts of tire battery are illustrated in the Fg. f .

Plate terminai
Negativc terminal

Upper ievel
Lar,.-er levci

pole
StraP

Container

Veirt-pipe
Positive piate

SeParatore

Glassfibre mats

Ncgative Piate

Fig. 1

1) Positive and negative plates

These plates which are most important parts in rhe battery consjsr of grid fran.rework
made of antimorrial lead ailoy in the meshes which are filied with the active materials by
spe cial electro-chemical processe s.

Positive plates are fi11ed rvith dark bror,vn iead peroxidc and ncgative plates are filled with
grav sponge lead as rhe active material. These materials are rnade to provide a high degree of
porositv in order to a1low the elecrroiyte to penetrate freely insidc of them.

2) Separators and glassfibre mats

Thin and Porous sheets of non conducting material called separators are inserted between
the negative and positive plates in order to prevent them from touching each other.

Separators are usually rnade of porous rubber, synthetic resin or wooden cellulose fibre.
As the active material in the positive plates is incorporated inferiorly ro that of the

negative plates, glassfibre retainer mats are placed between the separators and the positive
plates to retard the loss of active material from the plate and to balance the life of active
materials in the both plates.

The glassfibre mats protect the separators, from oxidation too.

-1-
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APPENDIX-2

] Ltcctrrc currcnt

Positivc plare

(Leac1 peroxirlei

I

Negative platc
LeaC sulfatc changes
to sponge learl

Posirirc plate
[.ead su]fate change ro
leacl peroxide

v

Ncgative platc
(Sponge iead)

Changing to lead sulfate

Electroiyte lsuifalic àcid + wâter)
io forrn rvater

l-leclrolvtc

To make stongcr

Fig. 2 Electro-chemical action on discharge Fig. 3 Electro-chemical action on charg

b. Chemical action of charç
By supplying an electric curent through terminals in a direction opposite to that of the

discharge, the lead sulfate is decomposed. The sulfate is expelled from the plates and

returns to the electrolyte, thereby gradually restoring it to its original solution. This
action frees the plate active materials and they are restored to their originai chemical

condition, ready to deliver electricity again. Hydrogen and oxygen gases are given off at

the negative and positive plâtes respectively as the plates approach the full charged

condition. This is the result of the decomposition of water by an excess of charging

curfent not utilized by the plates.

NOTE

The gases generated in charging are h[hly explosive and precautions musr be taken ro insure
that no arc, or bare flame comes into contact with the generated gases.

The possibility of explosion is always present on exposure of the battery to sparks or
flame, but is particularly hazardous at the end of the charging period.

-3-
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4l lnterrelation of specific gravity and temperature

The specific gravtty of the electrolyte must be measured at 20 C

Therefore, when it is measured at different temperatures, it must be converted. The

reason for this lies in the {act that when the acid is heated, the hydrometer float will not be

raised as high in the normal temperature acid, and this will cause the reading to be low, and

when it is cooled, the hydrometer float will be raised higher and the reading too high. The

temperature correction can be made by the formula given below.

S2o = st + o.ooo7 (t-20)

S2g : Specific gravity at ZA'C

St : Specific gravity at t"C

t : the temperature of electrolyte

5) Freezing Temperaturre

The electrolyte of abattery in various state of charge will start to freeze at temperatures

as shown in Fig. 6. This Figure inciicates the approximate points at which the first ice

crystals begin to appear in the solution. The solution does not freeze solid until a lower

temperature is reached. Solid freezing of the electrolyte may crack the container and

damage the positive plates.

A 314 charged automotive battery is no danger of damage from freezing. Therefore, keep

batteries at 314 charge or more, especially during winter weather.

chargecl

Fig. O Relation among remained capacity, specific
gravity and freezing of electrolyte

6) Electromotive force (Open circuit voltage)

The voltage of abattery, as the circuit opened i.e. no electric currenr flowed, is called the
electromotive force of a battery

The electromotive force of a battery is about 2.1 volts per cel1, regardless the size of
battery or number of plates. While it is influenced by the specific gravity, temperarure of
electrolyte and the state ofdischarge.

I

a

L:

Remained batterv caPacit\'

-5-

1,280 at full charged
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LL

9) Limit voltage to stop discharge

The voltage of a battery on discharging, shows rapid dropping if it exceeds a certain state

of discharge, reaching to zero volt at last. Such discharging uP to zero volt, is not only

unfit for use, but also have bad influence to a battery.

A cerrain limit of terminalvoltage, beyond which abattery should not be discharged is,

therefore, specified and called "the limit voltage to stop the discharge".

This limit vohage, which varies with ampere râte of the discharge, is provided as follows

for discharge rating.

limit voltage to stop discharge

Battery for
automobiles

1.75 volts per cell

Battery for
motorcycles

1.75 volts per ceil

(Note) Refer to next item "Capacity of battery" on the term discharge rating (10 hour

ratrng,20 hour rating), which shows the ampere râte of the discharge.

10) Capaciÿ of a battery

To show the electrical size of a battery, term "capacity" is generally used.

The capacity of a battery is indicated by the amount of electricity which can be

discharged successively from a full charged battery at constant ampere rate, before the

terminal voltage drops below the limit to stop discharge.

This is to say the capacity is the product of the ampere rate and the number of hours

required for the discharge, and represented by Ampere-Hour, A.H.

Whenever the capacity of a battery is to be mentioned, the discharge rating that shows

the ampere rate of discharge is always provided, as the capacity depends on the ampere

rate of the discharge.

The discharge rating is indicated by the number of hours required for the terminal voltage

of full charged battery or reach the limit voltage.

For example, the 20 hour rating indicates the rate at which abattery requires 20 hours to
reach the limit voltage, in other words, the termina-l voltage may drops in 20 hours to the

limit voltage.

So the battery of tOO A.H in 20 hours rating capacity onlÿ means rhar it coutrd be

discharged Lo1 20 hours at 20 hours rating, that is, at 5 ampere, and not that the battery
could be discharged for 10 hours if discharged at 10 ampere.

Thus, it is necessary to see'the discharge rating of batteries which are to be compared.

The capacity of a battery reduces as the ampere rate of the discharge becomes higher.

This variation of a capacity is as shown in Fig. 9.

-7 -

20 hour rating

10 hour rating
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The capacity of a battery is usually indicated at 20 C.

Here, it should bc noticed that 25 C of thc renrper:rturc of electrolvte is proviclccl for the
battery capacity but 20 C for tlie specific gravitv of electrolytc.

A battery, rated 50 A.H,, for examplc, rneans more exactlt that this is thc capacity at

20 hour rating or at 2.5 ampere rate of dischargc and ;rt 25 C of eicctroivte rc:mpcraturc.

Whcn the capacity is stated as 4.H., without iiny noticc. it rreans thc capacitv at 20 hour

rating and 25'C in the case of the batterv usecl in autonrobjics. ancl 10 hour ratins 25 C in
motorcvcles,

- t0 , r,

F.lectrolvtc tenlper:iaLrre (l

Fig. 10 Relation between battery capacity

and electrolyte temPerature

11) The efficiency of a battery
The amount of electricity, given to a battery on charging, is nor always all stored in the

battery, but some portion of it is changed to thermal energy, rising electrolyte temperature
or being consumed to eleitrolyse the warer in electrolyte.

On charging a battery, it is well known that electrolyte remperature rises and the bubble
of the gases of hydrogen and oxygen forms.

Those energies, as above mentioned, which is not useful for chemical reaction of charge,
is called "loss",

As only the balanced amount of electricity which is subtracred by loss from all that
charged, is stored in a battery, extra energy corresponds to loss must given on charging.

Efficiency shows how much portion of the anrount of electricity or electric power given
to abattery on charge is stored effectively in the battery. :

It is called Ampere Hour efficiency when it is stated by electricity, or Watt Hour
efficiency when stated by electric power. Ampere Hour efficiency is the ratio of the
âmount of electricity discharged to that required for a battery to be charged ro the same

state at the beginning of discharge, and Watt Hour efficiency is ihe ratio of electric power
discharged to that required for a battery to be charged to the same srare ar rhe beginning of
discharge.

Those efficiencies are formulated as follows,

U
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APPENDIX-2

If temperature of a battery is higher, the self discharge will increase with the ternperature.

The second curve from the top shows the change of battery capacity at temperature 15 C,

the capacity decreases to 90% past after 90 days. The third curve from the top shows that

the capacity decreases to76% past after 90 days ât temPerature 25 C.

0 102030405060708090
-iimc ldav)

Fig. 1 1 Effect of time at various temperatures

on discharging

Furthermore, for a battery kept at 40 C, self discharge is very remarkable i.e. the

capacity decreases to 50% past after 90 days.

Above values of the battery capacity are for the new batteries, then for a inner shorted

one or for a battery approached to end of its life, the battery capacity will become lower

than the above corresponding value because of the self discharge is faster. It is possible to
lose all capacity oî abattery for only 5 days.

For decreasing self discharge, it is effective to keep the battery in low temperature or to
use electrolyte and :water of loss impurities.

141 lnternalresistance

If the positive and negative terminal of a battery are connected with large size conductor,

large electric current will circulate in a circuit formed with the conductor and the battery,

and it may lead to melt down the terminal poles or the terminal clamps for heat generated
with the electric current. This phenomenon occurs due to very small internal resistance of
the battery.

Though the internal resistance of a battery is built up with each resistances of the plates,

insulators, electrolyte, terminal clamps and terminal columns, it becomes larger value for
electro-chemical action with electric current.

The internal resistance of a battery increases with discharge. This phenomenon is
resulted from a bad electrical conductivity of lead sulfate turned from active material of the
plates, and the less consistency of electrolyte during discharge.

Furthermore, the internal resistance increases with lowering of battery temperature, since

the resistance of electrolyte increases with lowering temperature.
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APPENDIX-2

The plates are manufactured by passing a direct current ,nr"**n them while immersed in

an electrolyte of dilute sulfuric acid. The fully-charged plates are then removed from the

electrolyte, washed in wa-ter, and completely dried without appreciablc exposure of the

negative plates to air or oxygen. This is necessary because the active material of the fully-
charged negatives is finely divided sponge lead which oxidizes, that is. loses its charse when

exposed to oxygen in the air in the presence of minute quantities of moisture.

In order to obtain dry-charged negatives, the plates must either be dried in an inert

gas such as superheated steam, oxygen free products of combustion or a vacuum dryer, or

dried so rapidly that excessive oxidation cannot take place.

Thorough drying of positive piates and separators is necessary in order to produce a

battery free of moisture, the condition which is essential for a satisfactory dry-charged

battery.
Positive and negative plates and separators may either be dried separately or as elements

with the separators in plate.

When water-\Àiashed, charged piates and separators are dried together, the addition of a

separator wetting agerrt at, the end of the washing period is ordinarily required for satisfacto-

ry battery âctivation from the dry-charged to the wet-charged state.

After assembly of dry-charged batteries, proper precautions must be taken to prevent

moisture from entering the battery during the period it remains in a dry, unfilled state.

Dry-charged batteries should be stored in a cool, dry place with humidity as low as

possible; also with ambient temperature between 15C and 35C., as uniform as possible and

not subject to frequent changes.

3) Filling of electrolyte
a. Unscrew the vent plugs. For the dry charged battery take off sealing cover of the vent

plugs certainly.

b. Use electrolyte lower than 30'C.

c. Be sure not to allow the dust or dirt through filling.

d. f'ill each cell of the battery to the pointed level such as UPPER LEVEL for transparent

container, but less than the 10 - 15 mm upper from top of the separators for no pointed

1evel.

e. Check level of electroiyte in all cel1s, since it may be lowering, for eiectrolyte will be

absorbed in the plates and insulators, and adjust to prescribed level with additional

electrolyte.

4l Directions of initial charging

a. Start the initial charge within 12 hours after filling of electrolyte in the battery.

b. Connect battery with the charger correctly.

c. Charging current of the battery should be set at the specified Va.lue of the initial charging

d. Charge 60 hours for an ordinary battery and about 10 hours for a dry charged battery.

Initial charge of the dry charged battery is called sometimes boost charging.

e. Measure the voltage, specific gravity and temperature for all celis. On the way ofscharging,

measure at proper time interval the selected pilot cell located middle of the battery.
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?

Extent of the discharging (Ampere x Hour)

Charging time (hour) (1.2 - 1,.s)

Current of the charging (Ampere)

Furthermore, exrent of the discharging must be decided by the specific gravity of the

electrolyte. When the specific gravity is hard to measure due to the less electrolyte, the

battery should be regarded as fu1l discharging.

8) Judgement in the state of complete charging of a battery

a. The specific gravity of the electrolyte becomes L25O * L.290, keeping constânt state

more thân an hour.

b. Voltage per one,cell in charging becomes 2.5 - 2.8 volts, keeping constant state more

than an hour.

c. Active occurence of gases.

d. Extent of charge (charging ampere

battery capacity.

x charging time) becomes one and half times of

It is almost complete charging when more than three in above four conditions are

satisfied.

Usually, it shows full charging when conditions (r), (b) and (c) were satisfied. If the

specific gravity is unrneasured for less electrolyte, however, it is possible to judge with

conditions (b) (.) and (d).

9) Caution in charging

The gases coming from a charging battery are a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen gases

and will explode with great violence and spraying of acid if a spark or flame is brought too

near them. A room or compaftment in which charging batteries are confined should be

ventilated. Do not bring a flame or sparks near openings.

To avoid sparks, do not disturb connections between batteries while chargrng, first

switch oîf at charger. The possibitrity of ignition of hydrogen gas by static electricity

accumulated on the car, or on one's person, and discharging near the vent openings can be

minimized if, immediately before working on the battery, a metal rod or wire is touched to

the car bumper and to the ground

Another source of explosion lies in the reverse connection of charging equipment. This

hazard is present with all types of chargers, particularly in the case of the High Rate

equipment. It can only be eliminated by careful checking of the connections before

operating the switch.

e"plosio, of battery

_15 -
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!

3) Dry-charged battery an storage

a. When a battery is not offerd to use instantly, store it at the place dry, dark and cool.

received state.

b. In storage of a battery, don't remove ventplugs or cut sealed part of ventilation pipe.

c. Just before a battery is installed on the motorcycle, the battery must filled with the

elecrrolyre, and is required boost charging about 10 hours to reach the fully charged

state.

d. After the dry-charged battery has been activated it must be serviced, handled and kept

charged just like any other wet battery.

4l lnstallation of new battery

a. Check tbattery if it is surely full charged before installation on the motorcycle. Only a

fully charged battery can deliver the guaranteed performance.

b. tt is better to mark the date on some proper place of the battery before installation, it
may be useful when happend some trouble on the battery.

c. The battery should rest level in the cradle and be fastend securely in place by a suitable

hold-down.

d. Replacement cables should be of sufficient length to reach the terminal posts without

causing undue strain on the posts and covers.

e. For a battery with vinyl ventilation pipe, take care if the pipe is not depressed by

battery or pinched as shown in Fig. 13. In that case, the inside pressure of the battery

increased by gases which generate on charging, causing the explosion of container.

f ig. li Installation of battery with vent-pipe

f. Before connecting the cables, check the polarity of the terminals of the battery to be sure

it is not reversed. Note that the tapered positive terminal of the battery is about 1.5 mm
larger at the top diameter than that of the negative and the opening of the positive cable
clamp terminal is correspondiogly larger to fit.

g. When the cable clamp terminal is connected to the battery terminal, grind the terminals
and applicate anti-rust grease on it.

h. Connect a negative cable lastly

a

is
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APPENDIX-2

2. Yoltage Voltage of each cell or total voltage of all cells.

3. Electrolyte level N*rn'rl, too 1"* "t t"; high.

4. Specific gravity

electrolyte

Is specific gravity of each more than 1.200?

From these records, troubles or something else are judged under the below-mentioned list.

Regarding the item (a) in the above list, there are many cases that the specific gravrty

recovers by charging in case of specific gravity is between L.2OO 1.100 andlor the differences

between the cells are below 0.02. Such cases should not be thought troubles.-

3) Charging æst

It is to be examined whether charging is possible, if possible troubles are judged to exist

from the voltage, level of electrolyte and specific gravity. Ampere rate for charging is

ordinary charging rate appointed by battery manufacturer or the 10 hour rating, and

investigation mu.st be made by charging for 15 to 30 hours according to the state of
discharge. Before charging, distilled water has to be replenished in case the level in each cell

lowers. Replenishing quantity'is a little less than prescribed level (highest level line).

Measurement of voltage and specific gravity is carried out just before charging, just after

it in an hour, and afterward one or two times according to each case. These measurements

are to be recorded forjudging data.

of

Y

Part to be

investigated

Battery in

good stâte

Battery with
impediment or with

possible impediment

Attention to

impediment

1

Pole plates (+) plate: Chocolate

colourd

(-) plate: Gray

colourd

White-colourd

(Sulphation)

Positive-plate

grids are colourd

and broken

Replace it with new

battery.

Sediments littie Placed down to

bottom part of
pole-plate.

Replace it with new

battery.

2

Voltage Voltage more

than12 or 6

volts

Voltage below

12 or 6 volts.

(Less than 1.95

volts in some cell)

Execute charging test.

J Electrolyte

level

Over plates. Plates appear. Execute charging test.

4

Specific gra-

üty of ele-

ctrolyte

More than I.200
each cell.

Irregularity

below 0.02.

Some cells below

1.100.

Irregularity

over 0.02.

Execute charging test.
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APPENDIX.2

'2A 10 0 l0 20

Fis. 14
Terripcrature of enqine oil '(l

6) How to take causes of troubles on battery

Troubles on battery break out from such causes as mentioned below:

a. Carelessness in handling.

b. Such an instance as battery is not in good state to operate the relating apparatuses

(dynamo, regulator, starter, etc.)

c. Wrong ways of stock.

d. Specific running conditions of motorcycle.

e. Defect in materials and in making'of the battery.
f. Installation of battery on such parts with excessive vibration or meeting hot wind.

g. Attachment of other apparatuses consuming much electricity.

Fig. 15 Plate with sulfation
by short electrolyte

Fig. 16 Corroded positive plate

Fig. 17 Severely buckled positive plare . Fig. 1g Oxidized separator

Jr

3
Cù

.=

Variation of cranking power

with engine oil temperature.
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t

Location of
Trouble

Kinds of Trouble Causc Renrcclv

q)

x
o
0)

r!

Loss of
Elcctrolytc

a) Crackecl battery cascr

b) Exccssive battery ccll

terllperaturc clue to troublc

such as:r short circuit.

[)iscover :rnd clirninatc causc

of tcmpcrature riser. Rcstore

flrrid li:vr:l with distillccl rvater.

Tlrcrc is r.ro pair lcrr a darlagcd

CASC

Decrease in
Specific gravity

a) Short circuit

b) Insufficient charge

c) Sulfation

d) Excessive water added

e) Water leaking in from

outside

Inspcct carefully for actual

cause and take suitable steps

to correct. lf excess water

has entered the battery, thc

specific gravity can be adjustcd

by adding additional elec-

trolyte. The battery should be

first charged until the specific

gravity becomes constant,

Côntaminated by

Impurities

a) Impurities such as sea

water, hydrochloric acid,

copper, iron nickel, or

manganese have become

mixed with electrolyte.

b) Impure water has been

added.

Discharge battery and drain

electrolyte. Wash inside of
cells with water several times

and finally wash with distilled

wâter

Then, refill with electrolyte of
specific gravity 0.03 to 0.05

higher than the electrolyte

that was drained. Fully charge

the battery and adjust specific

gravrty to the specific value.

Oo
.do

Internal

Short4ircuit

a) Short-circuit due to spgngy

lead at side or upper and

lower portions of plates.

b) Separator broken due to
buckled plate

c) Short-circuit at lower part

of plates due to sediment

d) Separator not correctly

installed

e) A metallic piece caught

between plates

f) cell diÿider is broken

Impossible to cure.

Self-Discharge

a) Impurities in electrolyte

b) High elecrolyte specific

gravrty when charged.

c) High temperature

Replace contaminated elec-

ffolyte. Adjust improper

specific gravity. of electrolyte.

Reverse Polarity

a) Battery was charged with

reverse porarity

If trouble is not serious,

recharging in the proper

direction at low current will
restore battery operation.
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l. Brief for tuning up
Aithough we call "tuning up" it is quite different according to the purposes, for professional

and for amâteur. In other words, components for "tuning" or necessary efficiencies which get
from "tuniîg" are very different for the professional purpose of the fartory racer and fo, ih"
beginner. Thus the most important thing is to tune up according to the purpose of race and the
technique of the driver, all in balance.

The KAWASAKI motorcycle has been selling the kit parts for cross country mororcycle and
for road racer. These kit parts surely increase your engines power up, and thus we would rec-
omend you to use kit parts for tuning up.

2. Gylinder heod

An effective \May to increase the compression ratio is to generate high power but if the com-
pression ratio is increased too much an abnormal combustion (knocking) will occur and the ourpur
decrease. What is more it will be a cause of trouble such as damage of piston. Thus never increase
the ratio beyond the specified limii.

1) Methods to increase the compression ratio are;
a. Use of a thin head gasket.
b. Grinding down the cylinder head, and

'c. Grinding the upper part of the cylinder.
When you employ method b or c above, carefully grind to ger a proper finish without having

an incline or strain in the surface. Poor grinding may cause gas leakage and can not get a
normal efficiency. Touch the finished surface on the surface plate and check whether both
surfaces are closely touched or not for assuring if the surface is flat or not. Grind again or
polish the un-flat part with sand-paper to geü a flat surface if some part of the 2 surfaces do
not touch closely each other or the finished plate toters on the surface plate. If the cylinder
head or cylinder are extremely bored, the piston top may rouch the inside of the cylinder
head. Carefully bore, if it can not be helped, but not more rhan the specifiecated value.

2) Measurement of the compression ratio
a. Purpose

During the grinding process of the cylinder head or of the cylinder, each size is irregular a
little for it is finished by hand, and so it is necessary to measure correctly rhe compression
ratio to adjust for the rated valve

b, Measurement of the capacity of the combustion chamber R,rrê*a
\,leasure the capacity of the combustion chamber the fol-
lorl'ing way. Set the piston ro rop dead center and inject
oLi SAE =10-+20) up to plug setring level by burerre or
in-iecror from plug hole as shown in Fig. 1.

The in3ected oil capacity minus the plug screw capacity
equals rhe capacity of combustion chamber.
Th.ls. capacity of combustion chamber

= Capacity up to plug level - Capacity of plug screw

Note
Capacin. of plug screw is difièrent from each type.
\GK. H tvpe (Diameter of screw - mm) 1.1 cc

compression rario= * 
{l:

Fis. 1

3.14

/z bore
height from cylinder top
to top exhaust hole.
Capacity of combustion
chamber.

, Burette
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3. Cylinder

1) Clearance between cylinder and piston

Before tuning the cylinder, decide the clearance between the piston and cylinder. If the

clearance is too narro\M, less than the specified value, the piston and the cylinder may seize;

and if it is too wide, compression leakage may occur causing a decrease of power.

2) Port timing
Port timing of exhaust and scavenging ports of cylinder and the size of each port are closely

related with engine output and efficiency; thus, carefully tune uP.

See 4) "modification of cylinder" for the port change size of each kind.

3) Grinding of port

Compact high-speed grinder rotor, a unit file or sandpaper etc., are used according to the

purpose for the grinding of ports. In using high-speed grinder, be careful not to overgrind.

After grinding each port, file the passages with sandpaper to vent well, which has a good effect
for increasing output. It is quite important to make the passage of each port smoothly to
ventilate well and to rise the air supply ratio; thus it is possible to get high power. These things

are well said in the G.P. racing machines, that their passage of ports âre very smooth, like the

surface of a mirror. Take chamfering (1 mm, Radius) around each port to prevent the break

damages of piston ring.

4). Modification of cylinder

11e!ffi
Exhaust

1t\rlÿ-U
Scavenge

Etrî
r-Tt

Chamfering

Fis. 3

Table

'oG" diemnsion must be
measured

Model A B C D E F
H

(Clearance)
Remarks

G1L 31.5 27.5 38.3 36.8 25 0.135 - 0.140

GA 31.7 )o7 42.2 40.3 25 0.135 - 0.140

B1L 34,7 30.7 43.0 47.9 25 0.135 - 0.140

A1 31.5 29.5 44.7 44.0 87.5 25 0.130 * 0.140
Cut the upper of cylinder to
87.5 mm at "8". Use two
sheet of cylinder base packing.

A7 11 q 27.6 45.5 43.8 86.8 35 0.140 - 0.150
Cut the upper of cylinder to
86.8 mm at "E".

-3-
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3) Valve timing

Table 5

6. Volve retqiner
Precautions in tuning the valve retainer' Inlet case o{

broading the inner hole of the valve retainer, pay attention

to the.following items for processing.

1) Broadening of the width A means that the inlet

period becomes so much longer. In effect it is equiv-

alent to widen the valve opening so much.

2l tn the case of broadening the depth B, cut the

bottom side slightly and grind the top side with grind-

ing paper. If the length C becomes too short by

o""t.ottit g the top side, compressed mixture gas will
pass through it.

3) After the above works of 1 and 2, broaden the inlet

port of the crankcase mating with the valve retainer

hole.

7. Corburcrtor

l) The output of the engine is proportionate to air intaking ratio; thus widen, the area of suc-

tion port and use large carburrto.. But there is a proper combination among suction, exhaust

*d 
-r.rr"rrging 

and 
"rh"." is also limitation of width. If the carburator is very large, the

spraying of"f,.i"t and combusrion rare become bad. Install the carburator properly, for it is

.iorÉty"related ro engine efficiency; therefore find the proper installing-position by adjusting

the main jet numberl,d jet needle steps, judging from the degree of burnt out of plug and

acceleration in repeating i"rt ,rrrrr. tvt"stlÿ, proper efficiency can be get by adjusting the

main jet and the 3"t rr"Jdl". Adjust carefuliy; if the main jet is too small, seizure will occur'

Model
Inlet Scavenging Exhaust Remark

Open BTC Close ATC Open BBC Close ABC Open BBC Close ABC

G1L
Standard 1 100 450 56040' 7 6'4Q

Tune: up t2ao 600 64055' 8805 5

GA Standard 120' 500 57"30', 84030'

Tune: up 1400 700 ô5' 930

B1L
Standard 1 100 450 5go g00

Tune: up r200 55 620 ggo

41, Standard tt20 65" 60005' 90005'

Tune: up 1300 70" 62" 94005'

A7 Standard 172. o5 600 910

Tune: up 1330 IJ 63" 98030

Fis. 5
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IO. Air cleqner
In the case of a road-racer, no air cleaner is required since the road is well paved. However, as

for a moto-crosser, dust proofing, water proofing, etc.) ate necessary. The decrease of the inlet
air quantity is rather worse even if \À/ater and dust can be perfectly shut out. The air cleaner of
kit-parts is generally used as countermeasures.

I l. Muffler
The term "tuning up" means to improve the efficiency by using exhaust inertia of muffler;

thus the muffler is the most important element to improve efficiency. It is natural to test several
hundreds mufflers for the tuning up of the G.P. racing mackines. Muffler for racing has nor a
silincer and looks very simple but it is made correctly to improve the filling up efficien cy aîter
rePeating, many examinations. When you make it for yourself, cut a mild steel plate of 0.8
l-.0 mm in thickness, according to the specified dimension and finish it so that you riding pose
may not be affected. After fabrication, âpply black heat-resisting enamel ro increase heat radiation.

Muffler dimension 1mm)

v

Fis. 6

Table B

12, Pori inside ond joint
I: :re case of cutting or grinding ports, it is necessary to fit the mating surface of the related

par:s :rghr: lbr example, the joint between the cylinder bottom and the cylinder base packing
or ::.. ;:ankcase. the joint between the valve retainer and the inlet port of the crankcase.

U:;"'-:r ,loinr means the protrusion where the flow resistance of mixture gas increases due to
eci;-' I: ihe case of grinding the inner surface of the port, grind the whole passage entirely, or
a -.-::-.iiecr can not be assured.

Model A B C D E F G H Remark

G1L 200 300 160 240 200 32s 80d t9q

B1L 300 300 160 240 200 38q 80é 19q

A1 230 300 150 200 300 38b t00q 22@

L-7 230 370 150 200 300 456 L00q 22 Ç1

-7-
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15. Enging sprockel ond reqr wheel sprocket

1) Engine sprocket

* Note Don't use New Part No. for Parts ordering if o1d part No. is available until next formal information.

Table 9
2) Rear wheel sprocket

t Note Don't use New Part No. for Parts ordering if old Part No. is available until next formal information.

Table 10

-9-

Model
Parts No.

-ota

New
Secondary
Chain No.

Teeth No.
Interchange-

ability Remarks

J 1 Speed Kit
J1M,G1M
J1,G1
J 1rR, G 1TR

13144-007
L31,44-O09
131,44-006
t3t44-008

271.0-9tt3
261,0-3621
201,0-3621
22t0-362t

420

l2
14

15

1.6

yes

D 1 Speed Kit
B8M, B1M, 

"2LM,F 
2 Speed Kit

D1. C2SS, B1,88, F1, F2
C 1. C 2'IR, F 1TR, F 2TR, F 3

t3t44-01,O
1,3144-004
1,31,44-005
1,31,44-016

DLTtO-9161
340-0621,
310-062L

F1,250-0621.

428

L3

L4
15

1.6

yes

GA Speed Kit
GA1. GA2, G3
GA Speed Kit

L3L44-03L
t3t44-014
t3144-032

7251,00-3643 428
1.3

1,4

15

yes

Option
l+
Option

t3t44-O33
L3t44-028
L3L44-034

758137-3621. 525
14

15

16

yes

Option
A 1. A1SS
A1R
Option

L31,44*017
t3L44-025
L3144-0r8
r31,44-0L9

A1010-3621 1

-3 621

-3621 -2
A1510-3621

525

1,4

15

1.6

17

yes

Option
W2SS

K2.W1

r3144-022
13t44-023
131,44-024
1,31,44-021.

A7010-3621
A7010*3621,-1
w2320-362L

60t0-3621

530

15

16

18

1.9

yes

Oprion

H1

13t44-035
r3t44-030
t3144-036

530

1,4

15

1,6

yes

Model
Parts No.

N"*---- --- O1d
Secondarv
Cheir No] Teeth No. Interchange-

abilitv Remarks

J1T
G1

J 1. J 1rR. G 1TR
Ir'1 10. M 11

J 1\1. G 1M

42041.-008
42041,-038
4204I-007
42041.-OO2

!2041,-01,1,

21,20-2481
G1020-248L

2A20-2481
0320-2481
2620-2481,

420

34
36

37

39
44

yes

D 1 Speed Kit
D1
C2 SS

GA2
C2TR
GA1
G3TR

4204L-0L5
42041-019
42041,-022
42041,-020
42041-045
4204t-051,

D1720-91,65
Dtt40-2481,
c2320-248L
7256t0-2491,
c2320-8941.
7256L2-2491,
72561.8-249L

428

28

32
34

36

37

39

42

yes

F2 (811)
F3
B8S, F1
88, B1
F1TR, F2TR, F3
F21M
B1M

4204t-025
4204t-O40
42041-O23
42041-005
42041,-01,3
4204r-031,
4204L-0t2

F2180-2463
756831-2491,

330-2463
3r0-2463

Fr26t-249t
F21420-2463
81440-2463

428

38

39
40
42
44
50
53

yes

SG
A1SS, F4

42041,-024
42041,-029

5020-67 61,

At320-2481, 525
39

yes

K2.W1
w1s. w2

42041-034
4204t-036

6020-67 61.

w2320-6761 530
41,

42
yes

H1
H1 Option

42041-047
42041-046 530

43
45

yes

v
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4) Change of riding Position
When racing in a bad road, rough driving is natural, sometimes there are jumps of the mo-

rorcycle, falls or tumbles, and thus the driving posture shakes rapidly in any direction' Change

the riding position depending upon the shaking and strengthen the necessary Parts.

a. Handle

With the up handle change it to be wide .and strong. Connect the bars at right and left by

about 16é pipe as shown in Fig. 10 and the strength will improve very much. Take a light

grip, and a small rotation angle (about 60") in opening the throttle fully.

Fig. 10

Take a light grip, and a small rotation angle (about 60') in opening the throttle fully.

b. Cables

If rhe shape of the handle changes, the cables of a standard motorcycle could be too short.

The cabies should have a proper length without pulling each other or slackening, passing

rhrough the required parts and fixed on them, in full steering the handle.

c. Seat

A seniilong type should be used and a smooth surface leather is the most convenient to take

a iree riding posture.

d. Foot rest

Strengthen the foot rest so that it does

not bend when the rider jumps on it
rr,irh his full weight. Weld the 1"3/ steel

pipe along to the foot rest bar and also

ri-eld the welding rod to the step part
and have some paddings for non-slip.
The rvidth and height of the foot rest

do not need any change, but if you
ieel some anxiety to touch the barriers,
aolusc the width and height which are

rdeal srzes for motocrosser. (Fig. 11)

In order to minimize dangers finish the

:op edge of the foot rest bar in a

:o:-Lnd wav.

-11-

''\ Heat this portion with
fiurner for correction.

Footrest bar

l3aJiron steel
,Stopping slip

Make round
the both tip'

- 
t 

-..1<-t .

v

11Fig.
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